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Global warming, the decline of natural resources as well as the strength-
ening of emission regulations have led to a research focus in new drive
technologies. Within the group of alternative propulsion systems, fuel
cell hybrid electric vehicle (FHEV) are considered especially promising.
Since system efficiency as well as the operation characteristics are de-
termined by the chosen energy management system (EMS) scheme, an
optimal approach is a key aspect to guarantee optimal system operation
in terms of power and energy efficiency, as well as component lifetime
and costs. Existing research efforts mostly focus on the optimisation of
the hydrogen consumption, while neglecting component degradation as
additional important part of total system and operation cost. Furthermore,
almost no published work considers the thermal management of a FHEV.
Therefore, the presented work propose a novel model predictive control
based energy management approach with a special focus on preventing
fuel cell (FC) and battery (BAT) degradation and the vehicle’s thermal
management. In order to minimise component ageing and degradation,
the objective function which is used in the developed method, includes
cost which account for both decreasing BAT state of health as well as
FC operation conditions which accelerate the degradation of the FC. To
be able to test the developed EMS, a model and a hardware based test
environment were developed. Since there are no thermal management
systems for FHEV presented in literature, a new concept with a hierarch-
ical control scheme was designed. Because the newly developed energy
management shall be tested based on real world data, a method to gener-
ate test cases representing typical driving scenarios based on real world
driving data was developed and implemented. Finally, the hardware sys-
tem was used to validate the simulation model and vice versa, the model
based approach was validated on real hardware.
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1
INTRODUCTION
In modern societies, one of the basic human needs, is individual mobility
and the chance to move within a network to connect with other humans.
Since the internal combustion engine (ICE) was invented, the exclusive
guarantee for individual mobility is the transformation of chemical en-
ergy bounded in fossil fuels to kinetic energy through combustion. A
rapid increasing awareness to minimise the human impact on the global
environment, caused by the effects of global warming, has led to question-
ing this concept and forces the transformation towards an emission free
mobility. Another central problem is that fossil fuels are not only a limited
resource, but its combustion also causes harmful emissions such as car-
bon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx).
This conflict is aggravated by the dramatically increasing demand for per-
sonal transportation over the past 20 years. The two driving factors are the
rapidly growing world population and the economic growth of develop-
ing countries such as China, India and Mexico, which continue to expand
[28]. Hence, the decline of natural resources as well as the strengthening
of emission regulations in combination with a contentiously increasing
demand for personal mobility, are also amplifying this transition. Today,
consumer requests as well as taxation and emission regulations are glob-
ally putting the automotive industry under increasing pressure to produce
more efficient and less polluting vehicles. Even if increasing fossil fuel
as well as legislation has forced the industry to increase the efficiency and
reduce the emission of pollutant gases in the last decade, the ICE tech-
nology itself is limited to the Carnot process efficiency and the fact that
burning fossil fuels in all cases produce carbon monoxide. Because of the
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Figure 1.1: Vehicle curb weight sensitivity to the BEV driving range de-
pending on various DCs, considering a compact car [1].
ongoing improvements, further reduction of emission or increasing the
efficiency is only realisable under high cost. Thus, the industry is forced
to explore new technologies. In general, it can be stated that the general
objective is to shift mobility towards an electric based mobility. For the
purpose of successfully complete this transition, it is inevitable that elec-
tromobility adapts to certain habits and costumes mobility patterns which
are dominated at the time and shaped based on internal combustion engine
vehicle (ICV).
Within the field of emission free power sources, two technologies
are the most suitable and accepted ones at the moment, BAT and FC.
BEV are commercially available in different configurations, almost all
automotive manufacturers offer either a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) or
BEV and have announced to significantly enlarge their product portfolio
in 2019 and 2020. BEV have several advantages, especially regarding
high efficiency and zero emission. These benefits made BEV evolve their
full potential in urban environments. Nevertheless, BEV are also sub-
ject to significant drawbacks. Due to the low gravimetric energy density
of BAT, the range is typically limited and the recharge time is relatively
high. Thus, with regards to long range driving, BEV suffer from signific-
ant drawbacks. Today the Tesla Model S can be considered as reference
BEV. The maximum range is under optimal operation condition up to
480 km and the required charging time is 1 h under ideal conditions. Fig-
ure 1.1 depicts the driving range of a compact BEV related to the relative
weight of the vehicle. It can be seen that the relative vehicle weight rises
significantly with the driving range, which can be explained by the fact
that the energy storage capacity of a BAT is directly related to the number
of cells and thus to the weight. When considering Figure 1.1, one can
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derive that with increasing driving range not only the vehicle curb weight
increases but also the required motor power and thus the needed BAT
power capability rises dramatically as well. In the last decade, especially
HEV, combining a BAT and a ICE, allowed the automotive industry and
its customer a smooth transition from fossil fuel based mobility towards
electromobility. A typical HEV on sale now uses a combination of an
ICE with a BAT to maximise the benefits of each source and overcome
the individual drawback of the ICE and the BAT. In summary, a hy-
brid powertrain has a number of advantages compared to a conventional
powertrain with regards to both efficiency and emissions.
Besides BAT, due to the higher volumetric and mass related energy
density, FC are highly capable to be used as on-board energy source.
In direct comparison against a BEV, due to the higher specific mass re-
lated storage capacity, a FHEV has the capability to enable a signific-
antly higher driving range while still maintaining the full benefits of an
electric vehicle (EV). The fact that the conversion, or electric power re-
lated, device and the energy storage elements are decoupled is beneficial
in terms of system design and vehicle curb weight. The FC can be de-
signed to meet the power demand, while the hydrogen storage meets the
energy demand. Since the mass of the FC itself does not contributes to
the energy storage capacity, the specific mass is comparable high, for sys-
tems with low storage capacities. Yet, with increasing storage capacity
this negative effect can be neglected and only the high specific energy of
the storage dominates the overall specific energy. Thus, the specific mass
of the vehicle does not increase cubic with an increasing driving range.
Instead, high energy storage capacities can be realised without signific-
antly increasing the vehicle mass. Another advantage of storing energy
separately is that, in contrast to BAT, fuel can be re-filled in comparable
manner to fossil fuels.
Nevertheless, FCs also have significant drawbacks. The maximum
power dynamic is limited and recuperating breaking energy is not pos-
sible without system extension. An efficient solution to overcome this
drawback is to combine a FC with a BAT and a SC to form a FHEV. To
combine different energy sources offers the chance to overcome the spe-
cific limitations of the single sources and makes best use of the individual
subsystems. In a FHEV, the FC guarantees a long driving range, whereas
the BAT ensures high efficiency by enabling the recuperation of breaking
energy, while the SC provides the capability to handle high power dy-
namics. A detailed description as well as the fundamentals and operation
characteristics of FHEV are given in Chapter 2.
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Figure 1.2: Estimation of CO2 emissions and range of medium size
vehicles of different technologies in 2010 (upper regions) and 2050 (lower
border) [2].
Figure 1.2 depicts an estimation of CO2 emissions related to the driv-
ing range of a medium sized vehicle with various technologies in 2010
and a prediction for 2050. While for BEV and FHEV, especially the as-
sumed transition of the electrical energy supply towards a renewable en-
ergy causes the significant specific emission reduction, ICE based vehicles
advance in emission control and an increase of the efficiency which cause
lower CO2 emissions. Mahmoudzadeh Andwari et al. define that a low
emission and long range vehicle must have a driving range of more than
400 km and a CO2 emission which is lower than 60 g km−1. In accord-
ance to Figure 1.2, these requirements are solely met by a FHEV. In sum-
mary it can be said that FCs are a strong candidate for the transportation
market in the long-term, but in the near future a number of technological
challenges are to overcome, whereas FHEV have a good chance to sur-
mount these challenges.
In the long term, hydrogen can be considered superior to fossil fuels.
An essential benefit of hydrogen is that it can be generated almost any-
where in the world based on renewable energy sources through electro-
lysis of water. Thus, it is not only unlimitedly available but also can sup-
port the implementation of purely renewable energy, even in remote parts
of the world. Additionally, it also alleviates various energy security issues
caused by the dependency on oil-producing but politically unstable coun-
tries. Since it can be produced locally, high energy costs can be eliminated
because the transportation of the fossil fuel to the demand centres will be
reduced. Finally, and most importantly, the oxidation of hydrogen, used
in a FC to generate electrical energy, does not emit any harmful pollutant
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emission, just water. This does not only help to prevent the global climate
change by minimising the overall emission of the mobility sector, but also
reduces local emission peaks. In this respect, eminently high traffic dens-
ity in urban environments in combination with the high local pollutant
emission, are a huge problem. Since no harmful emissions are produced,
hydrogen based mobility is also capable to significantly improve the air
quality in urban environments. In [3] it is stated that both technologies,
BAT and FC based mobility are in the initial stage of their market de-
velopment and are posed to take advantage of the unavoidable surplus
electricity that characterises renewable dominated energy systems. One
criterion to favour either BAT or a FC based mobility is the required in-
vestment cost to set up a large scale infrastructure required for a complete
mobility transition. In [3], a comprehensive comparison with the goal
to perform a detailed design analysis of the required infrastructure for
supplying BEV and FHEV vehicles in Germany at multiple scales, was
outlined. With the intention to consider the total costs, the underlying
question of the presented study analyses the investments, costs, efficien-
cies and emissions for an infrastructure capable of supplying between one
hundred thousand to several million vehicles with hydrogen or electri-
city. For both infrastructures, a complete renewable energy supply was
assumed. Thus, for the BAT case, sufficient energy storage capacity as
well as a sufficient number and distribution of charging stations was con-
sidered. In the case of hydrogen based mobility, decentral electrolysis
are used as an energy storage to support the large-scale renewable energy
supply. For the transportation of hydrogen, both pipelines as well as the
distribution via trucks was assumed. Figure 1.3 depicts the cumulative
investment required for BAT and hydrogen infrastructure, related to the
number of EVs. For a low number of FHEV the hydrogen generation is
assumed to be based on existing source. Only after more than one mil-
lion EV will be in the market, a complete transition to renewable based
generation is realised. Summarising, it can be said that, with regards to
low market penetration levels of a few hundred thousand vehicles, the
costs of infrastructure roll-out are essentially the same for both techno-
logy pathways. While hydrogen was found to be more expensive during
the transition period to electricity-based generation via electrolysis, the
costs to build a large scale BEV charging infrastructure matches the cost
for hydrogen infrastructure at 15 million EV and are significantly higher
at more than 40 million EV. Until now, the estimated costs do not con-
sider the costs caused by a secure electrical infrastructure, which solely
depends on renewable energies. In comparison, in the hydrogen case, sea-
6 Chapter 1. Introduction
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of the cumulative investment of supply infra-
structures required for the large scale deployment of BEV and FHEV [3].
sonal storage capacity is set to bridge 60 days at low renewable electricity
generation. [3] also estimates the mobility cost per kilometre, in the high
market penetration scenario those are at 0.045 C km−1 for electric char-
ging and 0.046 C km−1 for hydrogen fuelling. In accordance to [3], the
total energy demand of a hydrogen infrastructure which is needed to sup-
ply 20 million FHEV is equal to 93 TW h, which is nearly twice as high
as the one required to charge the same number of BEV (46 TW h). Never-
theless, the low efficiency of electrolysis and FC causing that difference,
can be compensated by the fact that you can use the surplus energy gener-
ated by renewable sources to supply the electrolysis. In the case of a BEV
infrastructure, enough storage capacity is needed to be installed to have
the same effect. If the use of surplus electricity is compared to an equival-
ent of renewable and fossil electricity supplied by the grid, the emission
of CO2 per kilometre can be estimated. For 20 million EV, the emission
of BEV are estimated to be 20.9 g km−1 and the one of an FHEV to be
2.7 g km−1 [3]. The numbers prove that the hydrogen infrastructure with
the inherent seasonal storage option has lower CO2 emissions because of
the high use of renewable surplus electricity.
Despite the releases of the Honda FCX-Clarity, Toyota Mirai and the
Hyundai ix35 FCEV, there are still a number of challenges which have to
be faced when trying to increase the market share of FHEV. Especially
the costs and reliability of the FC, as well as the required hydrogen in-
frastructure which is not available and yet preventing FHEV from being
competitive to ICV. Even if there is a more detailed analysis of FHEV in
Chapter 2, a brief summary of the most essential challenges shall be dis-
cussed at this point. Although hydrogen storage has a high mass related
energy density of 33 kW h kg−1, in contrast to 12 kW h kg−1 of fossil
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fuels, the significantly lower volume related energy density (3 kW h m−3)
makes it hard to compete with liquid fossil (9500 kW h m−3). This typic-
ally reduces the effective energy density to just 10 % of an equivalent tank
of fossil fuel. Therefore, one aspect to improve the readiness of FHEV is
to improve existing storage technologies. Of course FC are regarded as
being expensive compared to conventional ICE. For example the costs
of the Toyota Mirai with minimum configuration are 78 600 C, while a
comparable HEV, for example the Toyota Prius, starts with basic features
at 28 400 C. The high costs for the FHEV can be explained by various
reasons „ including the immaturity of the technology and manufacturing
processes, the low production volumes, but also because of the expans-
ive materials required [29]. The component with the highest costs is the
catalyst with a high quantity of platinum required. Thus, strong efforts
are made to reduce the amount of platinum in the catalyst layer. Not only
high costs and a limited volumetric energy density, but also durability
and degradation issues have to be discussed when challenges for FHEV
needed to be assed.
In order to be competitive to conventional technologies, FC power
systems must be as durable and reliable as current automotive engines.
Key contributors to FC degradation include the reduction of the size of
the catalytic surface area, the membrane degradation and the corrosion of
the carbon support, especially under conditions of load-cycling, high elec-
trode potentials and high-temperature operation. Membrane durability is
affected by both humidity variations which cause mechanical stress and
chemical degradation, which can be accelerated by degradation products
from the bipolar plates and other components in the FC. The U.S. Department
of Energy (DoE) has defined a clear target for 2020, which is a durability
of 5000 h. This is equivalent to approximately 240 000 km of driving. In
this context however, durability is defined as a performance reduction of
10 % after a specified operation time [4]. Kurz et al. report that a projec-
ted durability of 3900 h (2015) before 10 % degradation for the automot-
ive FC is realistic. Figure 1.4 depicts the 2015 DoE targets related to the
2020 targets. While a complete readiness of the power density as well as
the specific power and the cold-start is indicated by the facts that those
have not been strengthened from 2015 to 2020, the peak efficiency is not
yet at its full potential. As shown, durability and costs are the primary
challenges to FC commercialisation in a light-duty vehicle automotive
application.
In summary, FHEV are still in the market introduction stage. They are
not yet truly competitive with conventional ICE or BAT technology and


















Figure 1.4: FC 2020 targets (black) versus 2015 status (green) for light-
duty vehicle applications. Cost status is for a modelled system when man-
ufactured at a volume of 500,000 units/year [4].
are only available for a limited number of suppliers and are obtainable
in limited regions. The two key challenges which impede higher market
penetration are the high costs and the limited infrastructure deployment.
Even though politics and commercial consortiums announced to invest
in a higher infrastructure deployment as well as the fact that increasing
production rates, economics of scale, and technological improvements
will lead to lower cost, FHEV will still be a niche product which aims
at the premium segment. Nevertheless, it can be expected that in the next
decade due to incremental improvements, the natural cost reduction and
higher production volumes several technical and commercial goals will be
achieved and FHEV will begin to become more competitive with current
ICE and BEV vehicles.
1.1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
This PhD project is part of the Hy2Energy - Centre for Hydrogen based
Mobility located at the South Westphalia University of Applied Sciences
(Hy2Energy), which is embedded in the funded research project “En-
ergy4Mobile”. The project is funded by the “Ministerium für Innovation,
Wissenschaft und Forschung des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen”. Major
objectives of the funded project are the development and optimisation of
a FHEV and a metal hydride based hydrogen tank. Especially the TMS as
well as the EMS are in the scope of the optimisation. The minimisation of
the hydrogen consumption, maximisation of component’s life and reuse
of waste heat of the FC are of special interest.
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Besides E-Mobility today there are two other major trends in auto-
motive industry, autonomous driving and connected car. Wahl described
autonomous driving as being close to the commercial outline. Several
research projects and automotive companies prove the functionality of
prototypes [32]. Starting with semi-autonomous driving, like adaptive
cruise control on motorways, the progression reaches full-autonomous
driving for low speed. In order to realise fully autonomous driving, dif-
ferent standard advanced driver assistance systems can be combined [33].
One solution is to combine the sensors of a lane departure warning sys-
tem and an adaptive cruise control. However, the cruise control is capable
to control the longitudinal dynamics and the lane departure warning sys-
tem the transverse dynamics. [31] The term “connected car” summarises
different communication channels and various functions, in general there
are four different options. Vehicle to Infrastructure summarises all func-
tions and information a single car can exchange with the infrastructure.
The infrastructure collects data from various cars, concentrates it and de-
rives information which are transmitted to passing vehicles. The objective
is to minimise traffic jams, avoid accidents and optimise the traffic flow.
Vehicle to vehicle communication uses direct connections between differ-
ent cars to exchange traffic related information. By propagating inform-
ation via a chain of several vehicles, even medium distance information
can be exchanged. Again the major objective is to reduce dense traffic and
to increase safety. Vehicle to cloud communication integrates the vehicle
into the internet of things and enables to exchange information with smart
homes for example. Vehicle to pedestrian realises a connection between
a vehicle and a smartphone and enables to automatically exchange in-
formation with the aim to avoid accidents and increase safety [34]. Of
course non of these three major trends can be considered solely. The
connected car as well as autonomous driving offer essential advantages
for an efficient electric vehicle, especially for a FHEV. Precise informa-
tion of the vehicle’s sensors can be combined with information gathered
from other vehicles or the surrounding infrastructure to form a complete
picture of the vehicle’s close range as well as a medium and long range
environment. This information can be used to support autonomous driv-
ing by estimating the vehicle’s optimal velocity for a specific road interval
or to determine the maximum range of an FHEV. If a predictive control
scheme is used to operate the power system of the FHEV, additional bene-
fits arise. The underlying concept of a predictive optimal control scheme
is to operate the power system in that way resulting in minimisation of
the predefined cost function. In general, the cost function is minimal if
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the energy consumption and the component degradation are minimum.
Hence it can be stated that all major trends in the automotive industry are
combined. Based on this combination a strong benefit for FHEVs arises,
if those are controlled by an EMS, capable to utilise those benefits.
To support the evolution of mobility towards an autonomous connec-
ted FHEV, an intelligent EMS is required. The control requirements of
any HES are not necessarily trivial. In a traditional ICV, the driver con-
trols the engine using the accelerator pedal. The pedal angle in combin-
ation with the torque demand of the longitudinal dynamic of the vehicle
determines the operating state of the ICE in order to produce the mechan-
ical power required to drive the vehicle. In a HES, respectively a FHEV,
having several energy sources means that there are now two additional
degrees of freedom. Depending on the specific system topology, the num-
ber of inputs is also increasing. However, from a power system control
perspective, the number of the disturbance is still one. This single dis-
turbance is the demand of the electric drive system, depending on the
acceleration demand of the driver, the traffic and road condition as well as
the road inclination. Nevertheless, this demand can be supplied by the FC,
the BAT or the SC. Even while there are additional degrees of freedom,
system limitation also plays a significant role. The FC can not supply
negative power, the BAT is limited to the maximum charge and the max-
imum discharge current, and the SC energy provision capability is limited
by the amount of charge which is stored. Also costs and operation related
aspects are essential. While using the FC to supply a load demand, hydro-
gen is consumed and thus, the fuel cost increases. In contrast when the
BAT is used to supply a specific load, it leads to a reduction of the SoC
and thus in a later phase of the trip, this energy can not be used any more.
With additional BAT usage, the SoC depletion progresses, unless breaking
energy is recuperated or the FC is used to recharge the BAT, but the in-
crease of the overall fuel cost in inevitable. In the case of a direct couple
SC the energy equilibrium of the SC is even more critical. The charge
balance, respectively the SC current, determines the SC voltage directly,
since the motor performance depend on the maximum input voltage, the
vehicle driveability and performance is directly related to the SC voltage.
The overall operating efficiency of the system highly depends on how the
load is applied to the different energy sources over time. With the object-
ive to make this decision, almost all FHEV use a EMS as a supervisory
controller.
The decisions made by the EMS determine the operating points of
various powertrain components, and therefore will have a large effect on
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the overall operating efficiency of the vehicle. Thus, EMS is a large field
of research and today there is a great quantity of publications presenting
new ECMS approaches. Due to the high market penetration, the vast ma-
jority of this research efforts focus on ICE based HEV, but much of the
presented approach can also be applied to FHEV. Due to the additional
power conversion unit, and the more complex operation characteristics
of FC and BATs, a number of requirements and impacts that are specific
to FC and BATs have to be considered. Also the EMS has no direct in-
fluence on the component sizes, an efficient EMS might allow to reduce
the required reference power and thus the costs of the powertrain. The
two major costs benefits when applying an optimal EMS, are that both
hydrogen consumption as well as the degradation of the components, can
be reduced which leads to lower operation as well as maintaining costs.
Both issues are approached by the central DoE 2020 targets, costs and
durability, which were depicted in Figure 1.4.
1.2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND CONTRIBUTION
The overall objective of this research is to find the best method to op-
timise the operation of a FHEV which in parallel minimises the hydro-
gen consumption and the degradation of the BAT and FC. Therefore, the
presented research focuses on two related aspects: the electrical EMS and
the TMS. The decision to investigate both topics was made because both
are interdependent. Even while a stronger focus is put on the optimisa-
tion of the EMS, the operation temperatures of the FHEV’s components
have a significant impact on the durability of the system as well. Hence,
the co-generation of waste heat used to heat the PC, can only be utilised
when a suitable TMS is applied, which is also a unique benefit regarding
overall energy demand and operation cost. The EMS will have a signi-
ficant impact on the overall system efficiency as well as the component
durability, however without the full potential of a FHEV, this cannot be
achieved. The development of both approaches will be outlined based on
an iterative method. In a first step models of both the electrical and the
thermal system will be developed. These models will be validated either
based on real hardware or based on datasheets provided by manufactur-
ers. In a next step, a TMS is developed and implemented to control the
simulation model. Finally, the performance of the implemented TMS is
validated. A similar approach is followed to develop the predictive energy
optimal EMS. In contrast, with regards to the electrical control system,
prior to the development, the most discussed state of the art EMSs are
implemented and their performance will be evaluated.
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The specific objectives of this research project are:
• To determine and analyse the specific requirements for an EMS
controlling a FHEV and to identify these operation conditions, which
most of all induce degradation processes of the FC and of the BAT.
• To analyse existing TMS, derive requirements and to develop and
to implement a suitable TMS, which guarantees optimal operation
temperatures and enables the reuse of waste heat for heating the
passenger compartment.
• To implement and test state of the art EMS approaches. Whereas
these tests are executed on a virtual test bench and with regards to
representative real world driving data. To evaluate the performance
of these standard EMS and to derive options of improvement.
• The development of an energy optimal predictive EMS, which min-
imises both, the hydrogen consumption and the component degrad-
ation based on DP algorithm. The reduction of the DP’s computa-
tional burden, by applying a novel two stage parallel optimisation
approach.
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Following these research objectives, this thesis will make specific
contributions as follows:
• A comprehensive survey of the technological challenges and op-
portunities offered by FHEV, including degradation mechanisms,
suitable system topologies as well as a conventional system design
of FHEV.
• A novel TMS, including a hierarchical control system as well as the
design of the cooling system structure and the configuration, which
is capable to control the operation temperatures of all components
included in a FHEV.
• A detailed performance analysis of the most important state of the
art EMS schemes based on representative real world driving data.
A method to derive a representative set of test cycles out of a set of
unspecified real world driving data using a FCM was developed.
• A novel optimal predictive EMS scheme based on a MPC control
approach using DP capable to both minimise the energy demand
and components degradation. Due to a two stage parallel optimisa-
tion approach, a two input, second order system can be optimised
based on DP in a reasonable processing time. As a means to con-
sider the total operation cost including the cost caused by compon-
ent degradation, each of the applied cost factors have been weighted
based on real components and hydrogen cost.
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1.3. OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
In this thesis the development of both and predictive energy optimal EMS
as well as a TMS for a FHEV is described. The content of each chapter
is:
Chapter 2 - Fuel Cell Hybrid Electric Vehicle introduces the funda-
mental aspects of FHEV as theoretical basis of the outlined work. Starting
with a detailed survey of the required components, containing the state of
the art as well as operation characteristic of the specific components. In
the second part of chapter 2, the specific operation requirements of each
energy source is given. A special focus is put on degradation mechan-
ism which causes performance reduction of FC and BAT. The objective
is to identify those operation condition inducing high degradation. Ad-
ditionally, typical system topologies of FHEV powertrains are discussed.
Subsequently, after the most suitable powertain topology was identified,
the conventional system design is explained. Based on driveability con-
straints and the characteristics of a full-size vehicle, a power train is de-
signed and the target system defined. Finally, the state of the art of con-
ventional BEV and FHEV is discussed in the last segment of chapter 2.
In Chapter 3 - FHEV Test Bench the implementation of a virtual
test bench is described. With regards to evaluate the EMS, a test bench
required. In Chapter 3 the virtual test bench is introduced. In this work
the test bench is used as evaluation platform. This chapter also includes
the identification of reference test cycle derived from real world driving
data as well as the hardware system used to validate the implemented
models are introduced. The first section discusses the used data recording
tool, subsequently followed by the description of the method applied to
derive reference test cycles from the unspecified real world driving data.
In the second section the scaled hardware used to validate the implemen-
ted models is introduced. Finally, in the third section, the model based
virtual test bench is described. The models which are used to simulate the
operation behaviour of all relevant components are explained.
Chapter 4 - Thermal Management System describes the develop-
ment and test of a TMS of a FHEV. In the first section of Chapter 4, a
detailed analysis of the thermal operation condition of the components of
the FHEV’s powertrain is outlined. Based on this analysis the configur-
ation of a TMS capable to guarantee the optimal operation temperatures
is explained in the second section. The simulation model of the thermal
system used to validate the developed approach, is discussed in the third
section. The fourth and final section describes the developed TMS includ-
ing a hierarchical control approach.
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State of the Art EMS schemes are evaluated in Chapter 5 - Energy
Management System. In the cause to evaluate the performance of the
most relevant state of the art EMS approaches, different EMS were imple-
mented and their performance evaluated. In the first section of Chapter 5,
a detailed survey of the requirements of the EMS of a FHEV is given. The
implementation of the different EMS schemes are described in the Sec-
tion 5.2 to 5.5. In the second section the implementation of a PI control
scheme is discussed, in the third section a state machine based approach
is introduced, in the fourth and fifth each a fuzzy control system and a
ECMS approach are discussed. In the end of this chapter, the results of
the EMS evaluation are presented and discussed.
Chapter 6 - A Predictive Energy Optimal Energy Management
System presents the development, implementation and test of a novel pre-
dictive energy optimal EMS based on a MPC controller. In the first two
segments the fundamental concepts of MPC control and DP optimisa-
tion are discussed. After the underlying concepts are introduced, section
three and four present the implemented control oriented inverse system
model and the electronic horizon based predictive disturbance model. In
Section five a DP based MPC controller minimising the hydrogen con-
sumption and component degradation is described. The implementation
of the DP, optimising the two input second order system, prove that a
real time application is not realisable. Because the computational burden
of a DP increases exponentially with system order and the number of in-
puts, the processing time is in the range of the required sample interval.
Based on the analysis of the combined approach, a two stage parallel DP
is developed. This novel approach is described in detail in Section six of
Chapter 6. Finally, the performance of the developed and implemented





In general the high costs, the reliability of the FC and the sparse infra-
structure deployment of refill stations are considered as key limitations
preventing a wide market penetration of FC vehicles [35, 36]. While a
FC has the highest energy density, the specific power density is compar-
ably low. Additionally FC lack the ability to store recuperated energy.
Thus, a hybridisation with a BAT or a SC or both to form a FHEV is
necessary. Typically, an energy system of a FHEV contains a FC as the
primary energy source and at least one additional energy storage element,
for example a BAT or a SC. To determine the best power train topology
and to realise its control is one of the key challenges of a FHEV. In order
to make the best choice, the individual operation characteristics have to
be taken into account. While a BAT system has a higher energy density,
a SC is able to supply high power demands. The increased vulnerabil-
ity against dynamic power changes is a drawback of BATs. In contrast,
for SCs the low energy density is a challenge. Figure 2.1 compares the
features of BATs and SCs. In order to overcome the specific drawbacks
of the various sources, various hybridisation topologies to form a HES
have been presented. A detailed review will be given in Section 2.2.3.
A FC vehicle powered by a HES which uses multiple sources provides
significant advantages [25, 37, 38]. A HES which supports a FC is cap-
able to compensate the slow dynamics of the FC and recover breaking
energy. Another advantage are the additional degrees of freedom, which
enable a more flexible operation. For example, the FC operation can also
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of energy storage technologies [5].
be oriented on the efficiency instead of solely related to the load demand.
In total, the possibility to control the system based on different energy
sources, the fuel efficiency can significantly be increased. Thus, by mak-
ing best use of the specific operation characteristics of a FC, a SC and a
BAT hybridisation creates remarkable benefits. Due to its fast refill ability
and the longer driving range, a FHEV can be considered in multiple ways
superior to EVs.
Almost all major car manufacturers have presented prototypes of FC
vehicles. The first was the ’Electrovan’, presented by GM in 1966. The
’Electrovan’ contains a 1800 kg ’Union Carbride’ alkaline FC system
with a contentious power provision capability of 32 kW and a peak power
of 160 kW. The FC system was supplied by a liquid hydrogen storage.
The vehicle was capable to drive 60 km h−1 with a maximum range of
240 km [39]. GM realised the transition from alkaline to PEM FC in 4th
generation of the HydroGen framework. In 1994, Daimler-Benz AG was
the first to introduce a PEM FC vehicle, the NECAR 1. The energy sys-
tem powering a MB-180 van includes a 500 kW FC from Ballard Power
Systems supplied by a 300 bar compressed gaseous hydrogen storage. In
1996, the NeCar 3 was Mercedes’ first FC passenger car [40]. With a
focus on everyday capability and over 100 cars deployed in the US and
Germany, GM’s HydroGen 4 included a 1.8 kWh nickel metal hydride
battery enabling a cold start ability down to -25 ◦C and was capable to
accelerate from 0 to 100 km h−1 in 12 s [41]. In 2002, Toyota launched
the world’s first leasing of its FHEV in USA and Japan. The vehicle com-
bined range was 250 km. Since then, almost all major automotive OEM
like Mazda, Volkswagen, Ford, Honda, and Nissan were producing and
testing FHEV prototypes. The last major milestone was achieved by Hy-
undai and Toyota in 2015 when they introduced their first commercially
available FHEV, the Toyota Mirai and the Hyundai ix35 FCEV [40].
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Knowledge and know-how about components, system topologies as
well as operation requirements are indubitable a fundamental precondi-
tion to discuss optimal control and design of a specific system. Hence,
this chapter addresses these aspects of FHEV. First, key components
are characterised, followed by a discussion of operation requirements and
prevention of component ageing. Finally, based on the introduced fun-
damental prerequisite and system characteristics, a conventional design
approach of a FHEV is presented.
2.1. COMPONENTS OF THE ENERGY SYSTEM
Central components of an EVs HES are a SC, a BAT and a FC, whereas
power electronic based converters are utilised in order to interface the dif-
ferent voltage levels of the individual sources and control the operation
states of the sources related to the EMS. In the following section the fun-
damental principles, all relevant types, and the operation characteristics of
the named components are going to be be discussed further in this chapter.
2.1.1. FUEL CELLS
The FC concept was first published in 1839 by William R. Grove. The first
technical application was realised in the 1950s for the American manned
space programme. General Motors developed the first FC powered car in
1966, other automotive manufacturers followed in the 1990s. The long
time span until application was mainly caused by the requirement for
sophisticated materials and the high catalysts cost [42]. The basic op-
eration concept of a FC is comparably simple. A FC is a galvanic cell
similar to a BAT, whereas chemical energy is transferred into electrical
energy by a redox reaction. The simplest way to look at a FC is to say that
gaseous hydrogen fuel is being combusted, whereas instead of liberating
heat, electrical energy is produced. The amount of generated electrical
energy is directly proportional to the contact area and in inverse ratio to
the distance between the electrodes. Therefore the electrode’s structure
is commonly of porous material and assembled as flat plates. Depending
on the basic FC type (acid or alkaline) different electrochemical reactions
may process at the anode and at the cathode. Figure 2.2 depicts the basic
architecture and the corresponding chemical reactions of an alkaline and
of an acid FC.
Today there are several FC types and technologies, Table 2.1 gives a
short overview. The molten carbonate FC uses a molten mixture of alkali
metal carbonate as electrolyte and require carbon dioxide from the air to
run its reaction. Similar to the solid oxide FC, the high operation temper-
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Anode:   2H2      4H
+ + 4e-
Electrolyte: H+
Cathode:   O2 + 4e
- + 4H+  2H2O
Anode:  2H2 + 4HO
-   4H2O + 4e-           
Electrolyte: OH+
Cathode:   O2 + 4e






a) Acid Fuel Cell: b) Alkaline Fuel Cell:
Figure 2.2: Operation concept different FC types. Illustration of the elec-
trode reactions and charge flow for a) acid and b) alkaline FCs
ature (700 ◦C - 800 ◦C) of the molten carbonate FC leads to a fast reaction
rate without an expensive catalyst. Also it is possible to use methane or
coal gas as fuel. Nevertheless, also the limited dynamics as well as the
corrosive mixture of lithium, potassium and sodium carbonate as electro-
lyte are disadvantages of the molten carbonate FC. The solid oxide FC
operates at a temperature at approximately 600 ◦C - 1000 ◦C. Caused by
the high temperature, the reaction rate of the process is high without the
need for an expensive catalyst. The operating temperature also enables
the direct use of natural gas. Disadvantages are the need for ceramic ma-
terials, which are complicated to handle, the limited operation dynamics,
and the slow start-up. In phosphoric acid FC porous electrodes, platinum
catalyst and high temperatures (220 ◦C) are used to enhance the chemical
reaction. This type of cell was the first one produced in commercial quant-
ities. Due to the early availability, there are various systems worldwide
running continuously as a nearly maintenance-free power source. Fur-
thermore, phosphoric acid FC are usually used in large scaled combined
heat and power systems. It is also possible to operate the phosphoric acid
FC with natural gas. If hydrogen is used as fuel an efficiency of 40 % -
45 % can be reached.
In automotive applications, PEMFC appear to be the most suitable
FC technology. Here the low operation temperature is especially benefi-
tial and allows the system to start up faster. Moreover, the solid state of
its electrolyte (no leakage and low corrosion) and the high power density
make them fit for transport applications. Because of the complex sys-
tem architecture, only few automotive manufacturers like Toyota, Honda
and GM develop and manufacture PEMFCs. As automotive suppliers,
more specialised companies like Ballard Power Systems, Hydrogenics,
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Table 2.1: Overview FC types and materials
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or FuelCell Motors produce FCs. The PEMFC’s chemical reaction is
comparable to the acid FC one’s, shown in Figure 2.2. The mechanical
structure of a PEMFC is depicted in Figure 2.3. The membrane elec-
trode assembly (MEA) contains the electrodes, the catalyst layer and a
thin solid ionic conductive polymer membrane as separator. The mem-
brane’s functionality is comparable to the one of a separator in LIB. It
separates the anode and cathode and thus needs to be gas tight against hy-
drogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. It also requires a high mechanical stability
and low electron conductivity while a high proton conductivity is essen-
tial. Today membranes are 50 - 200 µm thick and made of Nafion, a poly-
tetrafluorethylene (PTFE) structure with sulphonic acid (SO3H) channels
enabling proton conductivity. The reaction layer, electrochemically act-
ive surface area (ECSA), is the most essential part of the MEA. Here
the three phase contact is realised and hydrogen oxidation and oxygen
reduction supported by a catalyst taking place. Also part of the MEA is
the catalyst layer, formed of platinum as catalyst and a carbon catalyst
support layer. Next to good catalytic properties, a high electrical conduct-
ivity, high gaseous transport, and large ECSA are essential requirements
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Figure 2.3: Schematic scheme of a PEM FC including the corresponding
medium flows and charge transfers.
for the catalytic layer. Since platinum has the most significant impact
for FC’s costs, the platinum loading was reduced to 0.2 mg/cm2 at the
cathode and 0.4 mg/cm2 at the anode. The MEA is between two bipolar
plates with gas supply and cooling channels. Those plates needed to be
chemically stable against the reactants, have high electrical and thermal
conductivity and need to be gas tight. Between the bipolar plates and
the MEA a thin gas diffusion layer (GDL), which distributes gaseous hy-
drogen and oxygen over the complete electrode’s surface and conducting
released electrons, is assembled. To enable a porous structure, the GDL
is typically realised with PTFE coated carbon fibre. Bipolar plates realise
the laminar gas supply to the GDL.
Due to the low operating temperature as well as the solid and im-
mobile electrolyte, the technical requirements and structure of a PEMFC
is comparably simple, see Figure2.3. Additional benefits which result
from the low operating temperature is ability to fast start up and the abil-
ity to operate under dynamic power changes. PEM FCs are sensitive to
impurities in the hydrogen supply, especially sulphur compounds and car-
bon monoxide. Whereas carbon monoxide reduces the active membrane
area, H2 purging supports reactivating the membrane. In contrast sulphur
acts as catalyst poisoning and leads to irreversible damage of the mem-
brane. Therefore, the supply with pure hydrogen (99.8 %) is required.
Another important aspect is the humidity dependent ionic conductivity
of the polymer membrane. At the cathode water is a reaction product.
The generated water diffuses through the membrane to the anode, where
ionic transport drags water molecules back to the cathode. thus, water
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molecules constantly pass the membrane. In the case of high air humid-
ity, gaseous water passing the membrane condensates and liquid water
molecules may interfere with the hydrogen and oxygen flow. Therefore
a complex humidity and water management is needed in order to guar-
antee an optimal membrane humidity and best operation conditions. The
PEMFC efficiency is determined by four effects. The maximum efficiency
is characterised by the thermodynamic equilibrium, the released energy is
equal to the difference of upper heat value of hydrogen, and the change of
entropy. The activation losses are determined by the energy required for
electron and ion transfer, the ohmic losses are caused by the resistance of
the membrane and the electrodes, the concentration losses arise due the
limited diffusion rate. Figure 3.12 depicts a typical polarisation curve of
a PEMFC. A non-linear model of a PEMFC enabling loss calculation is
described in detail in Chapter 3.3.2. When building FC power systems
one obstacle is the low cell voltage (<1 V). To overcome this challenge
a number of cells are connected in series. The series connection of sev-
eral single cells is called a FC stack. The gas transport within a stack is
realised by horizontal and vertical channels in the bipolar plates. A stack
in combination with auxiliary systems, like a controlled reactant supply,
a temperature and humidity control as well as operation supervision is
called a FC system. Because a complete power system and not the optim-
isation and control of a FC at cell level is in the scope of this work, the
expression FC is used for a PEMFC system. Though, a FC is still the most
costs intensive part of a FHEV’s power system, in the past decade FC cost
has been reduced from 275 $ kW−1 in 2002 to 73 $ kW−1 in 2008, and
further reduced to 61 $ kW−1 in 2009 [24]. On behalf of the United States
Department of Energy (DOE), Brian D James et al. and Wilson et al. sum-
marise recent development of FC’s costs. Exemplary the cost of a 80 kW
automotive FC was analysed. In accordance to [44], for a production
batch of 100,000 units per year the costs are 50 $ kW−1, and 45 $ kW−1
at 500,000 units per year in 2017. The projected costs at system level ex-
pected by 2020 and 2025 are approximately $47 kW−1 and 40 $ kW−1,
respectively when manufactured at a volume of 100,000 units per year.
When manufactured at a volume of 500,000 units per year the predicted
costs decrease to 43 $ kW−1 and 36 $ kW−1. The long term DOE target
at high volume production, 500,000 units per year, is 30 $ kW−1. [43, 44]
2.1.2. HYDROGEN STORAGE
A central component of a vehicle is the main energy storage, in the case
of a FHEV this is the hydrogen storage. In accordance to [45], there are
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Table 2.2: Metal hydrides and the corresponding operating conditions
Low temp. Medium temp. High temp.
hydrides hydrides hydrides
Temperature 40-80 ◦C >100 ◦C >300 ◦C
Pressure 10-50 bar 1-5 bar 1 bar
Material TiFeH2,CaNi5H6 MgH2 MgNiH4
three main technologies to store hydrogen:
• Compressed gasous storage
• Cooled liquid storage
• Metal hydrided storage
Compressed gaseous hydrogen is usually stored in a pressure tank made
of steel or aluminium. Commercially available are systems up to 700 bar.
Klell et al. stated that compressed gas storage is the technology with the
longest history and lowest cost. Because of the material dependant pres-
sure, the gravimetric energy density of hydrogen stored in pressure tanks
also depends on the chosen material. In order to pressurise a certain gas
quantity, a defined amount of energy is necessary. Klell et al. estimate
the minimal energy needed to compress hydrogen from 1 bar to 1000 bar
at standard temperature is 9409 kJ kg−1, this is equal to 8 % of the lower
heating value (LHV) of hydrogen. When a compressor efficiency of 50 %
is assumed, the storage loss increase to 16 % [45]. If hydrogen is cooled
below -253 ◦C, it changes to a liquid state, which reduces the specific
volume by a factor of 800. Klell et al. assess that the required energy for
the described cooling process to be 30 % of the LHV. Thus, the required
energy to store hydrogen in liquid phase is significantly higher than the
amount of energy which is required store it pressurised. Furthermore, the
storage device which is capable to store liquid hydrogen needs to fulfil
specific requirements. Typically, a two-phase structure, which contains
a vacuum between the inner and outer shell, is used to guarantee the re-
quired thermal isolation. So not only the energy demand to cooled liquid
hydrogen, but also the mechanical design of the storage is more complex.
[45]
Hydrogen can also be stored in metal hydrides via chemical com-
pounds, hydrogen, and a metal or an alloy react to form metal hydrides.
The metal or alloy can store multiple hundreds of its capacity of hydrogen
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in solid state. Thus, metal hydrides have the highest volumetric storage
density of all three presented methods. During the storage process, heat
is released, vice versa the extraction of hydrogen requires heating. Thus,
the storage process can be described as an exothermic reaction, the release
of hydrogen as an endothermic reaction. The characteristics of a specific
metal hydride are defined by the metal or alloy used. Table 2.2 summar-
ises three standard temperature ranges and the corresponding hydrides.
2.1.3. BATTERIES
Implemented in plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV)s or BEVs, bat-
teries are an essential integral part of electrifying vehicle propulsion sys-
tems. In BEV BAT are used to supply the energy demand of the propul-
sion system and store surplus energy when recuperating energy while
breaking. Within the wide field of different BAT technologies, there are
three basic chemistries used in vehicle propulsion systems; lead acid bat-
tery (LAB), nickel metal hydride battery (NiMH) and LIB. LAB have
been used as starter lighter ignition BAT over the last decades. Each cell
provides a voltage of 2 V. The main advantage is their comparable low
cost, whereas high degradation, low energy density (0.04 kW h kg−1 -
0.09 kW h kg−1), and low usable Depth of Discharge (DoD) can be con-
sidered as key drawbacks. NiMH have a lower cell voltage of about
1.2 V, but their energy density is significantly higher (0.08 kW h kg−1
- 0.250 kW h kg−1). Additionally, because of the comparable small in-
ternal resistance NiMH can supply high power. The major disadvantage is
the high self-discharge rate and low cycle efficiency. Nowadays, PHEV as
well as BEV solely use LIB. Even while the individual cost is the highest,
the high efficiency and high power and energy density (0.26 kW h kg−1)
as well as high Coloumbic efficiency are crucial positive factors. Figure
2.4 presents a Ragone plot of different BAT technologies.
A survey of BAT technologies used in the transportation sector can be
found in [2, 46–48]. A more general approach with a focus on stationary
application is described in [20]. In summary, the key parameters to com-
pare BAT technologies are the energy and power density, the cycle and
calendar life and the specific cost per kWh. The United States Advanced
Battery Consortium (USABC) defines specific target values for the en-
ergy density to allow long term commercialisation of BEVs and to enable
a minimum driving distance of 500 km, to be 235 W h kg−1 at BAT pack
level, corresponding to 350 W h kg−1 at cell level. The USABC also spe-
cifies a maximum costs goal at cell level equal to 150 $/kg and 125 $/kg
at pack level. The BAT’s longevity targets demand a minimum a calendar
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Figure 2.5: Lithium ion discharge and concept and moving charge carrier.
life of ten years and a cycle life of 1,000 cycles. Today, automotive LIB
reach an energy density of up to 140 W h kg−1, see 2.3 [2, 6]. Among
the available technologies, lithium based BATs are most promising for
the near future. Due to high electrochemical potential and low equival-
ent mass, LIBs show the highest energy density. Furthermore the wide
range of possible power to energy ratio (P:E) allow the BAT to be adap-
ted to various requirements. Therefore, in the following the fundamental
concept as well as different LIB cell technologies are going to be dis-
cussed.
LIB is a comparably new technology; in 1980 John Goodenough dis-
covered LiCo2 as cathode material. In 1996, Goodenough suggests LiCo2
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as cathode material with higher potential. Due to its various positive prop-
erties, like low cost, non-toxic, and high specific capacity, it spread rap-
idly. In LIB, the moving charge carriers are lithium ions, while dischar-
ging lithium ionises in the solvent at the anode. The solved lithium ions
pass with the solvent, the electrolyte and separator and intercalate at the
cathode. During operation, a thin lithium ionic conductive solid electro-
lyte interface (SEI) layer is generated and separates the anode and electro-
lyte preventing anode corrosion. Respectively, charging takes place vice
versa. A schematic presentation of the charge and discharge process of a
LIB is shown in Figure 2.5. Exemplary the reaction equation for LiFeO4
are:
Anode (graphite): Li1C6 −−→ C6 + Li+ + e–
Cathode (iron phosphate): Li+ + e– + FePO4 −−→ LiFePO4
Today LIB is not limited to a specific cell chemistry, instead various
material combinations are applied in commercial cells [49]. Ansean et al.
name six well-established LIB technologies to be used in BEV: nickel-
cobalt-aluminium (NCA), lithium oxide cobalt (LCO), lithium manganese
oxide (LMO), lithium titanate (LTO), or lithium iron phosphate (LFP).
Due to its high specific capacity and low volumetric variation, graphite is
most commonly used as anode material (market share > 95%), whereas
in some cases a small amount of silicon is added to achieve higher en-
ergy density. Also lithium titanate based cells are commercially available.
As cathode material several combinations are used, most widespread are
nickel-cobalt-manganese (NMC) or NCA blended with LMO. Therefore,
the selected cathode material has the strongest impact on the cell’s elec-
trochemical potential. Key requirements for material selection are high
specific and volumetric capacities and high discharge potentials versus
Li/Li+, high intrinsic safety, high tap density and fast kinetics. Today
nearly all commercial cells contain an electrolyte based on lithium hexa-
flourophosphate (LePF6) as conducting salt that is dissolved in a mixture
of cyclic and linear organic carbonate solvents. Because of the liquid
organic electrolyte, a porous membrane as separator is required. Today
four different types are used, micro-porous membranes, non-woven mats,
ceramic-coated operators, and solid inorganic polymeric electrolytes (sep-
arators and electrolyte combined). A state of the art survey about per-
formance and cost of LIB technologies is given by Schmuch et al. and
summarise in Tables 2.32.4.
In the last decade, energy capacity of BEV BATs has increased to
100 kWh, which correspondes to a driving range of up to 100 km. The
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Table 2.3: Overview of LIB cell chemistries and characteristics of pris-
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key reasons for the continuous increase in storage capacity are new ma-
terials and optimised cell topologies. Today in automotive applications
prismatic, pouch and cylindrical cells are the main cell types. Whereas
the highest specific energy and power density is achieved by 18650-type
cylindrical cells. Even while different cell chemistries can be established
to meet specific requirements, Tables 2.3 - 2.4 show that in the vast ma-
jority of commercially available BEV synthetic graphite anodes dominate.
With NMC as state of the art cathode material. Nevertheless, regarding
the most important parameters for BEV (specific energy, cost, and spe-
cific power), each of these technologies has individual advantages as well
as disadvantages, without any clear choice for any technology. However,
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Table 2.4: Overview of LIB cell chemistries and characteristics of cyl-
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due to their high power capability, intrinsic safety, low toxicity, high cycle
lifetime, as well as availability of materials and low cost, LFP gain atten-
tion in BEV application. [20, 48–51] The specific energy per volume and
per weight of different cell chemistries is illustrated in Figure 2.6. basic
A comprehensive summary of state of the art BAT technologies and
the key characteristic with regards to the application in automotive sys-
tems is given in Table 2.6. When looking on the depicted parameter, it
appears that not only the specific technology determines the BATs char-
acteristics, also the cell design has a significant impact. Basically, a cell








Figure 2.6: Specific energy capability of state of the art LIB. graphite -
C; silicon-carbon - Si-C; silicon-carbon composite - Si-C; LiNi1CoMnO2
- NMC; LiNiCoAlO2 - NCA; lithium-manganese rich NMC - LMR-NMC;
thiophosphate-based solid electrolyte - TSE; lithium metal - Li [6].
can be designed to have a high energy density or a high specific power.
In the case of high power, a cell is designed with high electrolyte con-
ductivity, strong tabs and terminals as well as a thin active mass layer. In
contrast, high energy BATs typically have large electrodes, thin tabs and a
low rate of conductivity additives in order to maximise active mass ratio.
In summary can be stated that depending on the BAT technology and
design, a BAT system has either high specific energy or high specific
power. Therefore, the criteria to determine the most suitable BAT sys-
tem depend most of all on the application. For the application of BEV,
a high energy cell is in almost all cases the optimal choice, whereas the
benefits of a HES can be utilised most if a cell with high power capability
is chosen.
2.1.4. SUPERCAPACITORS
SCs are electrochemical energy storages based on an electric double-layer
capacitor. SCs do not have a specific dielectric like standard capacit-
ors, instead the energy storage ability is caused by two effects, farada-
ically charge storage or electrochemical pseudocapacitance. In contrast
to BATs, SCs are capable to supply high power, but lack the ability to
store large amount of energy storage capacity. Compared to conventional
capacitors, SC are capable to store up to a 100 times more energy per unit
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Table 2.5: Main characteristics of LIB technologies [20].
Type LMO LFP LNMC LTO Li-S
Energy 160 120 200 70 500
density (Wh/kg)
Power 200 200 200 1000 -
density (W/kg)
Cycle Life >20k >2.5k >2k >10k 100
(100% DoD)
Cost 360 360 360 380 -
(US$/kWh)
Maturity Commer- Commerc- Commer- Demo R&D
cial -cial -cial - -
mass. A SC consists of two electrodes, namely the anode and the cath-
ode, which are separated by an ion permeable membrane, and an elec-
trolyte establishing an ionically conductive connection between the an-
ode and the cathode. If an external voltage is applied, an electric double
layer of opposite polarity to the electrode’s polarity is formed at the elec-
trode/electrolyte. Figure 2.7 depicts the basic structure of a SC. Since
both electrodes act as individual capacitors, the total SC’s capacitance is
determined by their series connection.
If adsorbed electrolyte electrons pervade the double-layer, a revers-
ible faradaic redox reactions occurs at the electrodes surface and cause a
pseudocapacitance to originate. Pseudocapacitance is accompanied with
an electron transfer between electrolyte and electrode. This faradaic charge
transfer originates by a fast sequence of reversible redox processes. Be-
cause only charge transfer takes place, the adsorbed ions have no chem-
ical reaction with the atoms of the electrode, no chemical bonds arises.
The ability to originate pseudocapacitance is determined by the chemical
affinity of the electrode materials to the ions adsorbed on the electrode
surface as well as on the structure and dimension of the electrode pores.
Materials exhibiting redox behaviour for use as electrodes in pseudoca-
pacitors are transition-metal oxides like RuO2, IrO2 or MnO2. These are
inserted by doping in the conductive electrode material such as active car-
bon, as well as conducting polymers such as polyaniline or derivatives of
polythiophene covering the electrode material. [52]
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Figure 2.7: SC structure with (a) power source, (b) collector, (c) polarised
electrode, (d) Helmholtz double layer, (e) electrolyte having positive and
negative ions, (f) separator.
Table 2.6: Key feature of the main SC technologies [21].
Symmetric Asymmetric Hybrid
Main Storage double layer double layer + double layer +
pseudocapacitance faradaic
Spec. Energy 5 W h kg−1 30 W h kg−1 100 W h kg−1
Spec. Power 9 kW kg−1 5 kW kg−1 4 kW kg−1
Applicability Commercial Material RD Manufacturing RD
Temperature -40/80 ◦C -25/60 ◦C -40/60 ◦C
2.1.5. POWER CONVERSION
If different energy sources are combined with the aim to make best use
of their individual benefits, one has to be able to ensure optimal op-
eration states and to control the power and energy flows. For the tar-
geted system topology, see 2.2.3, an energy flow from the FC to the
SC and a bidirectional flow between BAT and SC have to be controlled.
Since these sources typically operate under different DC voltage-current-
characteristics, a DC-DC converter is required. The specific voltage levels
depend on the selected components. For example, Hydrogenics FC mod-
ules typically operate at output voltages between minimum 20 V-180 V
and maximum 40 V-360 V [53]. The voltage level of a BAT and the one
of a SC both depend on the specific module configuration. The compar-
ison of commercially available vehicles, indicates that most vehicle’s BAT
voltage levels vary strongly. The Toyota Mirai is equipped with a NiMH
BAT, with 34 series cells and a nominal voltage of 244 V. In contrast the
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Figure 2.8: Basic concepts of buck, boost and inverter power stages.
Honda Clarity FC’s power system contains a BAT with an output voltage
of 346 V [54][55].
In general there are two different DC-DC converter concepts, lin-
ear voltage converter and switching power converter, whereas switched
mode converter can be subdivided into isolated and non-isolated topolo-
gies. While linear converters typically are either applied at small power
applications or to realise continuous supply levels, switching DC-DC con-
verters are suitable for high power and high voltage conversion ratios at
high efficiency. Since neither the design nor the optimisation of DC-DC
converters are in the scope of this work, only basic concepts for switch-
ing mode converters are discussed. A concise summary of state of the art
DC-DC converters applied in FHEV follows subsequently.
Figure 2.8 depicts the three basic concepts of DC voltage conversion,
buck, boost and an inverter topology. Each of them contains three com-
ponents: a switch S, an inductance L, and a smoothing capacitor C. De-
pending on switching frequency and the relation of on to off time, energy
is stored in the inductances. In the first circuit, the buck topology, the
switch applies an alternating voltage at the LC output filter, which results
in an output voltage between zero and Uin. In the boost topology, energy
is stored in the inductor during on time and released to the output while
the switch is turned off. The input voltage plus the induced voltage from
the energy stored in the inductor generates an output voltage larger than
Uin. In the last plot, the inductance is recharged while the switch is in the
right position. When the switch is turned, a continuous inductor current
charges the capacitor to the negative output voltage.
In a buck converter, the alternation switch is replaced by a transistor
and a diode. When the transistor conducts, the input voltage drives an in-
creasing current through the inductor and the capacitor. In a next step the
transistor turns off and the inductor drives a decreasing current through
the capacitor and the diode. Depending on the ration of on to off time
as well as the inductor value, a continuous or discontinuous inductor cur-
rent is obtained. To describe the basic concept, steady state operation in
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Figure 2.10: Boost power stage in continuous conduction mode.
continuous mode is assumed. Figure 2.9 depicts a MOSFET based buck
converter equivalent circuit and the corresponding current waveform, as
well as the current and voltage equation. The transistor current is dis-
played in green, the diode current in red. As sum of transistor and diode
current, a triangular inductor current waveform is established. The output
voltage is proportional to the duty cycle (D), as the ratio of on time to
switching period.
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Similar to buck circuits, the alternation switch is exchanged with a
transistor and a diode resulting in an equivalents circuit of a boost con-
verter. Figure 2.10 shows a simplified schematic of a boost converter.
Assuming a lossless operation and a continuous conducting transistor, the
minimum output voltage is equal to the input voltage. Since the transistor
of a boost converter short circuits the inductor, the transistor current is dir-
ectly related to the converter input current and is therefore always larger
than the load current. Parasitic resistance in the inductor and the MOS-
FET as well as the voltage drop across the diode will set an upper limit for
the duty cycle D and thus limits the output voltage. As shown in Figure
2.10, all practical boost regulators have a maximum duty cycle, beyond
which the regulator will not boost. When operating a continuous switch-
ing boost converter, open circuit as well as short circuit operation have to
be prevented. In open circuit mode, the switching transistor continuously
transfers energy to the output capacitor, causing a continuously rising out-
put voltage. Otherwise, if the output is shorted, a potentially large current
will flow from the input supply to the output short. If the output of a boost
regulator is pulled down to the input voltage or below, the inductor current
will try to increase without limit.
Depending on the duty cycle D, a buck-boost converter is able to gen-
erate an output voltage below or above the input voltage. Different to-
pologies are possible, the simplest one uses an inverter topology given in
Figure 2.8. A second option is a Cuk converter, it also converts an in-
put voltage into an inverted output voltage, which can be higher or lower
than the applied input voltage [56]. A single-ended primary inductor con-
verter (SEPIC)’s boost-buck stage overcomes the limitation of an inver-
ted output voltage. The concept is a boost converter, followed by a buck
stage. Swapping the boost and buck stage lead to a Zeta converter with the
same functionality as the SEPIC but with a more stable feedback loop. A
simple bidirectional buck-boost topology is given in Figure 2.11. In this
case either an energy flow from the low voltage side to the high side or
from the high side to the low side can be realised.
Power dissipation in DC-DC converters is typically dominated by the
inductor conduction losses and the MOSFET switching and conduction
losses. The inductor conduction losses are determined by the DC resist-
ance of the inductor and its RMS current. The conduction losses in the
MOSFET can be described similarly by the RMS MOSFET current and
the on-state resistance of the transistor. The switching losses are char-
acterised by the switch-on energy and the switching frequency. While
switching losses dominate for low load currents, conduction losses are
















Figure 2.11: Schematic of a bidirectional buck boost converter.
relevant at higher load currents. One option to guarantee high efficiency
rates over a broad area of operation are multiphase topologies. A mul-
tiphase regulator, or interleaved converter, is a parallel set of power stages.
Figure 2.12 illustrates an equivalent circuit of an interleaved buck stage.
The single phases are connected in parallel and share both input and out-
put capacitors. During steady state operation individual phases are active
at spaced intervals equal to 360° divided by the total number of phases
throughout the switching. The efficiency characteristic of an interleaved
converter is depicted in Figure 2.12. It can be seen that allowing phases
to be dropped or added depending on the load current, enables a high ef-
ficiency over a large load current spectrum. At low currents fewer phases
are used, down to a single phase, to minimise the FET switching losses.
As the load current increases, conduction losses begin to dominate over
switching loss and more phases are activated to keep the efficiency as
high as possible. The optimum set point to turn on a phase occurs at the
intersection of two efficiency curves.
A second family of DC-DC converter are isolated topologies. Isol-
ated DC-DC converters realise the energy transfer from input to output
via a transformer. In the case of isolated transformer based converters,
the desired characteristic can be achieved via the transformer winding ra-
tio. Due to the additional transformer losses, the efficiency of isolated
converters are lower than the one of non-isolated converters. The flyback
converter stores energy in the transformer core during transistor on time
and transfer it to the secondary side during off time. The output voltage
can be determined similar to the inverter, but the ratio of primary to sec-
ondary windings has to be considered. The forward converter can be de-
scribed as a switched transformer with a buck converter at the secondary
side. The primary and the secondary voltage of a forward converter has
the same polarity. The active clamp converter is a variation of the forward
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Figure 2.12: Schematic of an interleaved buck converter, efficiency vs.














Figure 2.13: Isolated DC-DC converter topologies.
converter, but instead of a third reset winding an active clamp circuit, al-
lowing the demagnetising current flow through a parallel transistor and
capacitor, is applied. Bridge converters use a full or a half bridge topo-
logy to transform the DC input voltage to an AC voltage, which is applied
to the primary winding of a transformer. On the secondary side the trans-
formed voltage is rectified. By applying a full bridge at the primary and
the secondary side, a full buck-boost bidirectional DC converter can be
realised.
In order to transform the typically comparably low FC voltage to the
high intermediate circuit level, the main requirement for the FC’s DC-
DC converter is a high boost ratio. Since the operation state of the FC
shall also be controlled via the DC-DC converter an input current con-
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trol is necessary. In order to enhance the FC’s life, low FC current vari-
ation is essential, see Section 2.2.1. Additionally, FHEV impose physical
constraints such as volume and weight under limited cost. [57, 58] Des-
pite the wide input and output range and required high transformation
ratios, the main drawback of a bridge converter, respectively isolated con-
verter topologies, is the additional weight of the transformer. Whereas the
lacking ability to control the input current as well as the high number of
components are reasons against resonant converter topologies [59]. In ac-
cordance to [59] a simple boost converter is the best option to realise FC’s
DC-DC converter. In contrast, Kabalo et al. name the high current ripple
and the complex design of the magnetic components as major drawbacks
of using conventional boost converter in a FC application and propose a
new DC-DC converter family, defined as floating-interleaving boost con-
verter (FIBC) [60]. The proposed FIBC topology combines an interleaved
input with a floating output reducing voltage and current stress. With the
focus on voltage stress on the semiconductors, Zhang et al. describe a
three-level boost DC-DC converter with a wide input voltage range for FC
vehicles [61]. The proposed three-level boost converter reduces voltage
stress to half of the output voltages and establishes a high voltage gain
at medium duty cycle. A technique to estimate the drying and flooding
conditions of a FC based on signals injected by the converter is presen-
ted by Dotelli et al.. Whereas high frequency current ripple of switched
mode converter allow one to estimate the ohmic resistance indicating a
dry membrane, ad hoc switching control allows measurement of the low
frequency impedance as a measurement for membrane flooding [62]. A
review of boost topologies with a focus of FC connection to the grid is
given in [63] whereas Kabalo et al. review DC-DC topologies used in FC
applied in vehicles.
Also in BAT - SC EV the selection of the bidirectional DC-DC con-
verter topology is of great importance. Since typically both BAT and SC
show high efficiency, the DC-DC converter is one of the major factors
contributing to the overall system efficiency. As for the FC converter, the
BAT converter also faces the same limitation regarding size and cost. An
analysis comparing a presented three level buck-boost approach with state
of the art non-isolated buck-boost DC-DC converter topologies, two level
and interleaved, used in automotive application is given in [64]. The three
different topologies were tested under the Urban Dynamometer Driving
Schedule, the presented results imply that the three level buck-boost con-
verter shows a higher efficiency, especially at high switching frequencies,
and has the smallest size of the magnetic components.
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Table 2.7: Comparison of different multi-input converter approaches [22].
[66] [67] [68] [69] [22]
Topology full half buck- boost buck-
bridge bridge boost boost
No. of 3 3 3 3-4 3
ports
Extension Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Isolation isolated isolated non- non- non-
isolated isolated isolated
No. of 12 6 7 4 6
Switches
Voltage Range Wide Wide Wide Limited Wide
Power Flow Yes Yes Limited Limited Yes
Control Phase- Phase- Duty- Duty- Duty-
Shift -Shift Cycle Cycle Cycle
Instead of using single converter in order to interface the FC and BAT
to the SC DC link, a bidirectional multi input DC-DC converter topology
can be used. Here different DC sources are controlled independently.
Consequently, a single converter controls the power flow in the HES. In
research such as [65] or [66], approaches to realise a multi-input con-
verter, capable to connect different DC sources, are presented. Akar et al.
compare three different possible solutions, one is a combination of paral-
lel buck-boost topologies, second is a parallel cascaded buck-boost con-
verter and in a third approach, different DC sources are applied via indi-
vidual power switches and an inductors to a single buck-boost stage. Zhao
et al. discus a three port converter using three full bridge cells applied to
a single three winding transformer, able to control the power flow in a
multiple voltage system [66]. In contrast, Tao et al. control the voltages
applied to a three winding transformer with half-bridge cells and forms
a multi-port DC-DC converter. The converter is applied to a SC-FC hy-
brid system feeding a DC link of a load inverter. Consequently only the
SC port is interfaced with a boost half-bridge cell including an additional
inductor.[67] A different approach using a buck-boost topology is presen-
ted by [68]. Jiang and Fahimi focus on the stationary application of HES,
presenting a multi-port power electronic interface with a modular topo-
logy. Here four half-bridge cells act as four boost converters enabling
the connection of four independent DC sources to a DC-link of a grid
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inverter [69]. A bidirectional approach connecting a BAT and a SC to a
common DC link based on a non-isolated buck-boost converter topology
is presented in [22]. An essential feature of the presented approach is
the possibility to interface additional DC sources by a combination of a
half-bridge and an inductor. Furthermore, due to the half bridge topology,
boost as well as buck mode for each applied source is possible. A matrix
comparing the different multi-input approaches is given in [22], Table 2.7
summarises the results.
2.2. SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATION
Operating a FHEV implies two essential aspects. One is to supply suf-
ficient power for the vehicle propulsion system, the second is to ensure
optimal operation conditions for the single components. While the power
demand is characterised by the requested driveability, optimal operation
and operating conditions are characterised by operating a system under
specific conditions to ensure ideally high efficiency and low degradation.
Almost every technical system suffers operation induced and calendar
ageing caused degradation. Since this section focusses on operation and
operating condition, only operation stress dependent ageing is considered
and calendar ageing is not discussed. In the following, main ageing effects
of all electro-chemical components of a FHEV are discussed, assuming
that optimal operation and operating conditions are derived. Finally spe-
cifications to ensure high drive-ability are summarised.
batde
2.2.1. FUEL CELL DEGRADATION MECHANISMS
FCs are affected by different processes that cause ageing and degrada-
tion. Independent to the origin, two different degradation effects can be
observed: a reduced cell voltage and higher H2 permutation through the
membrane. In automotive applications, both effects are relevant, decreas-
ing cell voltage causes lower maximum power capacity and higher cur-
rents, whereas higher H2 permutation rates lead to higher H2 concentra-
tion in the exhausting gas and lower H2 efficiency. In summary, both ef-
fects cause increasing H2 consumption and higher costs. A typical meas-
ure for FC degradation is cell voltage reduction in µV h−1 per cell. In
accordance to Herb, FC’s end of life is defined at a cell voltage reduction
of 10 %. A detailed analysis of different degradation mechanisms is given
in [7]. MEA degradation under accelerated humidity cycling is analysed
in [70], whereas [71] focuses on degradation under open-circuit condi-
tions. A more general review with a focus on the long-term performance























Figure 2.14: Schematic structure of FC components [7].
and durability of a FC is given in [72]. Placca and Kouta analyse FC
degradation as a fault tree analysis including a detailed overview about
literature related to the individual degradation effects [73]. A lifetime pre-
diction model with a focus on the economic lifetime of FC is presented in
[24]. Zhou et al. present degradation prediction based on a multi-physical
ageing model using a particle filter [74]. Additional methods related to
the prediction of FC degradation can be found in [75–78]. With a fo-
cus on the development of EMS for a low speed campus vehicle with an
optimised FC lifetime, Fletcher et al. presented a comprehensive review
of MEA performance degradation [79]. With the aim to design an EMS
preventing component degradation, a central question is, what operation
condition causes which degradation effect? In order to answer this ques-
tion, all relevant effects related to the affected component are going to be
discussed in further more detail. Figure 2.14 summarises FC’s compon-
ents affected by degradation processes, the relevant components are the
membrane, the catalyst layer, the bipolar plates, the GDL and the seals.
Membrane failure mechanisms can be classified as mechanical (pin-
hole and crack formation), as thermal (dryout, solvolysis, and desulfona-
tion), or as chemical (peroxide initiated free radical degradation) degrad-
ations [70]. During operation pressure, humidity and temperature vari-
ations as well as vibrations causing mechanical stress, temperature vari-
ations and humidity cycling have direct impact on the chemical reactions
and material properties. The most common failure mode induced by a
FC’s membrane is gas crossover through pin-hole formation. Provoking
formation of pin-holes is typically caused by failures introduced by as-
sembling and materials processing, high temperatures, vibration, pressure
changes, and low humidity during operation. Hydrogen crossover leads to
hot spots and local heat enhances pin-hole formation. Not only mechan-
ical stress but also chemical degradation, caused by hydrogen peroxide or
hydroxyl, can have an effect on the membrane. A reduction of the mem-
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MEA Degradation:




















Figure 2.15: Schematic illustration of the MEA degradation mechanisms
that depend on FC load.
brane’s ionic conductivity can occur because of impurities in the supply
air or by mechanical stress which can trigger GDL delamination. Addi-
tionally, platinum particles can deliminate at high pressure, humidity or
temperature variations. Furthermore, a variation of the pore size impeded
water discharge and causes swelling of the membrane. [7, 23, 70, 73, 79]
In accordance to Placca and Kouta, catalyst layer degradation can oc-
cur at both sides, anode as well as the cathode. Whereas in each case
Nafion degradation, platinum dissolution or carbon degradation are pos-
sible causes. The degradation of Nafion as membrane material can also
occur under cycling operation condition, [23] reported a degradation of
Nafion after a test cycle of 900 h operation under cycling conditions lead-
ing to a cell voltage reduction of -29 µV h−1. While platinum dissolution
at the anode side is primarily caused by long term operation, at the cathode
also global or local operation at high potentials has a significant impact.
Clustering of platinum particles can be triggered by high temperatures or
humidity as well as load transients and cycling. Long periods at open
circuit voltage, cycling as well as non homogeneous current distribution
are main causes for local or global high potentials at the cathode. At the
cathode side, carbon degradation can be a result of long term operation
and insufficient reactant supply due to high transients in FC power. At the
anode side cell reversal, caused by either insufficient reactant supply due
to high transients, or maldistribution of reactants, are primary reasons
for carbon oxidation. Reactant crossover through membrane pin-holes,
contaminations or ice can cause failures in the distribution of reactants.
[7, 73, 80]
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Table 2.8: Dominant degradation mechanisms at specific operation con-
dition that FCs might be exposed to [23].
Condition Dominant Degradation
Ideal Condition GDL loss of hydrophobicity
(T ≤ 75 ◦C, RH ≥ 95 %, UCell ≤ 0.8 V)
Low relative humidity
( ≤ 95 %, UCell ≤ 0.8 V) Membrane degradation
Relative humidity cycling degradation membrane
mechanical properties
Open Circuit Voltage Membrane degradation
Potential cycling Pt clustering and
dissolution at cathode
Start/Stop cycles Carbon corrosion
Fuel Starvation Carbon corrosion
Table 2.9: Operation induced voltage degradation rates [24].
Operation Condition Voltage Degradation Rate
Start-Stop 13.790.8 µV per cycle
Idling 8.70.8 µV h−1
Load Change 0.420.8 µV per cycle
Idling 8.70.8 µV h−1
High Power Load 100.8 µV h−1
Zhou et al. give two main degradation mechanisms acting on the
GDL, one is PTFE decomposition, the second physical deformation due
to carbon losses or unbalanced force distribution from either the mem-
brane or the bipolar plates. Resulting effects especially hydrophobicity
loss and change of the GDL pore structure lead to an increase in water
content of the GDL and thus impending gas transport. Similar to the cata-
lyst layer, high temperature or fuel starvation at high currents or local
starvation at start/stop can cause carbon oxidation. [72, 74, 81, 82]
Table 2.8 lists different operation conditions and the corresponding
degradation mechanism. Even while high current transients are not men-
tioned, high temperature, fuel starvation and low relative humidity are
results of high current transients. Table 2.9 summarises empiric factors
related to the degradation of a FC with regards to operation condition
based on measurements outlined by [24]. In summary,it can be stated that
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the most important stress factors enhancing FC degradation are the oper-
ation temperature, current transients, start/stop events, humidity manage-
ment, and idle phases. Though when operating a FC system, an optimum
between suitable power supply and limited degradation needs to be found
[7]. Figure 2.15 summarises the discussed degradation mechanism and
the operation states supporting such effects. All the mentioned processes
finally lead to degradation of the catalyst, the GDL and the membrane
causing either a higher hydrogen permutation or lower cell voltage.
2.2.2. BATTERY DEGRADATION MECHANISMS
BAT ageing is a degenerative process which changes the material prop-
erties of a cell. The degradation typically leads to a capacity and power
reduction. An increasing internal resistance and decreasing capacity are
the main indicators. The BATs calendar age, the operation temperature,
the depth of discharge as well as the BAT current and load cycling ac-
celerate cell ageing. Smaller maximum range and performance reduction
are consequences for BAT degradation in an EV. Figure 2.16 shows ex-
emplary the effect of cell degradation. Here peak power versus energy
removed for a fresh cell and one 20 weeks aged at 55 ◦C and with 100 %
SoC are depicted. After 20 weeks, both peak power and energy capacity
were significantly reduced.
In related literature, a wide range of analysing, testing or modelling
BAT degradation mechanisms are presented. Smith et al. give a short
overview of the state of the art BAT degradation models with a special fo-
cus on a control perspective. A detailed summary of ageing mechanisms
effecting LIB regarding specific cell chemistries is given by [84]. Käbitz
present a comprehensive summary of ageing and degradation of LIB cells
and linked it to results of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. Jag-
uemont et al. verify accelerated LIB ageing at subzero temperature by
performing accelerated load cycle and calendar ageing tests at 20 ◦C and
25 ◦C. In [87] a power law model to describe the calendar ageing of LFP
cells, depending on the cell temperature and the SoC, is given. Brand
et al. analyse the influence of current ripples on LIB’s lifetime. Various
approaches to model LIB degradation are presented. Basically, these can
either be classified in theoretical models or empirical approaches. The-
oretical models typically focus on specific electro-chemical effects, and
therefore provide detailed explanation of degradation mechanisms and
how these are affected by different operation conditions [89–91]. Em-
pirical models are often developed based on degradation tests or experi-
ments and tailored for a specific application. Nevertheless, those models
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Figure 2.16: Power capability vs. energy taken from for a fresh 100 W
cell and the same cell aged 20 weeks at 55 ◦C, 100 % SOC [8].
are more convenient to be used in control and operation [92–94]. A semi-
empirical LIB degradation model, adaptable to different cell chemistries,
to assess cell life loss based on operation profiles is presented by [95].
The presented approach offers the benefit that neither time intensive age-
ing experiments need to be carried out nor only specific mechanisms are
modelled, instead only calendar and cycle life test data typically provided
by most cell manufacturers are required.
Similar to the FC, all relevant components of a BAT (electrodes, elec-
trolyte, SEI-layer, current collector and separator) can also be affected by
degradation mechanisms and ageing. In the following, these effects are
be discussed in the order of the component the specific mechanism has an
impact on. It is quite difficult to formulate general mechanisms independ-
ent from cell chemistry and design. Considering the scope of this work
being a specific system which consits of LFP cells, mechanisms affecting
this specific cell chemistry are going to be analysed in detail.
The negative electrode can be affected by different degradation mech-
anisms. Mechanical stress, like temperature cycling or acceleration, as
well as expansion of lithium ions with the solvent can cause the graphite
to be peeled off or lead to morphological changes in the graphite struc-
ture. The graphite’s active surface can be reduced by expansion of the SEI
layer. High temperatures can reduce the conductive binder and increase
the internal ohmic resistance. High humidity or other impurities can im-
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pede direct conductive contact between lithium ions and the anode elec-
trode enhancing irreversible intercalation. At the anode, the significantly
higher potential enhance the oxidation process. This especially happens at
open circuit condition. The resulting oxide layers between the electrolyte
and electrode reduce the active surface area. Also the anode’s morpho-
logical structure can change, causing reduced lithium intercalation and
finally reduced BAT capacity. Since LiFePO4 transition to FEPO4 while
discharging is accompanied with volumetric changes, it results in addi-
tional mechanical stress. An increase of internal resistance can also occur
if contact between the electrolyte and anode is interfered. Additionally,
mechanical stress can decrease the anode porosity and hence reduce the
active surface. Similar to the cathode, the anode’s binder can also corrode
due to high temperature. Binding of lithium in the SEI layer cause de-
generation of the electrolyte’s conductive salt. Impurities, especially high
humidity, also have a negative impact on the electrolyte. Though the SEI
is an essential part of the LIB, high temperatures can increase SEI layer
growth. An increased thickness of the SEI layer decreases BATs capacity
and increase the internal ohmic resistance. Dendrite formation can also
damage the BAT. The formation of copper dendrites is accelerated by
deep discharge, whereas lithium dendrites are caused by charging at low
temperatures or overcharging. The separator is mostly affected by oxida-
tion. As a result typically the ionic conductivity is reduced, which leads
to an increased internal resistance. In summary, it can be stated that BAT
degradation cause lower power capacity, lower energy storage capability
and an increased ohmic resistance, as well as higher self-discharge, self-
heating, and lower efficiency. BAT’s temperature, depth of discharge,
total transferred charge, temperature and load cycling as well as max-
imum and minimum SoC have most influence.
Summarising, the ageing and degradation of a BAT are dominated by
complex electrochemical processes, with a wide number of triggers and
impacts acting on all components of a LIB. In order to relate all possible
influences to the affected elements and the resulting degradation effect,
Herb present an ageing effect matrix. In Figure 2.17 a graphical repres-
entation of that matrix is depicted. The degradation consequences are
displayed in the centre, whereas the triggering impacts are on the left and
on the right. The width of the connecting arrows are proportional to the
degree of influence of the corresponding mechanism. For example the
operation temperature has a strong impact on nearly all degradation con-
sequences, but the strongest is on power and efficiency decrease. Based
on Figure 2.17 it becomes apparent that the most relevant degradation pro-






















Figure 2.17: Schematic illustration of BAT degradation causes and ef-
fects.
cesses, which lead to a reduction of power capability and energy capacity,
are affected by high temperature and temperature cycling, as well as high
discharge rates, high and low SoC, and the current level. Therefore, while
operating a BAT the control of operation condition is essential. The tem-
perature needs to be regulated within a narrow band. It also needs to be
ensured that the BAT’s SoC and current are in the range of the operation
borders.
2.2.3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE FUEL CELL HYBRID ELEC-
TRIC VEHICLE
One of the most fundamental choices when designing a FHEV is the se-
lected topology. Since the topology has a strong impact on the vehicle
usability and fuel efficiency, a careful decision is essential. It is well
known that all suitable sources have unique operation characteristics and
efficiencies. Thus, each combination is expected to show specific oper-
ation characteristic and overall efficiency [96–98]. By making best use
of the specific sources an increased efficiency is expected, but by in-
cluding power converter stages, a reduced efficiency is also possible. In
FHEV different topologies are possible, several of these are discussed in






























C) FC-SC-direct: D) FC-SC: 
Figure 2.18: System structure of different FHEV power train topologies.
research, like [5], [99], and [100]. Xun et al. argue a direct coupling of an
SC and FC reduces cost and size and also increases the overall efficiency.
Nevertheless, in this topology neither FC’s nor SC’s operation points can
be controlled, resulting in high FC degradation. Dawei et al. analyse a
directly coupled FC system including converter coupled SC and two con-
verter coupled FCs systems, supported either by a direct interfaced BAT
or SC. A key drawback of a direct coupled FC is that the FC’s operation
state can not be controlled. Because the FC voltage varies significantly
with current, a wide input voltage motor inverter is required [100].
Bauman and Kazerani compare three different topologies, a converter
interfaced FC with a direct coupled BAT, one with a direct coupled SC
and a topology with a converter coupled FC and BAT including a direct
applied SC. The results indicate that FC-BAT and FC-BAT-SC are close
competitors, both with high fuel economy, whereas the system including
a SC has a slightly higher fuel economy [96]. Thounthong et al. also focus
on topologies with converter coupled FC and compare a direct BAT coup-
ling and a converter interfaced SC. Because of the high power capability
of the SCs, Thounthong et al. assess the SC topology in more detail but
nevertheless emphasise that as soon as a BAT is considered the overall
system efficiency is significantly improved, this is especially true for start
up or regenerative breaking events [97].
Since this work discusses solutions to realise an optimal control, tar-
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Table 2.10: Comparison of different HES approaches in accordance to
[25].
Topology FFC,avg Equivalent Wtotal Fuel
(NL/WS) Fuel of HES (kg) Consumption
FC-UC 0.051 0.5 NL 26.4 632.5 NL
FC-UC 0.604 0 NL 25.4 754 NL
direct
FC-Bat 0.055 1.6 NL 28.2 693.6 NL
FC-Bat-UC 0.028 4.8 NL 31.6 407.8 NL
geting minimal hydrogen consumption and to minimise the degradation
of BAT and FC, only topologies capable to control the operation states of
FC and BAT are considered. Therefore the number of suitable systems
is limited to the ones with DC-DC converter interfacing the BAT and the
FC. Figure 2.18 depicts these options. A comprehensive evaluation of
the specific systems, shown in Figure 2.18, is given by Vural et al.. In or-
der to guarantee comparable results all topologies where operated with a
fuzzy based EMS and tested on an experimental test platform. The com-
parison of a direct coupled SC and a coupling via a DC-DC converters
proves that when controlling an SC via a converter, the system is able to
maintain the DC link voltage. In contrast, in the case of a direct coupled
SC, the variation of SC voltage is equal to a variation of the DC link
voltage. Vural et al. prove that a standard EMS is capable to maintain the
DC link voltage of a direct coupled SC within specified boundaries. Since
the usable energy of a SC depends on the SC’s voltage deviation, the SC
utilisation factor is low, thus requiring a lager SC capacitance. From table
2.10 it is derived that the FC-BAT-SC system provides the highest energy
efficiency and lowest hydrogen consumption rate. The high efficiency
results from the fact that with two additional sources, the power burden
of the FC gets lower and the operation area tends towards high conver-
sion ratios. With some limitations this is also true for the single SC or
the single BAT systems. The slight difference in efficiency is because the
SC has a higher energy conversion efficiency than the BAT. The highest
hydrogen consumption can be recognised for the direct coupled SC sys-
tem. In this case the utilisation area of the SC is low, hence the power
load of the FC is high. Additionally the maximum power peaks as well
as the power deviations are high, both cause lower conversion efficien-
cies and higher degradation. Even while the high efficiency and low con-
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sumption rate indicates that the FC-BAT-SC system is the best option, the
named advantages as well as the additional degrees of freedom increase
the total system cost and system weight. Therefore, Vural et al. state that
the optimal solution depends on the specific constraints and requirements
whereas the corresponding cost function weights the opposing objectives.
Equation 2.1 summarises the proposed cost function which describes the
total operation cost. It can be seen that the costs are determined by linear
factors which describe the hydrogen consumption (CH2, wcons), compon-
ent cost (Ccost, wcost) and cost related to the weight of the power system
(Cweight, wweight).
J = min(CH2 · wcons + Ccost · wcost + Cweight · wweight) (2.1)
2.2.4. CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM DESIGN
The HES design process starts with the selection of the system topology.
In the previous Section 2.2.3 a detailed analysis of possible options was
outlined. It was shown that as long as no other criteria and constraints
than minimum fuel consumption and minimum energy storage degrada-
tion are assumed, the ideal FHEV’s power train consists of a FC, a BAT as
well as a SC, see Figure 2.18 A. This configuration optimises the fuel con-
sumption and enhances the lifetime of the BAT and of the FC [5, 25, 96].
When considering the system control the proposed system leads to ad-
ditional benefits. Since the SC is directly coupled, the high frequency
power demand of the electric drive is smoothed by the SC and the con-
troller can react with a larger time constant to control the DC link voltage,
respectively the SC voltage. Because of the aforementioned reasons, in
this thesis a FC-BAT-SC HES is assumed to be the optimal system. Thus,
the EMS approaches under test are going to be developed for and tested
on this system topology. In the following the terms HES or FHEV will
correspond to a power system with this system topology.
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The next task is to determine the specific components and required
power sizes and the required energy storage capacities. Therefore, basic
requirements of passenger cars are going to be derived. Based on that,
the system parameters will be determined. Guzzella and Sciarretta name
four key requirements for passenger cars operating in individual transport
sector:
• autonomous energy supply, do not depend on fixed supply-grid
• refuelling time negligible compared to possible driving time
• transport capacity of up to six persons
• acceleration of approximately 0 to 100 in 10 to 15 seconds and can
drive uphill a 5 % at legal top speed
Since FHEV system typically show refuelling times below ten minutes
and do not depend an a fixed energy supply the first two requirements can
be considered as fulfilled. More significant are the remaining three condi-
tions which can be summarised as drivability of a vehicle. In this thesis,
an enhanced form of the drivability concept is used. Here additionally the
ability to fulfil everyday requirements is also given focus. Thus, an en-
ergy storage capacity to ensure driving range larger than 300 km with an
average driving speed of 130 km h−1 is required. Additionally the HES
shall not suffer significant performance reduction under standardised en-
vironmental temperatures, corresponding to a range from−7 ◦C to 23 ◦C.
The aforementioned requirements are based on the target market, Central
Europe. The two crucial factors ensuring high drivability are the power
and the energy storage capacity of the vehicle’s HES. The US National
Highway Administration [NHTSA] separates passenger cars by the curb
weight of the vehicle with standard equipment including the maximum
capacity of fuel, oil, coolant, and air conditioning, if so equipped, into
six classes. In contrast, Guzzella and Sciarretta summarise these classes
in four typical car body styles, light-weight, compact, full-size and SUV.
Since neither heavy vehicle nor light ones are in the scope of this work,
in the following Guzella’s car classification scheme is going to be used.
Table 2.11 lists characteristic parameter for each class.
In order to assess the required power and energy capacity, the top
speed and acceleration performance as well as the capability to drive up-
hill criterion are evaluated for each of the four vehicle classes. In order
to estimate the required energy, a 300 km standard motorway trip with a
constant average driving velocity of 130 km h−1 and perfect recuperation
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Table 2.11: Drivability requirements and characteristics for different
vehicle categories.
SUV full-size compact light
Af · cd 1.2 m2 0.7 m2 0.6 m2 0.4 m2
cr 0.017 0.013 0.012 0.008
mV 2000 kg 1500 kg 1000 kg 750 kg
Pacc,10 154 kW 116 kW 77 kW 58 kW
Pacc,15 103 kW 77 kW 51 kW 35 kW
Puphill 35 kW 27 kW 18 kW 13 kW
EMW 105 kWh 61 kWh 49 kWh 31 kWh
EBatt 3 kWh 2 kWh 1.3 kWh 0.9 kWh
FSC 13 F 10 F 6 F 4 F
is assumed. In the case of perfect recuperation, the energy spent to ac-
celerate the vehicle is completely recuperated during braking. With the
assumption that only aerodynamic and roll resistance have an impact, the
mean power demand and thus the required energy can be estimated.
Typically in FHEV the main power demand is supplied by the FC, the
BAT as well as SC are used to support FC’s operation, e.g. by flattening
short-time high power demands, in order to prevent degradation and en-
hance H2 efficiency. Therefore the estimated power demand for driving
uphill at 130 km h−1 (see Table 2.11) can be considered as the required
FC’s maximum power, PFC. Since FC are sensitive to low temperature, the
BAT must be capable to supply the vehicle during cold start and heat up
the FC’s thermal system to an operating temperature of 40 ◦C. Therefore
in a conventional system design, it is assumed for BAT energy capacity to
supply sufficient power and energy to accelerate the vehicle to velocity of
70 km h−1 and drive for 15 minutes at this speed. In the focussed power
system concept, see Section 2.2.3, the SC is used to stabilise the DC link
voltage. Therefore a minimum SC capacitance can be determined based
on a maximum allowable DC link voltage drop caused by the maximum
power demand, Pacc,15. In this work a maximum DC link voltage drop of
5 % which last for maximum 2 s is assumed.
2.3. HEATING AND COOLING
Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.1 describe the harmful impact of non-optimal op-
eration temperature on FCs and BATs. Thus, TMS of FC and BAT is an
essential part of designing a HES. In order to give a brief overview of














Figure 2.19: Structure of a BEV cooling loops presented by Tesla Motors,
Inc. Patent No. US11786108 [9].
existing solutions, this section describes TMSs of commercially available
vehicles. For the reason to understand the system configuration as well
as the system models presented in Chapter 4, this is a vital aspect. So
far the thermal requirements of a FC and BAT were discussed, besides
these a TMS of a FHEV includes also the cooling of power electronics as
well as the control of the vehicle interior temperature. To sum up, a TMS
has to control the temperatures of all HES components, the BAT and FC
as well as the temperatures of the DC-DC converter and the passenger
compartment and keep those within operating limits.
For their BEV, Tesla presented a TMS consisting of four different
cooling loops [9] (depicted in Figure 2.19). The first loop includes all
high temperature components and a dedicated radiator. Depending on the
operation constraints, it can also be connected to the second cooling cir-
cuit, responsible for cabin heating and cooling. This circuit also contains
a radiator and is connected to a three-way heat exchanger with the third
loop, the refrigerant loop, responsible to cool the BAT as well as the PC.
The third port is connected to the BAT heating and cooling loop. These
four cooling loops ensure optimal temperature conditions while using as
least power as possible. The connection of the electric power train cooling
circuit to the cabin cooling circuit ensures that waste heat can be reused.
The connection of the refrigerant loop to the BAT cooling loop ensures
optimal BAT’s temperature and the least degradation.
While TMSs for conventional vehicles usually consist of three cool-
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ing loops [101], those applied to HEV typically also contain several loops
[102, 103]. Zhou present a TMS for a HEV based on two cooling loops
with two different radiators – one for the internal combustion engine and
one for the inverter and the electric drive. The passenger compartment
is connected to the electrical cooling circuit via a liquid-liquid heat ex-
changer. Both radiators can be bypassed. Additionally, an air condition-
ing system can be connected to the circuit in order to cool the passenger
compartment. Dage and Smith present a comparable system, it consists
of a main cooling circuit to dissipate the waste heat of the engine and a
second circuit to ensure optimal temperatures of the BAT, the motor and
the power converter. To use waste heat for heating the cabin, the cabin
heater can be connected to the engine cooling circuit [103]. For FHEV
only few TMS have been presented. [104] presented a TMS which con-
nects all components of a FHEV by one cooling loop. Nolan presented a
comparable system, consisting also of a single cooling loop [105]. Nev-
ertheless, both do not include the thermal management of the BAT or the
passenger compartment. Nasri and Dickinson present a TMS controlling
the temperatures of a HES, including a BAT and a high temperature FC.
Again the passenger compartment is not part of the TMS, but here BAT,
FC and power electronic components are connected via two separated
cooling loops. With the rise of all-electric vehicles, cooling circuits be-
came more and more complex. While Tesla cools their BAT through cool-
ing channels moving snakelike through 18650 BAT cells, General Motors
and Porsche use flat BAT cells sandwiched by flat cooling plates inserted
between the cells, a coolant flows through small pipes [107–109]. Audi
and LG, on the other hand, use direct expansion for cooling their batteries
[107, 110]. A detailed investigation about the energy savings due to an
improved BAT TMS was done in [111]. The presented BAT cooling sys-
tems are especially complex because they also need to dissipate the power
loss during charging. Usually charging currents are far greater than dis-
charging currents during driving. The BAT of a FHEV, on the other hand,
is not charged by external charging stations but by the FC. There is no
need to dissipate a comparable power loss density. The FHEV’s BAT is
configured to power the vehicle during cold start-up as long as the FC
is not at operating temperature. FC typically contain a dedicated TMS,
which is controlled internally via a control system. A review of the cool-
ing systems of FC is given in [112]. More information on the modelling
and control of these components is given in [105].
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2.4. SUMMARY
This chapter gave a concise overview of the development, design, oper-
ation and all essential components of a FHEV. In the first section all
relevant components were introduced. In the following second section,
the system design and the operation of a FHEV was discussed. Since the
operation temperature has a significant impact on both FC and BAT, state
of the art of TMS capable to control the components temperature in a
FHEV were focussed on in the third section. In summary it can be stated
that the combination of different energy sources in order to make best use
of their individual benefits is a promising solution. Due to its high specific
energy density, the FC enables long driving ranges. The use of a BAT al-
lows to recuperate energy while breaking and can be used to supply short
and low load demand. Since the SC is robust to high current transients, it
can be used to decouple the more sensitive BAT and FC to increase their
life cycle. Today different DC-DC converter topologies and concepts are
available, the most promising to be used in a FHEV are multi-input in-
terleaved or bridge converters, a comparing summery of state of the art
converter was given in Table 2.7. In conclusion, from a EMS point of
view the most important degradation influences on a FC are carbon corro-
sion of the catalyst and dehydration of the membrane. With the objective
to limit degradation effects, the EMS has to ensure that the FC is operated
at a constant operation point, at medium cell potential, and in that way
that low output power is avoided. In the wide group of operation condi-
tions inducing a BAT to degrade, overcharging, deep-discharge, excessive
cycling and high BAT currents are controlled by the EMS and thus have
to be considered when developing a predictive control scheme. Also high
or low operation temperatures have a negative impact and thus are con-
sidered when discussing the development of a TMS for a FHEV. Based
on review of possible system topologies the most promising one was se-
lected. In order to configure an exemplary target system, the presented
predictive EMS approach shall be applied to, the conventional design of
a FHEV energy system was discussed. Based on the introduced drivab-
ility requirements an exemplary design was set-up. For a full-size car, a
110 kW FC is required, the BAT have to be capable to store 2 kWh en-
ergy and SC capacity of 13 F is optimal, the motor reference power was
assumed to be 100 kW, the DC link voltage 250 V. Thus, in the following
a HES based on a FC and a BAT coupled via two DC-DC converters and
directly connected SC and the aforementioned reference ratings is defined




A central aspect when developing new systems or concepts is the test and
evaluation of its performance. This is also true for EMS controlling a
FHEV vehicle. To be capable to test and to evaluate both, state of the art
EMS schemes as well as the developed predictive energy optimal EMS
concept, a test system, which is able to emulate the behaviour of a HEV
is required. Since a HES, which is capable to power a real vehicle, would
cause high cost and also require significant efforts to realise a safe oper-
ation, in this work a virtual test bench based on a simulation model was
used. Therefore, to form the virtual test bench, models for all compon-
ents are derived. Whereas the validation of the models was done based on
real downscaled hardware components, the models emulating the full-size
components are parametrised based on manufacturers datasheets. The
evaluation of the performance requires also specific test cases. Because
the operation characteristics of both EMS and HES depends on the drive
scenario, in this work real world driving data is used as test cases. Based
on recorded trips, a set of reference test cycles is derived and applied as
test DCs. In the first section of this chapter, the data recording as well
as the method to derive the representative test cycles are presented. In
the second Section, the hardware used to validate the implemented mod-
els is introduced, subsequently followed by the last section discussing the
implementation of the virtual test bench.
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Figure 3.1: Standard DC used in automotive industry (a) and ’Main Road’
and ’Motorway130’ Artemis cycles (b) [10].
3.1. DRIVE CYCLE BASED TEST CASE GENERA-
TION
A DC is represented by a velocity versus time profile and can either be
generated based on real world measurements or synthesised to met spe-
cific criteria. DCs are used in automotive industry to assess and compare
the performance of vehicles, examples are emission levels of car engines
or fuel consumption tests [52, 113–115], traffic control [116] or evaluating
the requirements for a reliable charging infrastructure [115]. Furthermore,
DCs are used as a tool to compare different powertrain concepts and topo-
logies [117, 118]. One of the critical metrics in the evaluation and analysis
of FHEV is the DC. The acceleration as well as the maximum velocity
has strong impact on the characteristic of the load demand supplied by
the FHEV’s energy system. Depending on the applied drive scenario, the
efficiency and performance of topologies under test may show different
results. Thus, to understand what type of DCs is used to evaluate the
power train is essential. In order to evaluate the device under test (DUT)
in all relevant drive scenarios, different DCs have to be applied. Several
studies regarding the impact of DCs on assessing the performance and
efficiency of BEV and FHEV have been presented [10, 114, 119–121].
Nevertheless, it is widely accepted that a single DC is not capable to rep-
resent all possible use cases and driving scenarios. [10, 122].
Figure 3.1 depicts different standard legislative DCs used in European
automotive test procedures. These DCs were designed based on protrac-
ted periods at a constant cruise speed, spaced by constant acceleration
and deceleration steps. A comprehensive review of international test pro-
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cedures and DCs can be found in [10] and [52]. One of the most used
standard cycle is the new European drive cycle (NEDC), which is ap-
plied to determine exhaust gas emission and fuel consumption of commer-
cial automotive vehicle. With the objective to develop a set of reference
real-world driving cycle the European ARTEMIS project developed the
Common Artemis Driving Cycles (CADC). Based on statistical analysis
of a large dataset. To build the dataset 58 cars were monitored for 1400
days and in total 8200 trips travelling 73 000 km. Based on this data a set
of three representative DC, corresponding to three basic drive scenarios
urban, rural road and motorway, was derived [116, 121, 122]. Comparing
the synthetic NEDC, Figure 3.1 (a), and the real world based CADC, Fig-
ure 3.1 (b), it becomes apparent that, due to the low levels of acceleration
and slow maximum velocity, the synthetic NEDC is not representative for
real world driving. Furthermore the number of acceleration events is also
significantly lower than for the CADC. If one evaluates a powertrain or
fuel consumption solely based on the NEDC, the evaluation is resulting in
the risk to test the design under a wrong use case. An even greater prob-
lem arises if the NEDC is used to optimise the design, in this case there is
a chance that this design will be suboptimal under real driving conditions
[118, 123]. Thus, in this work only real world based DCs are used as
test cases. To avoid the problem to optimise the design for a specific test
cycle, a set of different representative cycles will be used as evaluation
references. Therefore, real world driving data was recorded and a method
to derive representative DC based on that data developed. In the following
two sections, 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, the data recording and the method to derive
the reference cycle is going to be discussed.
3.1.1. DATA RECORDING
With the objective to derive a set of representative DCs, real world driving
data needs to be recorded. Therefore, a data recording tool was developed
and driving trips of different drivers in various driving scenarios recor-
ded. In order to increase the number of participating drivers, the used tool
needed to be easy to use and be capable to be set up prior to the trip. The
data provision needed to be as easy as possible. Since the DCs are used to
estimate a vehicle’s power demand, not only the velocity and acceleration
is required, but also the altitude profile of the trip has to be recorded, see
Section 3.3.1. In summary a cheap data recording tool that can be used
easily and is capable to record a vehicle’s velocity and the road altitude
was required. In a first approach, two different concepts are compared:
• Smartphone internal GPS sensor




















Figure 3.2: Comparison of two different datasets, one recorded based on
OBD data and the other with a GPS sensor.
• Vehicle On-Board-Diagnoses bus
To record data from smartphone’s GPS sensors, an Android applic-
ation, that includes automated data upload to a central server was pro-
grammed. As a second option, the velocity information from the auto-
motive on-board-diagnoses (OBD) bus is used. ISO 15031 as well as cor-
responding SAE J2012/J1979 describes the OBD bus system as a vehicle
diagnosis system capable to record all exhausting gas relevant information
and motor related data as well as the vehicle velocity [124]. In order to
record the OBD data a commercially available Bluetooth® OBD interface
and related smartphone application is used. Since the application records
also the smartphone GPS sensor, a direct comparison of OBD and smart-
phone’s GPS data is possible. Figure 3.2 depicts an exemplary segment
of a recorded trip, this segment proof that GPS and OBD data are nearly
identical and therefore it can be assumed that both methods are suitable as
a recording tool. Thus, to guarantee a maximum number of participating
drivers the smartphone application is used as main recording tool.
GPS uses time of flight measurements between orbital satellites and
the target on the terrestrial surface in order to determine the distance
between the target and the satellites, by triangular fusing of measure-
ments from different satellites, the surface position can be determined.
In case of three dimensional positioning, at least four satellites are re-
quired. Time dependent positioning of available satellites, shading in
valleys, between buildings or in a vehicle by the vehicle’s roof have an
impact on the accuracy. In consumer application the position can be es-
timated with a horizontal error of 9 m and a vertical 15 m (at worst sides:
horizontal 17 m, vertical 37 m) [125]. Based on the Doppler shift in the
carrier-phase ranging signal GPS provides good velocity values with an
accuracy of 5 cm s−1, a detailed analysis of vehicle measurements using
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Figure 3.3: Example of a recorded trip. Recorded velocity, altitude, and
the geographic location of the recorded DC.
GPS velocity is given in [126].
Figure 3.3 depicts a recorded trip, including the velocity and altitude
profile as well as the recorded longitude and latitude coordinates. In or-
der to extract reference velocity profiles, the raw data are post processed.
Since the Android GPS recording application is not executed in a real
time environment the sample period is not constant. To overcome this
problem the recorded data is linear interpolated to generate a constant
sample period of 1 s. In a next step, the GPS accuracy and disturbances
induced noise is filtered. To avoid high phase lag, which high order filter
would induce, a fast Fourier transform related approach is used. There-
fore, a complete trip is transformed to frequency domain. In the frequency
domain, spectral components higher than a specific cut off frequency are
deleted. Finally the filtered spectrum is transformed back to time do-
main using the inverse discrete Fourier transform. The specific cut off
frequency is chosen to be the maximum acceleration of the DC. In ac-
cordance to Section 2.2.4, a maximum acceleration of 1.85 m s−2, which
corresponds to an acceleration from 0 to 100 km h−1 in 15 s, has to be
considered.
A more complex problem arises when analysing the altitude data,
sampled from the GPS sensor. In Figure 3.3, an exemplary interval of
a recorded altitude profile is depicted. Even while the mean altitude is
reasonable, the deviation between single samples is significantly large.
Renfro et al. describe the vertical accuracy of a consumer GPS receiver to
be in the range of 15 m to 37 m [125]. Since the road inclination shall be
determined based on the recorded altitude profile, even small errors cause
high road gradients. A significant higher accuracy could be achieved if a
barometric altitude sensor is used. Since neither a standard smartphone
typically include such a sensor, nor stand-alone barometric sensor can be
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Figure 3.4: (a) Comparison of recorded and filtered velocity data. (b)
Illustration of the recorded GPS altitude data, the SRTM mapped on and
the resulting altitude data.
distributed to a large number of potential test drivers, another approach
was followed.
In order to increase the accuracy of the recorded GPS altitude data,
it was fused with a geographic altitude map, the Shuttle Radar Topo-
graphy Mission (SRTM) data set [127]. The SRTM data sets result from
a collaborative effort by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) and the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) to
generate a near-global digital elevation model of the earth using radar in-
terferometry. The data-set is provided as one degree by one degree cells,
including altitude data in an 1 arc-second resolution, corresponding to
roughly 30 m in horizontal extend. Prior to fusion, both data sets were
smoothed by a IIR low pass filter. The cutoff frequency was determined
based on the assumption that the recorded roads have a maximum slope
of 10°. Figure 3.4 shows an example of the filtered SRTM data and the
recorded GPS altitude of corresponding datasets. Because a road inclina-
tion shall be determined the approximately 50 m offset between GPS and
SRTM data is not relevant. The resulting altitude profile, yellow charac-
teristic in Figure 3.4, is the filtered mean value of both data sets. Since
the proposed method generates satisfying results, the described data post
processing is applied in the following. In total, over 250 different driving
trips from 20 different drivers were recorded and processed, these data-
sets form the basis to generate the representative test cycles. Figure 3.5
depicts a histogram of the trip distances and average velocity of the recor-
ded DCs. The histogram emphasises that a clear majority of the recorded
trip were either primary motorway trips or recorded on rural road. Never-
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Figure 3.5: (a) Histogram of the trip distances. (b) Histogram of the
average driving speed.
theless, also short trips with low average speed were recorded, indicating
that also a significant number of urban trips are included in the dataset.
3.1.2. TEST CYCLE EXTRACTION
Drive scenarios can be described as urban, rural, motorway or stop and
go. Whereas the first three depend on the road, stop and go is mainly
caused by congested traffic and can occur on every road type [118]. Rural
trips typically are determined by frequent stops and low velocity. In con-
trast, motorway trips typically show long driving distance as well as a
high average and maximum velocity. Characteristics of real world driv-
ing are influenced by various properties such as road type, traffic condi-
tion, weather, topography or driver preferences, which all show partial
interdependencies. Since the stated features are only a small selection of
possible influences, the task to generate representative DCs, which char-
acterise specific driving scenarios is a complex one.
Different approaches to create DCs are summarised by André and
grouped into two categories. One category is defined by DC generation
based on recorded data, for example the CADC, the other one includes
DCs which were build by fusing sequences of steady speed and acceler-
ation events (see the NEDC Figure 3.1). Applied methods typically con-
centrate on creating reference cycles, which has certain statistical char-
acteristics similar to the original drive scenarios (average velocity, idle
time or percentage of city, motorway or rural driving). In literature, three
typical methods are presented. One option is to generate cycles based on
segments of real world data or use the recorded DCs directly [128, 129].
Another common approach creates DCs by assembling different micro
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Table 3.1: FCM features and generated cluster centres. Feature: VMax
- maximum velocity, VAvg - average velocity, TStop - stop time, aAvg -
average acceleration , D - distance.
Cycle VMax VAvg TStop aAvg D
[km h−1] [km h−1] [%] [m s−2] [km]
MW 147 87 1.6 0.39 52
RU 115 63 2.7 0.50 30
UR 62 28 13.5 0.56 8
ArtMW150 150 100 8.5 0.42 30
ArtRoad 115 59 2.7 0.50 17
ArtUrban 57.7 25 27 0.73 4.9
trips, corresponding to velocity profiles between two consecutive stops,
to form a representative cycle. These micro trips can either be selected
randomly [130] or by an iterative process with the target to meet specific
speed acceleration frequency distributions [131].
Alternative approaches utilises Markov chain and transition probab-
ility matrices [115, 123, 132]. Lee et al. use synthetic DCs to evaluate
the consumption and charging opportunities of BEV. The used DCs
were synthesised through a stochastic process using Markov Chain and
transition probabilistic matrices. Whereas the matrices were determined
based on data recorded in the Midwest Region of the Unites States. Long
distance trips showed comparable long cruising segments and lower fre-
quently stops, in contrast short distance trips are characterised by high fre-
quent start/stops and barely no constant velocity cruising segments [115].
A synthesis procedure based on a two dimensional Markov chain, which
also includes a recorded road slope profile is presented in [133]. Nyberg
presented a method to transform given standard cycle into an equivalent
driving cycle or into a cycle with a given equivalence measure. In order
to be able to make fair comparison, the aim of the presented method is to
create cycles with prescribed traction requirements based on recorded real
world data [134]. A detailed description including related literature of the
single steps (pre-processing, synthesis, validation) to create representative
DCs is given in [133].
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In this work, real world driving data shall be used to evaluate the
presented EMS approaches. Therefore, different trips were recorded.
Within the recorded data set, 100 of the measured cycles can be character-
ised as mainly rural driving and 75 can be classified in each case as urban
or motorway. Each trip covers a wide variety of driving situations. The
complete dataset covers different driving styles and various trip length,
from 430 m to 502 km. Although the dataset is not sufficiently large,
it includes a wide range of realistic driving conditions and trip lengths.
Therefore a selection of representative cycles extracted from this dataset
can be considered as suitable test cases, covering all relevant driving situ-
ations and trip characteristics for the region the data was recorded in. In
order to identify DCs representing real world drive scenarios, a two step
FCM approach was used. In a first step the unspecified data is clustered
with regards to the road type: urban, rural or motorway. In a second step
each road type cluster is subdivided in to two cluster representing dense
and free flow traffic condition of the specific road type. Finally, based
on the specific degree of membership to a cluster, the most representative
DCs in each cluster are identified. To apply the described approach, suit-
able feature sets, describing the recorded data, needed to be defined. In
literature, various feature sets describing specific DCs can be found.
Lee and Filipi. state that DCs can be categorised either with respect
to the trip distance or the mean velocity. The trip distance correlates with
the road type. Thus, if a general differentiation between urban road or
for example motorways shall be executed, the trip distance is a suitable
criterion. The mean velocity can be used to analyse single trip charac-
teristics, like driving style or to isolate particular segments. Lee et al.
categorise real world cycles regarding the trip length, a short trip is less
then nine miles, medium trips are between nine and 20 miles and long dis-
tance trips range over 20 miles. André present a list of six features, which
were used to create the CADC. In contrast, Shahidinejad et al. give a
comprehensive list of 25 parameters used to characterise DC. While both
feature sets include time proportional features, for example time percent-
age of acceleration, Shahidinejad et al. also include features related to the
velocity and the acceleration characteristics. De Hann and Keller present
a set of 19 parameter describing the kinematic characteristic of a driving
pattern.
In order to describe the recorded dataset, a feature set based on [114]
and [130], was derived. Table 3.1, summarises the selected features. Be-
cause the amplitude of the different features varies, in a first step the ex-
tracted features were normalised and then FCM clustering applied. The
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Figure 3.6: (a) Variability of the trips of clusters based on de Hann fea-
tures. (b) Variability of the driving conditions of clusters based on de
Hann features. (c) Variability of the trips of clusters based on reduced
feature set. (d) Variability of the driving conditions of clusters based on
the reduced feature set.
result of the applied FCM are three clusters of trips, related to the specific
road type. Figure 3.6 (a) and (b) depict the average acceleration related
to the average velocity and maximum velocity related to the average ve-
locity of the different cluster. The different colours indicate the specific
cluster, blue urban, green rural and red motorway. While the urban cluster
is clearly separated, rural road and motorway can not clearly be distin-
guished. A key problem is the diving style preferences of some particip-
ating driver, which tend to drive at high average and maximum velocity.
In order to improve the performance of the FCM clustering, the feature
set was reduced, thus velocity related features are emphasised higher.
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Table 3.2: FCM features and generated cluster centres. Features: DVAvg
- difference in average velocity driving and complete trip, DVMax - differ-
ence in maximum velocity driving and complete trip, EAcc - acceleration
events, TDriving - time driving, TStop - time stop, aavg - average accelera-
tion.
Feature DVAvg DVMax EAcc TDriving TStop aavg
[km h−1] [km h−1] [%] [% ] [m s−2]
MW 1.6 55 3 97.4 0.8 1.1
dense
MW 6.5 68 4.6 90.2 4.8 1.4
free
RU 1.9 50 7.55 96 1.24 1.58
dense
RU 6.2 53 8.6 88 6.6 1.65
free
UR 3 33 24 83 6 1.94
dense
UR 7.11 30 24.5 68.5 22.3 1.80
free
Figures 3.6 (c) and (d) depict the results of the clustering executed
based on the reduced feature sets. It can be seen that the boundary between
rural and motorway driving is sharpened. The reduced cluster contains the
maximum velocity, the average velocity while driving, the proportional
stop time, the average positive acceleration and the trip distance. Table
3.1 summarises the reduced feature set and the resulting cluster centres
and compares the centres with the corresponding feature of the CADC.
To divide each cluster into two subclusters, which represent conges-
ted and free flow traffic condition for each specific road type, the next
step is to derive a new set of characteristic features. Because in particu-
lar frequent stop and go events as well as higher acceleration characterise
congested traffic, especially features related to acceleration and decelera-
tion as well as to stops were chosen. Table 3.2 summarises the feature set
and the generated cluster centre. In order to find the most representative
trips for each category, the five recorded trips with the highest degree of
membership of its specific cluster were identified and chosen to form the
test set.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of the hardware system (BAT, FC,
SC DC-DC converter and load emulation) used to validate the implemen-
ted models.
In summary can be said that, a methodology to extract a set of refer-
ence cycles representing three different road types with free-flow and con-
gested traffic based on unspecified real world driving data was presented.
Based on the method and the recorded driving data, a set of 30 refer-
ence DCs, which represent characteristic test cycles to simulate a vehicle
driving on urban and rural roads as well as on motorways in free flow and
congested traffic condition. This set of DC is used in this work to evaluate
the EMS under test.
3.2. HARDWARE TEST SYSTEM
An essential part of the development of an EMS is test and evaluation. In
this work the evaluation of the different EMS is realised based on a vir-
tual test bench. The design and implementation of this virtual test bench
is going to be discussed in the next section of this chapter. Nevertheless,
the implemented models have to be validated with real components, thus
a hardware system is required. In order to validate the models, a discrete
hardware test system was configured and installed. The system was set-up
based on target system topology, discussed in Chapter 2.2.4. Because the
usage of components with reference power and energy storage capacity,
capable to power a real vehicle, would result in high cost and safety is-
sues, the validation was realised based on scaled components with lower
reference power.
Figure 3.7 illustrates a schematic representation of the implemented
hardware based test system. The system contains a 35 W FC, a 12 W h
BAT, a SC and a 100 W multi channel DC-DC converter which con-
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trols the operation states of the different energy sources. Additionally,
a programmable DC load is used to emulate the power demand of the
drivetrain, for data acquisition and control purposes, a multifunctional
digital-analogue data acquisition module is used. A key problem with the
comparison of components with different reference power is that scaling
effects arise when hardware of one size is emulated by hardware of a an-
other size [135]. For example, doubling the number of series cells in a
FC does not double the electrical current but only the stack voltage. If
in contrast the number of parallel strings is doubled, the stack current is
also twice the one of a single string. In both cases, the reference power
of the complete system is doubled, but the characteristics of both system
are different. The same effect occurs for BATs, the number of parallel
cells define the maximum system current, the number of cells in series
the charge and discharge voltage. If thermal characteristics like conduct-
ive or convective heat transfer shall be analysed, the specific geometry
and structure of the system also has a significant impact.
One solution to scale hardware of a HEV powertrain with the goal to
be used in a hardware-in-the-loop simulation is presented by [135]. In the
presented work, Petersheim and Brennan use dimensionless variables, as
defined by the Pi Theorem, to scale HEV components for the purpose of
taking all relevant scaling effects into account. The central objective of
the discussed method is to develop an understanding of how to compare
dissimilarly sized components using scaling factors that are physically
based, e.g. tied to experimentally measurable variations in key paramet-
ers rather than numerical methods. Because in this work the hardware
components are used to validate models and not to design or test control
schemes, the mentioned scaling effects are not relevant. As long as the
models are adapted to the used hardware, the validation can be executed.
The implemented FC model was validated based on a H-30 FC, manu-
factured by Horizon Fuel Cell Technologies. The H-30 is a semi-integrated
30 W FC system. The hydrogen supply is realised based on metal hy-
dride storage tanks (HydroStik-Pro), also manufactured by Horizon Fuel
Cell Technologies. Each metal hydride cylinder is capable to store 10NL
hydrogen, the storage weight is 90 g, the charge pressure is 10 bar. The
self-humidified H-30 PEM FC contains 14 cells and an integrated air cool-
ing, the rated performance is 8.4 V and 3.6 A. Figure 3.8 (a) shows the
FC voltage related to the FC current, Figure 3.8 (b) the output power re-
lated to the FC current. It can be seen that a maximum output power of
35 W can be supplied. The applied BAT system contains three in series
connected Emmerich ICR-18650NH-SP cells. Each cell includes an in-
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Figure 3.8: (a) Voltage characteristic related to the FC current HD-30 FC.
(b) Power characteristic related to the FC current HD-30 FC.
Table 3.3: Emmerich ICR-18650NH-SP BAT cell parameters and BAT
system feature: VNom - nominal cell voltage, QTyp - typical charge, ZInt
- internal impedance, Ich,max - maximum charge current, Idis,max - max-
imum discharge current, VCh,max - maximum charge voltage, VDis,cut-off -
discharge cut-off voltage.
Parameter BAT cell BAT system
VNom [V] 3.7 11.1
QTyp [A h] 2.2 2.2
ZInt [mΩ] <150 <450
Ich,max [A] 2.2 2.2
Idis,max [A] 2.2 2.2
VCh,max [V] 4.2 12.6
VDis,cut-off [V] 3.7 11.1
tegrated cell management and under- and over-voltage and current pro-
tection. Table 3.3 summarises the relevant parameters of the specific BAT
cell and of the combined system. The series connection results in a higher
cell voltage, which enables an easier DC-DC converter design. In total the
higher system voltage leads to an increase of the energy storage capacity,
in summary 24.4 W h was reached. The SC module was realised based
on three Nesscap ESHSR-0050C0-002R7 SC cells. Each capacitor has a
reference capacity of 50 F and a rated voltage of 2.7 V. The maximum
continuous current is 6.1 A, the maximum peak current 37.5 A and the
average DC equivalent series resistance 10 mΩ. In order to realise a mod-
ule voltage of 7.2 V, three capacitors are connected in series, resulting
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in a rated voltage of 8.1 V and an average DC equivalent series resist-
ance of 30 mΩ. The Gw Instek Pel3021 was used to apply a controlled
load. The maximum power demand which can be applied is 175 W, the
maximum voltage range starts from 1.5 V to 150 V. The charging of the
BAT was realised with a Rhode&Schwarz HMC 8041 power supply. The
control of both devices was implemented with the National Instruments
LabVIEWTM software tool. In order to realise a controlled power flow
between the three components, a multi-stage DC-DC converter was de-
veloped and implemented on a printed circuit board. The converter con-
tains three independent stages with each 50 W reference power, two buck
stages to enable a power flow from FC and BAT to the SC and one boost
stage to control a power flow from the SC to the BAT. Since the FC and
BAT current have to be controlled, the two buck stages contain an input
current controller, whereas the boost stage an output current control. The
current reference can be applied via an analogue interface, connected to
National Instruments LabVIEWTM software environment via a National
Instruments USB-6343 multifunction I/O device.
3.3. VEHICLE MODEL
An indispensable component of the development process described in this
work are the mathematical models, only those permit a systematic imple-
mentation and test of EMS. The approach to use a virtual test bench
enables the test of state of the art approaches and the developed EMS un-
der varying drive scenarios without using a large scaled hardware system.
Guzzella and Sciarretta present a complete analysis related to modelling
of vehicle propulsion systems. Two different approaches are discussed,
the dynamic and the quasistatic modelling approach. The dynamic ap-
proach uses an exact mathematical description of the physical system,
typically expressed with differential and algebraic equations. While these
equations include all transient and static characteristics of a powertrain,
not all of these dynamic processes are relevant for the evaluation and test
of EMS. Most characteristics that have an significant impact on the man-
agement of the power flows in a HES a very slow. The fast and highly
dynamic effects are typically significant for the design of the individual
sub-controllers of the components. A drawback using exact dynamic
models is the high computational burden and the typically high number
of required parameters describing the system behaviour. In contrast to
quasistatic simulations, it is assumed that the system inputs (velocity, ac-
celeration and road inclination) are constant for a fixed time step. Based
on the constant inputs, the force required to act on the wheels, to fol-
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low the applied cycle, is determined. Based on this force, the propul-
sion system model estimates the power demand and the energy storage
state of charges. Isidori, Johnson name the evaluation of the perform-
ance, the fuel consumption or the comfort, the drivability and the pollut-
ant emission as central task of quasistatic models of vehicle propulsion
system models.[139, 140]. Vehicle models can be classified also in either
forward or backward oriented models. Forward models try to follow a
specific input value, in the case of a vehicle model this reference is the
velocity. Based on the difference of reference and actual value, a con-
troller determines a control variable, the state variables are then defined
by the control variable. In backward oriented models it is assumed that
the trajectory of input values, acceleration, velocity and road inclination,
are exactly followed and the state variable result directly from the input
variable trajectories.
Typically, only single components of a HES or a FHEVs are mod-
elled, with the objective to either design a controller or analyse the oper-
ation. Models of a complete system are implemented in most cases either
with the aim to optimise the system design [141–143] or the EMS [144–
151]. With the focus to evaluate EMS strategies for a more electric air-
craft Njoya Motapon et al. describe a forward oriented simulation model
of a HES, built of a FC, a BAT and a direct coupled SC. Froberg and
Nielsen present an approach to combine the time-efficient advantage of
the quasistatic simulation and to include also important dynamics without
significantly losing simulation performance. The presented approach is
implemented based on an inverse dynamic simulation. Hu et al. use a
convex model of a FC - BAT vehicle to determine the optimal dimension-
ing of the components.
Because the developed model shall be used to evaluate and test differ-
ent EMS, a forward oriented approach was selected. After implementing
the models for all required components, see sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.5, a com-
plete system model was developed and implemented using MATLAB®
Simscape® toolbox. Figure 3.9 depicts a schematic representation of the
basic model architecture. The driver, which is modelled by a PI con-
troller, generates a reference torque related to the difference of reference
velocity and the current velocity. This torque is applied to the model of
the electric drive, which determines an input current related to the applied
torque. The SC model estimates the SC voltage based on the current equi-
librium, resulting from the difference of the electric drive current and the
output currents of the FC’s and BAT’s DC-DC converter. The BAT model
determines the SoC of the BAT, the FC model the consumed hydrogen,




















































Figure 3.9: Schematic of the implemented forward oriented physical sys-
tem model. The depicted model components are: BAT model, FC model,
SC model, model of a driver an velocity reference and a model of the
vehicle dynamics and the road inclination profile.
related to BAT and FC current. The vehicle velocity is determined re-
lated to the result of the vehicle’s longitudinal dynamics model using the
road gradient as well as the torque applied by the electric drive. In the
next sections, a detailed description of the single models is outlined. All
component models were implemented under the precondition that every
required parameter can be determined based on the manufacturer’s data
sheet or application nodes. Each model was validated based on hard-
ware components described in the previous Section 3.2. All models were
implemented, simulated and tested based on the MATLAB® Simulink®
technical computing and simulation environment.
3.3.1. VEHICLE
The vehicle subsystem contains different models, one for the vehicle’s
longitudinal dynamics, models of the tires, the elective drive and one rep-
resenting the driver. In the following subsection the implementation of the
different components is going to be discussed. The causal representation
of the integrated models of the vehicle and the driver are depicted in Fig-
ure 3.10. The model inputs are the road gradient and the vehicle velocity
reference. The driver can be considered as velocity controller determining
a toque related to the deviation of the actual vehicle velocity and the ref-









Figure 3.10: Schematic illustration of model structure of the vehicle dy-
namics, electric drive, and the vehicle driver model.
erence velocity. The electric drive realises the torque reference, the motor
model determines the corresponding motor current related to the deman-
ded torque. The generated torque is applied to the vehicle longitudinal
dynamics model which determines the vehicle velocity based on the road
inclination and the applied torque.
The electric drive is represented by a simplified model of a brushless
motor and including also the motor inverter with an integrated closed-
loop torque controller. The motor model follows a predefined torque
speed envelope between the operation limits. The electrical losses are de-
termined based on a simplified model which considers a series resistance
between DC source and motor drive and also fixed losses, independent
from torque and speed, as well as speed and torque dependent electrical
losses. The motor parameters were determined based on the electric drive
of the Toyota Mirai. A linear torque velocity characteristic over the com-
plete operation range (Tmax = 330 N m, Nmax = 360 rad s−1) was assumed
[154]. The electrical losses were assumed based on [155].
The driver was modelled with a standard PI controller, the control-
ler parameters were determined so that a maximum acceleration from 0
to 100 km h−1 in 15 s is achieved. A controller output saturation ensure
that the calculated torque is below the maximum motor torque. In order
to simulate the vehicle longitudinal dynamics, a model of the drive train
was implemented. The rotation and torque of the rotor is applied to a
gear box model considering the friction and inertia of a gear. The trans-
ferred rotation is the input to two tire models representing the two wheels
of the vehicle’s drive axle. The tires were modelled based on the Magic
Formula, an empirical equation used to model the gear uses four fitting
coefficients, which were presented by [156]. The normal force acting on













Figure 3.11: Schematic illustration of the vehicle longitudinal dynamics
and forces which acts on a vehicle on the road.
the tires and drive axle is determined using the net sum of all forces and
torque acting on the vehicle. Figure 3.11 illustrates a schematic repres-
entation of theses forces. The longitudinal forces, FXF and FXR drive the
vehicle forward, the mass of the vehicle acting through its centre of grav-
ity (CG) pulls the vehicle to the ground. Depending on the road angle
α, this results in a forward or backward oriented forces Fα. Additionally
the aerodynamic drag, FD, antagonises the moving force and slows the
acceleration down.
The normal forces acting on the front and rear axle result from the
force equilibrium, Equation 3.1 and 3.2 give a mathematical representa-
tion of these normal forces. A vehicle is described by size and geometry
related parameters, an overview of typical vehicle parameter, represent-
ing SUV full-size compact and light car, can be found in Table 2.11 in
Section 2.2.4 or in [136]. The distance to front and rear axle, f and d, is
assumed to be equal, the number of wheels, n, is four.
FZR =








Several approaches to model FC are possible, a simplified approach can
be implemented based on two parameters, the hydrogen consumption rate
and the efficiency. Since both parameters depend on the operation states
and are effected by various conditions, this simple model does not emulate
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the FC behaviour sufficiently. A more detailed approach also takes the op-
eration state related characteristic of a FC into account. The cell voltage is
determined by four effects, current voltage characteristic, the temperature
and the concentration of the reactants. The current dependent cell voltage
is characterised by the equilibrium potential resulting from the reversible
cell voltage reduced by three loss mechanism. The activation losses de-
pend on the catalyst and are the result of the energy demand required to
initiate the electrochemical reaction. The limiting reaction is the one at
the cathode, which is significantly slower than the one at the anode. The
semi-empiric Tafel equation, see Equation 3.3, describes the relation of
the activation losses and the FC current [157]. The parameter A can be
expressed via an electrode reaction depending charge-transfer coefficient,
the gas constant and the Faraday constant. The exchange current, I0, ex-
presses the equilibrium of reaction and reverse reaction. The exchange
current is equal to that current, for which the activation voltage becomes
zero.




Ohmic losses occur due to the ohmic resistances of the electrodes, the
one of the membrane and the catalyst layer resistance. Assuming that that
membrane, catalyst and electrode conducting can be described by Ohm’s
law, the ohmic losses can be expressed by a single resistance, see Equation
3.4. The resistance of the membrane, and so the overall ohmic resistance
depends on the humidity of the membrane. Modelling this effect would
result in the demand of a complex dynamic reactant model, since not the
optimization of a FC system but its integration in a HES is in the scope of
this work, an optimal humid membrane is assumed.
UOhm = RFC · IFC (3.4)
The concentration losses are caused by an inhomogeneous change in
the reactant concentration at the surface of the electrodes. Also insuffi-
cient reactants supply can induce concentration losses. As the reactant
consumption is high for high currents, these losses have the strongest im-
pact at high FC current densities. Based on [157] an empiric approach
is best to use. The empiric Equation 3.5 can be fit to measurements, by
varying the Parameters m and n.
UCon = m · e(n·IFC) (3.5)
The Nernst equation describes the open circuit voltage of a FC cell.
The cell voltage at standard conditions can be determined by Faraday’s
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Figure 3.12: Polarisation curves of a PEMFC if different operation losses
are assumed.
law, the change in Gibb’s free energy of formation, the number of ex-
changed electrons and the Faraday constant. Additionally, the change in
activity of the reactants also has to be considered. According to [157],
the activity of the reactants can be assumed to be the ratio of the partial
pressures of the species related to the environmental pressure. Equation














FC systems typically contain at minimum one stack of single cells,
as mentioned in Section 2.1.1. The stack voltage is the product of the
stacked cells and the equilibrium potential of a single cell. Multiplying
the cell voltage UCell with the number of cells N determines the stack
voltage. In order to increase the maximum FC current, multiple stacks can
be arranged in parallel. The system current is defined by the product of the
number of parallel stacks and the maximum current of one stack. Figure
3.12 exemplary shows the polarisation curve of a 100 kW FC system.
The concentration losses are depicted in green, the ohmic in red and the
activation losses in blue.
The hydrogen consumption of a FC system is proportional to the FC
current. The cell current is determined by the product of the quantity of
flow rate of electrons, the electron charge and the Avrogadro constant.
Based on the definition of the molar flow rate of hydrogen and the hy-
drogen mass flow rate, the rate of consumed hydrogen related to N cells,
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the cell current and the hydrogen molar mass MH results in Equation 3.7.
The factor λH represents the operation dependent excess supply factor,
required to guarantee a uniform feeding for hydrogen. [52]
˙mH2 = λH
N · IFC ·MH
neF
(3.7)
Njoya et al. summarise presented FC models in three classes, elec-
trical, chemical or experimental models. The presented chemical models
typically include thermodynamic and complex chemical effects like de-
tailed mass or heat transfer as well as species diffusion [136, 158]. The
high number of required parameters as well as the problem that these
parameters typically can not easy be determined is the key drawback us-
ing chemical models on system simulation level. In contrast neither ex-
perimental nor electrical models include FCs thermodynamics or mass
transportation. Experimental models result from experiments and often
are implemented look-up tables [159, 160]. Operating condition depend-
ent behaviour of the cell voltage is often neglected. Since these effects
are included in electrical models [161], theey are more suitable to be used
in system simulations. In nearly all presented models extensive tests, like
polarisation curves, current interrupt, frequency response tests and im-
pedance spectroscopy are required to determine the model parameter.
With the aim to implement a model which can be completely con-
figured based on the polarisation curve of a FC, Njoya et al. present a
generic approach to model a FC combining the benefits of a electrical
and a chemical model. Since polarisation curves are typically provided
by the manufacturer, extensive tests are not required. Due to its capab-
ility to simulate all relevant effects of a FC and because all parameters
can be determined based on manufacturer data, this modelling approach
was used in the virtual test bench discussed in this work. Figure 3.13
depicts a schematic representation of the implemented model. The op-
eration parameters, fuel and air pressure, operation temperature as well
as the composition of fuel and air define the Tafel slope A, the exchange
current i0 and the reversible cell voltage U0. The electrical behaviour can
expressed with the depicted equivalent circuit, representing the Nernst
equation 3.6. Block A determines the utilisation of hydrogen (Uf,H2) and
oxygen (Uf,O2), using the utilisation factors, block B is used to calculate
the reactant’s partial pressure, Equations 3.8 and 3.9 , as well as U0 and
i0.
PH2 = (1− Uf,H2) · x · PFuel (3.8)
PO2 = (1− Uf,O2) · y · PAir (3.9)













































Figure 3.13: Schematic structure of the implemented FC model and the
corresponding parameters used to model the FC [11].










Equation 3.10 is used to determine the Nernst voltage, the resulting
reversible cell voltage can be calculated with the voltage constant KC, see
Equation 3.11. The exchange current and the Tafel slope can be determ-
ined using the partial pressure of the reactants, see Equations 3.12 and
3.13.











The generated heat is calculated through the voltage difference of the
open-circuit voltage and the FC voltage multiplied with the stack current
and the number of cells. By using this simple formula, all losses are
considered. Equation 3.14 summarises the generated waste heat.
Q̇gen,FC = (VOC − VFC) · IFC ·N (3.14)
While some model parameters are explicitly given in specifications
provided by the FC manufacturer, most model parameters can be extrac-
ted from the polarisation curve. The implemented model is characterised
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Figure 3.14: (a) Measured and simulated polarisation curves of a 30 W
FC.(b) Simulated polarisation curve of a 100 kWFC model [12].
by eight parameters. To determine these, the current and voltage at nom-
inal and maximal operation and the voltages at zero and 1 A are required.
Additionally, the number of series cells, the nominal stack efficiency and
operating temperature, as well as the nominal air flow rate, the absolute
supply pressure and the composition of fuel and air are needed. A de-
tailed description how to determine the model parameters can be found
in [11]. The implemented model was validated based on the 30 W FC
introduced in the previous Section 3.2. Figure 3.14 (a) depicts the polar-
isation curve of the real FC, the voltage steps periodically appearing over
the complete operation range are caused by the purging mechanism of the
used FC. Since no complex humidity management is used to operate the
FC system, periodic purging blows out the excess water. Consequently
after each purge the FC voltage abruptly increases, followed by a smooth
voltage degradation until the next purge is executed. Based on the char-
acteristics of the 30 W FC, model parameters were determined and the
model configured. The simulation results depicted in Figure 3.14 (a) com-
pare the simulated polarisation curve with the measured one. Since op-
timal humidification is assumed, the simulated polarisation curve does not
show the purging caused voltage variations of the real FC. In summary it
can be stated, when neglecting the voltage variation due to purging, the
comparison of the simulation results and the recorded polarisation curve
shows the accurate performance of the implemented models.
Figure 3.14 b) shows the polarisation curve of the 100 kW FC sys-
tem used in the virtual test bench. In accordance to the system design
discussed in Chapter 2.2.4, a FC with a nominal power of 100 kW is suf-
ficient to power a full-size vehicle and guarantee an acceleration from 0
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Figure 3.15: Schematic illustration of the implemented BAT model [13].
to 100 km h−1 in 15 s. The system characteristics to extract the required
model parameters as well as the validation of the derived model can be
found in [12].
3.3.3. BATTERY
The BAT model is used to determine the BAT voltage and SoC depending
on the applied BAT current. Basically, there are three different approaches
to model a BAT. Detailed electrochemical models typically are repres-
ented by a system of coupled time-varying partial differential equations
[162, 163]. Such models are best suited for optimisation of the physical
and materials design aspects of for example the internal electrodes or the
electrolyte. The drawback of these detailed models are the high compu-
tational burden simulating electrochemical models. The difficult determ-
ination of the required parameter is also a challenge, these are typically
not provided by manufacturers and often require extensive experiments
and investigations [162, 164]. Another option to model a BAT is to use
an empirical model [165]. While this approach is capable to predict the
capacity and the SoC by using empirical or stochastic equations, they are
often not accurate [164]. Additionally, to determine the required paramet-
ers, requires different experiments. The third option to simulate the BAT
characteristics is to use an electrical model, represented by an equivalent
circuit.
In accordance to Cao et al., electrical models are most suitable to
be implemented in comprehensive system-level dynamic models. Elec-
trical models are often related to Thevenin equivalents, those typically
assume the open circuit voltage to be constant and use a combination of















Figure 3.16: (a) Typical discharge curve and characteristic points of a
BAT (b) Simulated and measured discharge curve.
resistors and capacitances to track the BAT response to transient loads
[164, 167]. Impedance-based electrical models employ electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy to obtain an AC equivalent impedance model in
the frequency domain, and then use equivalent network to fit the imped-
ance spectra [168]. Another option to realise an electrical BAT model is
a runtime based approach. Those approaches use an equivalent circuit
network to simulate BAT runtime and DC voltage response for a constant
discharge current in SPICE based simulators [164]. A detailed analysis
of electrical BAT models and corresponding model parameter extraction
is presented by [164].
Shepherd describe the electrochemical behaviour of a BAT with an
equation related to the terminal and the open circuit voltage, the internal
resistance, the discharge current and the SoC [169]. Tremblay et al.
present a BAT model, based on the Shepherd model, with only the SoC
as single state variable [170]. Not only that the approaches are integrable
into system level simulation, but also the fact that the presented model
can be completely parametrised from a manufacturer’s discharge curve
are major benefit. Thus, the BAT modelling method presented in [170]
and [13] is used to implement the BAT model and integrate it into the
virtual test bench. Figure 3.15 illustrates a schematic representation of
the implemented model. The depicted discharge and charge equations are
similar to the one of the Shepherd model. The BAT voltage depends on
the BAT current and the actual BAT charge, the nominal capacity, a polar-
isation constant K, the exponential zone amplitude A and the exponential
zone time constant inverse B as well as the internal resistance RBat.
The possibility to extract all required parameters from the manufac-
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turers data sheet is an elemental feature of the selected BAT modelling
approach. The required values are the voltage and charge at the end of
the exponential and at the end of the nominal zone as well as the fully
charged voltage. These required points are marked in the depicted dis-
charge curve, see Figure 3.16 (a). Additionally, the maximum capacity
and the internal resistance are required to parametrise the implemented
model. The BAT was validated based on one cell of the BAT used in the
hardware test bench, see the previous section 3.2. Figure 3.16 summarises
the results of a simulated discharge curve and a measured one. In order to
record the discharge characteristic curve, the fully charged BAT cell was
continuously discharged with a regulated current of 1 A. One reason for
the deviation in the exponential zone might by the included management
and security related electronics. Nevertheless, the maximum deviation is
2 % and thus the implemented BAT model can be considered as validated.
3.3.4. SUPERCAPACITOR
The SC model is used to determine the SC voltage related to the SC cur-
rent. A complex equivalent circuit SC model was presented by [171].
The SC is modelled with three resistor-capacitor branches, one of them
with a voltage-dependent capacitance. The required parameter result from
a single pulse current controlled fast charge. Nevertheless, in order to
achieve valid measurements a precisely timed and controlled current source,
to control exactly the provided charge, is required [172]. [173] use also
a three branch equivalent circuit to model a SC, but unlike to Bonert and
Zubieta, Weddell et al. do not assume that branches act identical. This
assumption allows to simulate a wider range of time periods. Since both
presented approaches require extensive measurements and targeted at the
exact modelling of a SC’s behaviour, for the purpose of optimising the
operation of power electronic devices, in this work a different approach
was followed.
Figure 3.17 depicts a schematic representation of the implemented
model. The implemented model is oriented at the Stern model. The SC
charge QT depends on the SC current, the self-discharge rate is considered
as a constant current, determined by the SC capacity, the internal resist-
ance (RSC and a time depending factor. The open circuit voltage (VOC)
is determined by the SC charge and modelled via a Stern equation, see
3.17. The parameters which describe the open circuit voltage are the SC’s
geometry and structure describing features, the number of parallel and
series capacitors (Np, Ns), the interfacial area between the electrodes and
the electrolyte (Ai) as well as the number of the electrode’s layer, the mo-
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Figure 3.17: Schematic structure of the implemented SC model.




















Figure 3.18: (a) Measured and simulated SC current characteristics. (b)
Illustration of the measured and simulated SC voltage.
lecular radius and the material related permittivity (Ne, d, ε) [174, 175].
The required parameters were assumed based on the Maxwell DuraBlue
48 V modules. In order to realise the DC link voltage of 250 V, six series
modules were assumed. The material and electrode structure related para-
meters were taken from a set of empirically determined parameter set
provided by Mathworks®.
The implemented SC model was also validated against the hardware
module described in section 3.2. In order to validate the designed model,
it was parametrised to emulate the small hardware SC. Therefore, a cur-
rent ramp was applied to the charged 16 F SC module. Similar to the
experiment, a current ramp was applied to the virtual SC. Figure 3.18 de-
picts the simulated and measured current and voltage. It can be seen that
the simulation results correspond to the measured results. The small devi-
ation of approximately 100 mV between simulated and measured voltage
occur because of the not exactly matched current ramp generated by the











Figure 3.19: Illustration of the schematic structure of the implemented
DC-DC converter model.
used source-measurement unit (Agilent B2911A). In summary can be
stated that the simulation results of the developed model sufficiently meet
the hardware results.
3.3.5. DC-DC CONVERTER
The DC-DC converter transforms the BAT and FC voltage to the level
of the SC. They are also used to control the FC and BAT current. In
the presented simulation test bench, the BAT DC-DC converter realises
a boost (discharge) or buck (charge) characteristic, whereas the FC DC-
DC converter has a buck characteristic. Different approaches to model
the operation characteristic of DC-DC converter are presented. Basic-
ally, those can be grouped in either switching models or average-value
approaches. The switching models are mainly used for design purposes,
to optimise the DC-DC converter topology, the modulation scheme or the
converter control or used to analyse the losses. Due to the typically high
switching frequencies, the switching models needed to be executed with
low sampling times, resulting in a large simulation time. In contrast, due
to their comparable fast execution time, average models are suitable to
be used in system level simulation. [176] presented a method to obtain
non-linear, switched, state-space models of power converters, suitable
for simulation and control designs. A mean value equivalent model for
a unidirectional DC-DC converter that connects a FC with a DC bus is
presented in [177]. Valdivia et al. propose a black-box modelling method
of DC-DC converters with input current control, oriented to FC power
conditioning. While the model does not represent the internal structure
and detailed operation characteristics of the converter, is is less complex
and the parameter identification process can be executed based on exper-
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iment. Because the implemented model is used to form a test bench with
the target to analyse and test system level performance of EMS strategies,
an average value DC-DC converter model approach was chosen. Since
the minimum time resolution of the input is 1 s, a quasi-static behaviour
can be assumed and the transient characteristics of the DC-DC converter
can be neglected. Therefore, both converters are modelled with two con-
trollable current sources, respectively voltage sources [152]. Figure 3.19
shows a schematic representation of the FC DC-DC converter model. The
FC current is the model input. The output power is calculated by assum-
ing a constant efficiency and measuring the current depending FC voltage.
Finally, the output current can be determined with the measured DC link
voltage.
3.4. SUMMARY
In this chapter a complete virtual test bench capable to evaluate the per-
formance of EMS strategies was presented. Because today standard test
cycles are not capable to emulate all possible driving scenarios and con-
ditions, test cases based on real world data were derived. The required
data was recorded with a smartphone application and 20 different drivers
participated. In order to derive a set of representative DC, a FCM ori-
ented method to identify a set of specific DC from unspecified data was
developed. The first section of this chapter describes the data recording as
well as the method to derive the representative DC from the unspecified
data. In order to validate the component models implemented to form the
virtual test bench a set of scaled hardware components was configured.
The second section describes this hardware set-up. The central third sec-
tion of this chapter discussed the implemented models. To avoid excess-
ive tests to configure the models, the selected models can be parametrised
based on the manufacturers data-sheet and specifications. In total, models
to simulate the operation behavior of the electric drive, the longitudinal
vehicle dynamics, the driver, a FC, a BAT and SC as well as simplified
model of the DC-DC converter are presented. Based on these compon-
ent models a complete system model was implemented. The inputs of
the simulation are a DC and a trajectory of driving distance related road
inclination profile, as outputs all operation variables of the components.
The interface to the EMS contains the state variable, SoC and SC voltage,





Chapter 2.2 describes the negative impact and enhanced degradation of
BAT and FC when operated under non optimal temperature. Even while
power electronic components are not so sensitive against non optimal con-
dition, the fact that waste heat is generated in small areas, locally high
temperature can cause significant damages. Thus, an effective cooling
system is required. A central drawback of a FC is its comparable low ef-
ficiency resulting in a high amount of generated waste heat. When using
the waste heat to support the thermal control of the passenger compart-
ment, this alleged drawback can help overcome a key problem of electric
vehicles. Since the waste heat of the combustion engine is not available,
heating the passenger compartment at low environmental temperatures is
a key problem for BEV. Typically, electric high volt heaters are used to
generate the required heat. Of course this increase the overall energy de-
mand. Exemplary, the driving range related energy consumption of the
Nissan Leaf at 0 ◦C is 30 % higher than for an environmental temperature
of 15 ◦C [179]. Hence, a thermal management which is capable to en-
sure optimal operation temperatures and also supports the reuse of waste
heat to heat the passenger compartment can significantly improve the per-
formance of a FHEV and in parallel minimise component degradation. In
order to make best use of the FC waste heat and to control the component
temperatures to be in the specified operation ranges a TMS is required.
Since an optimal control also includes optimal operation conditions in the
following the development of a novel TMS is going to be described. The
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TMS has been constructed of four different cooling loops; one for the FC
and the metal hydride storage, another one is used to cool the power elec-
tronics and the motor, a third controls the BAT temperature, and a fourth
loop is used for the chiller-cooling loop to cool down the BAT and the
passenger compartment. To be able to test the developed approach, a de-
tailed model, including models of all relevant drive train elements such
as DC-DC converters, motors and the BAT, has been developed. It con-
sists of 27 states of which nine states represent the temperatures of the
FC, the BAT, the power electronics etc. The developed model is capable
to simulate the behaviour of the fluid flow as well as the thermal char-
acteristics of the components. To control the operation, respectively to
regulate the temperature of the FC, the BAT, the passenger compartment
and the power electronics, a hierarchical state machine based control has
additionally been developed and implemented. The implemented control
scheme consists of three individual state machines, one for the FC, one
for the interior and another for the BAT. The specific operation state is
chosen with regards to the current temperature as well as the ambient tem-
perature. The TMS proves to accurately regulate all relevant temperatures
to their desired values. Synergies of the components such as the reuse of
the waste heat of the FC to heat the interior and to use the chiller to cool
the BAT as well as the passenger compartment have been successfully ap-
plied. The implemented TMS limits the degradation mechanisms while
in parallel ensures optimal operation conditions.
This chapter is organised in three sections subsequently followed by
a short summary. The first section discusses optimal operation conditions
of all relevant components and derives the requirements for the TMS. In
the second section the configuration of the TMS is described. The third
section explains the implementation of the simulation model. Finally the
description of the implemented control strategy is given in Section 4.
4.1. OPTIMAL OPERATION CONDITIONS
A fundamental aspect in order to increase the lifetime of the BAT and the
FC and to limit degradation mechanisms is to operate both components at
optimal operating temperature, see Section 2.2.1. The BAT degradation
mechanisms are influenced by the cell’s temperature, the depth of dis-
charge as well as the BAT current [180–182]. The operating temperature
of BAT exponentially degrades the capacity over the time. Herb described
the exponential degradation by Arrhenius law [7]:
γ = γ0 · e−
Ea
RT (4.1)
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Equation 4.1 describes the degradation coefficient γ, E0 is the activation
energy required to start a reaction, γ0 is the speed of the reaction, R is the
universal gas constant and T the temperature. Arrhenius law implies that
a maximal low BAT temperature maximises its lifetime, but of course
a low temperature also slows down the electrochemical reaction and so
minimises the performance of the BAT. BU5 state that an operating tem-
perature of 30 ◦C would cause a lifetime reduction of 20 %, whereas for
temperatures below 17 ◦C, the BATs capacity is reduced to nearly 50 %.
Since BAT capacity is reduced for temperatures below 20 ◦C, the systems
presented in [184, 185] also include an active heater. Due to the hybrid
topology, the investigated system will require an active heater. In the
presented MPC, Lopez-Sanz et al. linearly penalise temperatures below
20 ◦C. Another factor which impacts the operation of the TMS, is the
fact that BAT cells which are connected in series, should be operated at
approximately the same temperature. A temperature difference across a
BAT pack leads to an increase of the internal resistance of the warmer
cells which causes an uneven discharge and uneven SoC [186]. The op-
timal BAT temperature was defined to be 26 ◦C, while temperatures above
this value are more crucial than values below. To ensure an approximately
equal degradation, the maximum allowable temperature variation of the
cooling fluid was defined to be 5 ◦C.
The FC should be operated at a membrane temperature between 50 ◦C
and 60 ◦C [187]. Herb state that a higher temperature would result in an
exponential degradation which is caused by the release of fluorine. A
temperature below the minimum operating temperature causes a reduc-
tion of the available power [7, 188]. At temperatures below 23 ◦C, the
operation is almost impossible. In order to maximise the FC lifetime, the
operation temperature should be kept at the minimum temperature. Thus,
the optimal FC temperature was defined to be 55 ◦C. Similar to the BAT,
the maximum temperature deviation of the cooling fluid was defined to
be 5 ◦C [189]. Since it is assumed that the hydrogen storage is realised
as a metal hydride tank, it also has to be considered. When hydrogen is
desorbed by a metal hydride, the storage acts as a heat sink. Vice versa,
if hydrogen is absorbed, it behaves like a heat source. The absorption and
desorption rate of the storage depends on the temperature. At lower tem-
peratures, the output pressure of the hydrogen is below the necessary ac-
cess pressure of the FC and thus must be increased by a compressor. The
typical operation temperature of a metal hydride storage is 30 ◦C [190].























Figure 4.1: Desired vehicle’s PC temperature related to the environmental
temperature [14].
The DC-DC converters, the motor inverter and the motor itself are
robust against high temperatures. Nevertheless, the temperatures must
be kept within the ranges specified by the manufacturer. The maximum
coolant temperature of the DC-DC converter is 65 ◦C, while the optimal
temperature is 55 ◦C [191]. The maximum operation temperature of the
power electronics is determined to be 90 ◦C. The operation temperature
of an electric motor is in the range from -40 ◦C to 85 ◦C [192].
The temperature of the vehicle’s interior is defined by the driver re-
quest. Großmann investigate the comfort temperature with regards to the
ambient temperature. Figure 4.1 depicts the approximated desired interior
temperature, it can be seen that it changes with the ambient temperature.
If an operation temperature in the range from−20 ◦C to 40 ◦C is assumed,
the desired interior temperature changes from 28 ◦C to 21 ◦C, while dir-
ect radiation may lower it to 15 ◦C. In this work a value of 21 ◦C is as-
sumed. This is close to the operation temperature of the BAT. To realise
this interior temperature, the temperature of the airflow into the passenger
compartment has to be significantly lower. In accordance to [193] the air
stream temperature is in the range of 5 ◦C to 10 ◦C.
4.2. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The configuration of the TMS depends on the characteristics of the system
components. The behaviors of the FC, the BAT, the converter and the
motor can be described as a heat source. The characteristic of the vehicle’s
interior depends on the driver and the environmental temperature and can
be described as a heat source or a heat sink. During the refuelling process,
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Figure 4.2: Suggested TMS approach based on four different cooling
loops to meet the temperature demands of the different components (red:
80 ◦C; yellow: 55 ◦C; blue: 30 ◦C; green: 5 ◦C to 50 ◦C).
the metal hydride storage behaves like a heat source, while in the case that
hydrogen is supplied, it behaves like a heat sink. While driving, the heat
of the heat sources can be dissipated by radiators. Since the passenger
compartment as well as the BAT cooling require a lower temperature than
the environment temperature, a chiller applied. The review of the state of
the art of vehicle heating and cooling, see Section 2.3, proves the necessity
to develop a new TMS approach, until now only approaches which are not
capable to guarantee optimal operation conditions for all components of
the targeted FHEV are presented.
The different temperature ranges in the FHEV make the thermal con-
ditioning more complex and the TMS to consist of several cooling loops.
The different operation temperatures vary significantly, the power elec-
tronics can reach 80 ◦C, the coolant entering the FC may vary between
45 ◦C and 55 ◦C, the BAT operate at 30 ◦C and a range between 5 ◦C and
50 ◦C is required to cool the passenger compartment. The presented ap-
proach is developed based on the Tesla patent presented in 2.3 [9], but
in contrast to the Tesla concept, the developed TMS consists of four dif-
ferent cooling loops plus the refrigerant loop of the chiller. The excess
heat is dissipated via two radiators and the chiller, two bypasses are re-
quired for the cooling circuits and two for the radiators. Figure 4.2 depicts
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the developed TMS approach, the different loops are displayed in differ-
ent colours. The high temperature loop is depicted in red, the FC loop
in yellow, the passenger compartment loop in blue and the low temper-
ature BAT loop in green. The high-temperature cooling circuit with the
two DC/DC-converters, the inverter and the motor are connected to the
FC loop through a counter-flow heat exchanger. The counterflow heat
exchanger can cool the flow of the hot fluid below the outflow temper-
ature of the cold fluid. This is especially beneficial during the start-up
of the vehicle, when the FC need to be heated up to the operation tem-
perature as quickly as possible. Since counterflow heat exchanger allows
to transform almost the total waste heat which is generated by the power
electronics to the FC cooling loop, a quick warm-up is ensured. The heat
exchanger is placed in front of the FC to ensure that the coolant liquid’s
temperature is controlled when entering the FC. During operation, the FC
generated waste heat is largely dissipated by the metal hydride storage.
If the vehicle interior needs to be heated, another large proportion of the
heat is dissipated via the vehicle interior. The amount of heat which is
not dissipated through the metal hydride or the passenger compartment,
is dissipated by a radiator. The three-way directional valve controls the
flow rate of the heated coolant and thus the temperature of the airflow that
enters the PC. If the vehicle interior has to be cooled, the FC coolant is
directed through the bypass and the passenger compartment is connected
to the chiller. The chiller reduces the temperature of the coolant with re-
gards to the driver’s demand. It is considered that the airflow through the
interior heat exchanger can be controlled through air flaps which acts as
an air bypass valve. The BAT is connected to the chiller loop by a heat
exchanger. In order to optimise the chiller energy demand, the largest
amount of BAT waste heat shall be cooled by the BAT radiator. If the
radiator is not sufficient, a bypass controls the extent of heat dissipated by
the heat exchanger to the chiller circuit. This set-up ensures minimal loss
while the reference temperature can be maintained. In summary can be
stated that the presented system can operate in three different fundamental
states:
• Warm up: Both radiators, the passenger compartment and the BAT
heat exchanger are bypassed. The FC is switched off, the power
electronics heat exchanger is in counter-flow mode. BAT is resist-
ively heated.
• Cold weather operation: The hot coolant (FC circuit) flows through
the passenger compartment’s heat exchanger. Power electronics
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heat exchanger flows in counter-flow mode. The BAT is cooled
solely by the radiator. The chiller is switched off.
• Warm weather operation: The passenger compartment is bypassed.
The chiller is active and reduces the temperature of the vehicle in-
terior coolant to the reference temperature. Depending on the am-
bient temperature, the power electronics heat exchanger may be by-
passed. The BAT is cooled down through the heat exchanger. The
BAT radiator is bypassed.
The detailed model is described in the next Section 4.3. The compon-
ent parameters have been taken from literature or assumed if no specific
literature was available. The presented system structure guarantees op-
timal operating conditions for all components of the TMS with the min-
imum number of components. The power electronics loop is operated at
a low flow rate and a high temperature. During the system warm-up, this
cooling loop is used to heat the FC to its operating temperature. The FC
cooling loop operates at a lower temperature than the power electronics
but under a higher flow rate. The waste heat of the FC is used to warm-up
the metal hydride storage and at a low environmental temperature, to heat
the vehicle interior. If the air conditioning is enabled, a chiller-cooling
loop is connected to the interior heat exchanger to dissipate heat from the
interior. The BAT is either cooled through its own radiator or through the
chiller. The heat exchange components have been determined in order
to meet the system requirements. A detailed description of the technical
configuration and determination of the required component specification
as well as a reference design can be found in Appendix A. Because the
implementation of the proposed TMS in real hardware would have in-
duced excessive manufacturing efforts and costs, the system was solely
implemented as a simulation model.
4.3. PHYSICAL MODEL
In this section the implemented model is going to be described. The TMS
model was implemented using the MATLAB® Simulink® simulation en-
vironment. In the following section, all required models are subsequently
described. The description starts with the models used to emulate the fun-
damentals of a liquid mixer and the required fluid mechanics, followed by
models for the pump and for the electrical components (FC, BAT, H2 stor-
age and power electronics). Afterwards the model for the vehicle interior
is described, subsequently followed by the description of the models of
the heat exchange components and the active heater.
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4.3.1. FLUID DYNAMICS
The model of the fluid dynamic determine the modelling of the pipes,
pumps, valves and other fluid resistive elements such as heat exchangers,
FC etc.. Due to the complexity of flows, the fluid flow is often modelled
using a lookup table [184]. Tao use a resistance network to describe the
fluid flow in every branch of a complex cooling system.




The fluid flow has been modelled based on the first principle using
correlations for a rigid pipes. Equation 4.2 represents the power equi-
librium. The power losses in a pipe Ppipe can be calculated through the
pressure loss due to friction δp, the mass flow ṁ and the fluid density ρ as
Equation 4.3. The kinetic energy, Ekin, is calculated based on the pipe’s
length L, the pipe’s cross section A and the momentum flux correction
factor β which depends on the nature of the flow, see Equation 4.4. The
power exerted on the pipe can be expressed as the product of mass flow
rate and pressure drop across the pipe section, see Equation 4.5















State Equation 4.6 describes the fluid mechanics in a rigid pipe section.
It can be derived from Equations 4.2 to 4.5. The term LAρ is summar-
ised as the kinetic energy factor ψ(β). For N consecutive pipe sections
the overall kinetic energy factor can be determined by Equation 4.14, the
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The pressure loss due to friction is calculated based on the friction factor
4.9. The friction factor f can be determined based on the nature of the








For laminar flows the friction factor depends on the Reynolds number
(Re), the shape factor ξ, the relative roughness of the pipe r and the pipe’s
diameter D. A general method to determine the shape factor has been
presented in [195, 196]. Various correlations to estimate the friction factor
for turbulent flows have been presented in [197]. In this work, the Haaland
friction formulation is used [198]. In summary can be stated that the





Re ReL ≥ Re
fL(ReL) +
fT (ReT )−fL(ReL)










Valves act like variable orifices, whereas three-way directional valves
can be expressed as two variable orifices. The norm ISO 5167 gives a
clear definition about how the pressure drop across an orifice can be cal-
culated [199]. Similar to the pressure drop in a pipe for fully developed
laminar flow, the pressure drop is proportional to the squared flow rate.
The orifice model used for simulation is similar to the model described
in [199]. While the model decribed in the norm uses a fully developed
turbulent flow, the model composed by MathWorks® is based on a math-
ematical expression, see Equation 4.11, capable to describe both laminar
and turbulent flow types [200]. Cd is the discharge coefficient which is a
measure of the mass flow rate through a orifice relative to the theoretical
















To calculate the mass flow rates in the bypasses and the components, the
pressure drop across both parallel flow components, as well as the orifices,
must be equal. The flow rates of two parallel branches are considered as
sub-controlled. Furthermore, the valve position is dependent on the length
and surface area of the bypass. Hence, it is not necessary to simulate the
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valves independently, but provide a set point for the required flow rates.
The valves are considered to be sufficiently big and the bypass to be ideal.
The flow rates in both parallel components depend on the flow factor g and
the total mass flow rate ṁ, see Equations 4.12 and 4.13. The maximum
of the pressure drop across two adjacent components (no ideal bypass) is
assumed to be the resulting pressure drop, the inertia factor for both is the
sum of the individual ones.
ṁ1 = g · ṁ (4.12)
ṁ2 = (1− g) · ṁ (4.13)
Fluid mixer can be modelled based on the energy equilibrium assuming
a zero heat capacity [201]. The resulting temperature Tout, see Equation
4.15, results from the ratio of both volumetric flow rates (V̇in,1, V̇in,2), the
fluid heat capacity cp,c and the inflow temperatures (Tin,1, Tin,2).





In order to control the mass flow rates fixed displacement pumps are con-
sidered. To emulate the behaviour of a fixed displacement pump, the re-
quired factors are the mass flow rate and the pressure rise. In accord-
ance to [202], for a fixed displacement pump these parameters can be
calculated through the angular velocity ω, the pump’s torque τ and the
displacement parameter DM. Manufacturer’s datasheets typically provide
the displacement factor. Two factors reduce the efficiency of a pump, the
leakage flow and the torque efficiency. In accordance to [203], the leak-
age coefficient can be described by the Hagen-Poiseuille law and depends
on the viscosity of the fluid which is highly non-linear in relation to the
temperature of the fluid. The torque efficiency depends on three factors,
viscous resistance, sliding friction resistance and shaft sealing resistance.
More detailed information about the calculation of the torque efficiency is
given in [203]. Instead of modelling both effects, a fix efficiency of 95 %
is assumed for the implemented model.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic illustration of the thermal equivalent circuit model
of the FC.
4.3.2. DRIVETRAIN COMPONENTS
The relevant drive-train components are the BAT, the FC, the DC-DC
converters, and the inverter. The presented models will be discussed in
terms of electrical correspondences and depicted as thermal equivalent
circuits. Since all automotive components are usually encased with alu-
minium that has a low emissivity, a radiative heat transfer is not relevant
and thus neglected. A direct connection to the ambiance is also not ex-
istent. Therefore, only heat dissipation via the coolant is considered. All
components have a coolant pipe interface which is used to dissipate the
heat. Figure 4.3 depicts a schematic of a thermal equivalent circuit of such
an interface. Here heat can be dissipated via conductive and convective
heat transfer.
Due to the complexity of the components, it is not possible to determ-
ine the values of the conductive resistances and the thermal capacitance
from the first principle, but an empiric estimation based on experiment is
possible. The convective resistance is modelled using the correlation of
Gnielinski [204–206]. The relation is used to determine a mathematical
expression to calculate the convective heat transfer coefficient, see Equa-
tion 4.18. The convective heat transfer coefficient from the pipe to the
coolant depends on the flow characteristics of the fluid.
hc =

3.66 · αDh ReL ≥ Re
hc (ReL) +
hc(ReT )−hc(ReL)·(Re−ReL)











) ReT ≤ Re
(4.18)
Because of the great thermal conductance of the pipe’s wall, the wall tem-
perature is considered constant. The differential equation, see Equation
4.20 describing the fluid temperature T can be derived from the differen-
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tial heat transfer Equation 4.19. The differential equation can be solved
by inserting an e-function. After solving the equation, it is possible to cal-
culate the average temperature difference which is equal to the difference
of inflow and pipe temperature. Using again the differential heat transfer
equation, results in Equation 4.21 that defines the convective heat transfer
resistance, see Equation 4.22.
So far only a constant inlet temperature of the fluid flow is considered.
A changing inlet temperature would result in an abrupt change of the heat
transfer. Hence, it is necessary to consider a changing effective temper-
ature of the fluid. The given equations were derived based on the inlet
temperature purely. Due to the volume of the pipe and the resulting heat
capacitance of the coolant volume in the pipe, the heat transfer cannot
change abruptly. Thus, the energy equilibrium representing the difference
of energy inlet Ψin and outflow Ψout, see Equation 4.23 and 4.24, can
be used to find a differential equation describing the effective fluid inlet
temperature T̄in, see Equation 4.25.
Q̇Diss = (T − TW ) · hc · P · dl (4.19)
dT
dl




















Ψin = Tincp,cṁ (4.23)













The warm up of the liquid flowing through a component is modelled
using the pressure loss due to friction ρp. The temperature can there-
fore be calculated with the energy balance, see Equation 4.26. In the
following, equivalent circuit oriented models for all heat generating elec-
trical components are going to be presented. Whereas each conductive
resistances can be determined based on experiments and the convective




Figure 4.4: Schematic illustration of the thermal equivalent circuit model
of the power electronic components.





The power electronics model consists of a heat capacity and three
heat resistances which accounts for the conductive and the convective
heat transfer. Similarly to [207, 208], a direct thermal resistance is used
to account for the direct temperature rise, which results from the power
loss. The heat capacities of the semiconductors are neglected. A thermal
capacitance is used to model the mean temperature of the complete com-
ponent, a conductive and convective thermal resistance is used to model
the dissipated heat. A schematic equivalent circuit of the implemented
model is depicted in Figure 4.4.
As presented in Section 2.3, BAT state of the art cooling circuits en-
sure a continuous coolant stream through the complete BAT, thus all cells
are in contact to the coolant. By neglecting radiation, the heat flow solely
depends on the conduction and convection. Thus, the heat flow is determ-
ined by the temperature difference. Therefore, cells, encountered by a
warmer fluid, will have the same characteristics as the cells encountered
by a colder fluid but with a temperature offset. It is considered that cells
are grouped together and so the temperature characteristics of a single cell
is neglected. The temperature increase of the fluid is sufficient to describe
the temperature increase of the cells. While BATs cannot be seen as a
lumped body, because the thermal conductance inside the cells is too low,
they can be modelled by describing the thermal behaviour by a thermal
capacitance and a thermal resistance accounting for the conductive heat
transfer [209]. Forgez et al. present a simplified model which consists of
one thermal capacity and two thermal resistances. The model adopted is
closely related to the model proposed by [209]. It consists of one thermal
capacitance to account for the thermal capacity of the BAT. Furthermore,
one thermal resistance is used to model the thermal resistance of the BAT




Figure 4.5: Schematic illustration of the thermal equivalent circuit model
of the BAT.
and one thermal resistance accounts for the convective heat transfer. The
state variable is the BAT’s core temperature. The model is depicted in
Figure 4.5.
The thermal conductance of the surface of the BAT is considered in-
finite. Hence, it can be modelled through a sole thermal capacitance.
Since the temperature of the core of the BAT cannot be measured, an
observer will be required to estimate the core temperature through the
temperature of the fluid Tin and the temperature of the wall TW. The heat
generated by the BAT cells can be estimated through the electric model. A
uniformly generation through the complete cell is assumed. The thermal
resistance is calculated as a hollow cylinder, where the internal radius ri is
one half of the external radius re, see Equation 4.27. The heat capacitance
is calculated through the volume of the BAT and described by Equation
4.28. Finally the differential equation which determines the BAT’s core
temperature is given by Equation 4.29. The waste heat of the BAT is


















Nolan and Kolodziej model an automotive FC including the FC’s in-
tercooler, humidifier, and hydrogen heat exchanger. The thermal domain
of the stack was modelled using a continuously stirred tank reactor ap-
proach. Besides the thermal model of the stack, Nolan and Kolodziej also
account for the anode heat exchanger. The advantage of this approach
is that the warm-up of the system can easily be modelled linearly. The
disadvantage is that only the information about the temperature of the
coolant is available. A change in the inflow temperature would only be






Figure 4.6: Schematic illustration of the thermal equivalent circuit model
of the FC.
considered through a delay in the change of the outflow temperature. The
FC is modelled using the balanced heat flow equation. It is assumed that
no heat is transferred by conduction or convection to the ambient air and
that all heat is dissipated through the exhaust air or the TMS [201]. The
heat balance is therefore modelled as Equation 4.30. The generated heat
is estimated by the electrical FC model see Section 3.3.2.
Q̇store = Q̇gen − Q̇diss − Q̇exh (4.30)
The dissipated heat through the exhaust air and the exhaust water can
be calculated using equation 4.31. Σ is a parametrisation constant used
to account for the difference of the FC and air temperature. A concep-
tual model of the air heat transfer was disregarded due to the insignificant
amount of the heat dissipated through the exhaust air [210]. The volu-
metric flow rate of the air V̇air is controlled by the FC. Look up tables
were used to account for the air density and the heat capacity. The stored
temperature can be calculated from the effective stack volume Veff, the
density ρstack and its heat capacity cp,stack, see Equation 4.32. The dissip-
ated heat is calculated through thermal resistances, which represent the
forced convection and the thermal conduction. Since the exact temperat-
ure of the FC cannot be measured, the temperature must be reconstructed
through the temperature of the pipe connecting the FC to the TMS. Equa-
tion 4.33 was used to estimate the dissipated heat.









Figure 4.6 depicts the equivalent circuit representation of the imple-
mented thermal FC model. The describing differential equation is given






Figure 4.7: Schematic illustration of the thermal equivalent circuit model
of the electric drive.
as Equation 4.34. The pipe wall temperature is again estimated similar to








Q̇gen,FC − Q̇diss − Q̇exh
)
(4.34)
In literature, detailed models that describe the temperature distribu-
tion within a metal hydride hydrogen storage [211] are presented. Ravey
et al. describe a lumped parameter model that consists of a thermal res-
istance only and designs the heat flow through the cylindrical hydride
storage. Ravey et al. neglect the heat capacitances of the storage, the dy-
namic effects as well as thermal resistances to the fluid. Furthermore,
Ravey et al. determine the difference in temperature for a given mass
flow through experimental analyses. In this work, the hydrogen storage
is modelled using a heat capacitance in the centre and a heat resistance.
The heat is dissipated and generated in the centre. The necessary heat is
evacuated or supplied due to the temperature of the coolant by overcom-
ing the thermal resistance of the metal hydride. To simplify the model, the
metal hydride is modelled as a tank embedded in a fluid container. The
metal hydride storage is modelled similarly to the BAT with a conductive
and a convective thermal resistance. The metal hydride storage is also of
cylindrical shape. The thermal capacitance, the resistance as well as state


















Thermal simulations of electric motors have been performed with the
Software AMESim in [213]. A detailed thermal model, which consists
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only of a thermal resistances is presented by [214]. This model is capable
of calculating the temperatures within the motor for the stationary case
but not able to contribute for the transient behaviour. In this work, a mod-
ified motor model including the convective heat transfer to the fluid was
implemented. The equivalent circuit of this model is shown in Figure 4.7.
The power loss of the copper winding is defined through Q̇CL, the losses
of the stator through Q̇S. Rm1 models the thermal resistance between
the stator and the winding, Rm2 the thermal resistance between the stator
and the case and finally Rth,conv the thermal resistance of the case to the
coolant. The resulting state equations describing the equivalent circuit are





























4.3.3. HEAT EXCHANGE COMPONENTS
The heat exchanging components are the radiators, the counter flow heat
exchanger, the chiller and the active heater. The counter flow heat ex-
changers have been modelled by using the Number of Transfer Units
method [215]. The used approach introduces the definition of heat ex-
changer effectiveness (ε), which is a dimensionless number with ranging
between 0 to 1. The hot side of the heat exchanger is referred to as the
indices 1, the cold side as the indices 2. The outlet temperature is ref-
erenced through a single apostrophe. The normalised temperature differ-
ence is given by ε1 and ε2. To consider dynamic changes of the inflow
temperature, a state equation (A.7) is derived to determine the inlet tem-
perature, the normalised temperature differences result in Equation 4.41
and 4.42. Vi is the volume, ρc,i the density of the streaming fluid, cp,c,i
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The thermal transmittance is calculated through an inverse summa-
tion of the heat transfer coefficient hc, where the transfer coefficient is
calculated for the hot and the cold side through the Gnielinski equation.
The conduction is considered through the thermal conductance (α) and
the thickness (ρ) of the material. The overall heat transfer coefficient is





The overall thermal transmittance is given by the effective heat trans-





The thermal capacity flow rates Ẇi are the product of the mass flow
rate mi and the heat coefficient. The ratio of the flow rates is equal to the
ratio of heat capacities. The dimensionless thermal transfer coefficients













1+N Ci = 1
(4.46)
Due to the complex behaviour, radiators are often modelled using
lookup-tables [184]. Shao et al. describe a radiator model based on em-
pirical measurements. Park and Thompson use a comprehensive method
to describe the radiator with three thermal resistances which are used to
model the thermal behaviour of the coolant, the fins and the tubes. The
developed radiator model is closely related to the model developed by
[217], while some modifications have been introduced to account for the
transient behaviour as well as the correct heat transition from the coolant
to the tubes. Figure 4.8 depicts the equivalent circuit diagram . The ca-
pacitor describes changes in the inflow temperature, which do not affect
the heat transfer directly, see Section 4.3.2. The heat transfer depends on
three thermal resistances, the convective thermal resistance Rconv,ct from
the average fluid temperature T̄in, to the tubes, the conductive thermal
resistance of the tubes Rcond,t and the convective thermal resistance from
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Figure 4.8: Thermal equivalent circuit model of a radiator
the tubes to the air Rconv,ta. Comparable to the thermal resistance of the
fluid the thermal capacitance of the fins or tubes is negligible [217]. The
energy flux used to calculate the heat dissipation depends on the average
temperature of the fluid T̄in. The heat equilibrium is described through
the energy flux which enters the radiator Φ̄in, the dissipated energy Q̇dis
and the energy flux which exits the radiator Φout. The dissipated heat can
be determined with the mentioned thermal resistances, see Equation 4.47.
Q̇dis =
T̄in
Rconv, ct+Rcond,t +Rconv, ta
(4.47)
The convective thermal resistance of the fluid to the tubes is described
in the previous section the same manner. Due to the comparably low
thickness of the tubes, which are assumed to be made from aluminium (α






In Equation 4.49, the heat transfer area is calculated through the peri-
meter of the tubes multiplied with the tube’s length (A = L ·P ). The con-
vective thermal resistance from the tubes to the air is calculated through
the air convection coefficient ha, the overall surface area of the fins and





The convection heat transfer coefficient representing the air contact
can be expressed by an empirical approach depending on the radiator geo-
metry and the fin louver characteristic which can be found in [218], see
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Equation 4.50. The required Colburn-Chilton factor j is described by the







The refrigerant chiller is usually neglected in presented TMS models
[184, 194]. While Tao neglect the development of a model completely,
Lopez-Sanz et al. considere the chiller through the electrical power con-
sumption by the coefficient of performance (COP). Both studies of [184]
and [194] analysed the performance of a TMS. The chiller was controlled
by running in an ON/OFF-matter while running at full performance if
the temperature is underneath a certain threshold and working in idle if
the temperature is above a certain threshold. Nevertheless, at this point
it shall be mentioned that lumped parameter models of refrigerant loops
are available in literature: Wang and Chua develope a lumped parameter
model for a water adsorption chiller. It models the cooling capabilities of
the chiller effectively and enables detailed information about the chiller.
Lei and Zaheeruddin conduct a detailed analysis of a water-chiller re-
frigeration system in [222]. Dynamic models of all components were
developed and the output and transient response of the system were ana-
lysed. Lei revealed a two-time-scale property of the system due to the fast
response of the mass flow rate and the pressure as well as a slow response
to the thermal characteristics. A detailed simulation of the chiller is not
necessary. A refrigerant loop was built up using MATLAB® Simulink®.
The performance of the chiller is modelled using a heat dissipation capab-
ility and a lag element for considering the delay of the chiller. The active
heater was modelled using a simple energy conservation formula whereby
the energy flux into the active heater and out of the heater is defined by
the product of mass flow rate, heat coefficient and temperature.
Ψout = Ψin + Pheater (4.51)






The vehicle interior is modelled using a lumped capacitance for the tem-
perature of the air. Heat enters the vehicle through the ventilation and
through radiation from the sun. Heat exits through the air flaps in the back




Figure 4.9: Heat flows for the vehicle interior
of the vehicle and through convection at the vehicle’s roof. A schematic
illustration of the heat flows is given in Figure 4.9. Due to the green-
house effect, the radiation exiting the vehicle can be neglected. The air
entering the vehicle through the ventilation, streams through a heat ex-
changer, which controls the air temperature to meet the demands of the
driver. The air inside the vehicle is considered ideally mixed. The heat
flow that streams out of the vehicle can be expressed as follows, the air is
considered incompressible (ṁout = ṁin) . Due to the low pressure loss in
the back of the vehicle, the assumption is valid [193]. Equation 4.53 gives




= Q̇vent,in + Q̇rad − Q̇conv − Q̇vent,out (4.53)
The temperature of the air entering the interior heat exchanger de-
pends on the circulation mode MCirc. If the mode is circulation, the inlet
temperature is equal to the temperature of the internal air Tint, if exterior
mode is active the inflow temperature is ambient temperature Tamb. The
heat flow exiting through the ventilation (Q̇vent,in) is proportional to the
temperature of the vehicle, see Equation 4.55.
Q̇vent,out = ṁoutCp,aTint (4.54)
The heat flow entering the vehicle through the ventilation (Qvent,in) de-
pends on the heat exchange of the counter-flow heat exchanger and the
position of the air flaps pa,fl, which control the air flux entering the heat
exchanger. By considering the fluid mixer described in 4.3.1, the heat
flow entering the vehicle is described as follows:
Q̇vent,in = pa,flṁinCp,aTint + Q̇HX (THX,inṁp) (4.55)
+ ṁin (1− p)Cp,aTHX,in
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The convective heat transfer to the ambient air (Q̇conv) is modelled by
three thermal resistances. One for the heat transfer from the interior to the
chassis, one for the heat transfer through the chassis and one modelling
the transfer to the ambient air. [223] states that the chassis can be con-
sidered as an even plate. The thermal resistance of the chassis itself can
generally be neglected [224], a general correlation is given by [225]. It is
clearly visible that the change of the convective heat transfer coefficient
related to the vehicle speed is relatively small. The strongest impact has
the mass flow through the vehicle, by considering SI-units and an interior











The radiative heat transfer (Q̇rad) depends on the day of the year, the
time of the day as well as the orientation of the vehicle. The DIN 1946
states that the validation for vehicles shall be done at a vertical radiation
of 1000 W m−2 [226]. To calculate the intensity, the elevation of the sun
is needed which is calculated through the declination δ, as well as the
geographic latitude φ and the position of the sun ω [193]. The declination
and sum position can be determined in accordance to [193]. The power
of the sun has been determined by the world organization of meteorology
in 1982 to be 1367 W m2 [227]. In the modelling process, the orientation
of the vehicle is neglected due to the number of windows and the orient-
ation of the windows. The heat enters the vehicle through the windows.
Therefore, the radiation is considered to enter vertically and the radiat-
ive heat is calculated through the orientation of the windows. Exemplary,
geometric data and the window orientation for a Mercedes C-Class can be
found in [193]. Equation 4.57 summarises the heat entering the vehicle
by radiation.
Q̇rad = 1367 ·Ahor · sin (γ) (4.57)
4.4. MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL
Due to the novelty of the TMS described, it is apparent that no control ap-
proach was so far described for this particular system design. Lopez-Sanz
et al. present a non-linear MPC method to control the cooling loop of a
PHEV. Lopez-Sanz et al. use lookup tables to model most of the compon-
ents. The component’s temperature was modelled using an ideally mixed
fluid tank, therefore, it did not account for conductive thermal resistances
or the dependency of the convective thermal resistance, which depends
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on the fluid flow rate. In the presented approach, a direct multiple shoot-
ing method to solve the optimisation algorithm was used. The real time
implementation of the control is described in [228]. A MPC implement-
ation for the cabin heat in hybrid vehicles is described in [229]. Esen
et al. use the exhaust heat of the engine to heat up the vehicle interior
by considering the required state of charge of the battery defined by the
EMS. Masoudi and Azad describe a non-linear MPC method applied to a
PHEV. The investigated TMS consists of an air-cooled BAT, which uses
the passenger compartment temperature. The non-linear controller calcu-
lates the optimal air velocity needed to cool down the cells. In another
study Masoudi et al. apply DP to control a BAT TMS in an EV. Han et al.
develop a model reference adaptive controller for an automotive FC to
address uncertainties in the system. The resulting controller has a greater
robustness compared to conventional feedback controllers. [232] showed
that the controller has improved the performance with respect to speed
and deviation compared to a nominal feedback controllers.
The dissipated heat of the components is proportional to the compon-
ent’s and the fluids temperature difference and also depends on the mass
flow rate. The heat dissipated by the radiator depends on the mass flow
rate, but also on the velocity of the air flowing into the radiator. The heat
transfer in the heat exchangers can be described by an exponential func-
tion of the mass flow rates and the temperatures of the fluids. Due to the
non-linearities in the model equations, a non-linear control approach is re-
quired. Since the non-linearity stretches over the whole operation range,
a high number of linear controller and also an interpolation between them
would be required. The knowledge about the system allows to define op-
eration states, which are regulated with individual controllers. Thus, a
state machine, which includes subordinated controllers to control the ac-
tuators of the system, is defined. The pumps are controlled through sub-
controllers as well as the chiller. Since no real hardware was available,
the discussed control approach was implemented and tested based on the
introduced physical model of the TMS. Thus specific operation points,
flow rates and state dependent set points are assumed based on the model
and not on specific components and can be considered as a phenomeno-
logical discussion. An implementation on a real TMS would need exact
parameter setting.
4.4.1. OPERATION STATES
From the operation of the vehicle and the exterior temperature point of
view, different states of the control can be identified. For the BAT, a
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temperature difference of about 5 K between the optimal BAT temperat-
ure and the ambient temperature is necessary to dissipate the losses. At
nominal operation, a temperature difference of about 6 K is required to
dissipate the nominal waste heat. If this temperature difference is not
possible, the chiller is required to reduce the temperature of the coolant
to nominal conditions. If the temperature difference is less than 3 K, the
radiator shall not be connected to the coolant. Therefore, the following
states for the BAT controller can be identified:
• Turn-off: If the BAT temperature is idle and the BAT is turned off,
the cooling circuit is turned off.
• Cell warm-up: If the temperature of the coolant and the one of the
BAT is less than 20 ◦C. The BAT and the coolant warm-up to nom-
inal operating temperature. The radiator is disconnected from the
cooling circuit, a minimum fluid flow rate ensures that the coolant
warms up and the BAT’s temperature is kept stable. This is required
because the interior temperature of the BAT cells cannot be meas-
ured.
• Radiator cooling: The exterior temperature is equal or below 20 ◦C.
The BAT is cooled solely by the radiator. The radiator valve acts
like a thermostat and is controlled through the temperature of the
coolant.
• Chiller cooling: The BAT is cooled mainly by the chiller. If the ex-
terior temperature is greater than 23 ◦C, the radiator is completely
disconnected from the cooling circuit. If the temperature is between
20 ◦C, and 23 ◦C, the chiller is switched on and controls the tem-
perature of the cooling loop. Nevertheless, also some amount of the
waste heat also is dissipated by the radiator.
The FC state machine is determined by three basic states: warm-up,
standard operation and turn-off
• FC warm-up: In the warm-up phase, the FC is not in operation.
Warm-up can happen through utilising the waste heat from the power
electronics or by active heating
• FC cooling: In the standard operation, the FC dissipates heat through
the radiator and partly through the interior heat exchanger.
• Turn off: If the FC is idle or at operation temperature, the cooling
loop is turned off.
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The interior control is defined by three states: Interior cooling (in-
terior is cooled down through the chiller), Ambient Air (interior is cooled
through the ambient air by ventilation) and Interior Heating (passenger
compartment is warmed up through the FC’s waste heat).
• Interior cooling: Interior heat is extracted through the chiller. The
FCs coolant is fully bypassed. The pump of the chiller is active and
pumps the fluid through the interior heat exchanger. Since the BAT
is also cooled through this chiller, the pump of the chiller-cooling
loop has to be powered at all times. The volumetric flow rate of
the air is determined by the driver, the temperature of the air is
therefore controlled through the amount of air flowing through the
heat exchanger by the air flaps.
• Ambient air: No interior heat extracted through the chiller. The
ambient air is bypassed from the heat exchanger. Depending on the
circulation mode, heat is removed through ventilation
• If the desired interior temperature is higher than the actual tem-
perature, the interior-heat exchanger is connected through the FC
cooling circuit. The cooling unit of the FC aims to hold the temper-
ature above 50 ◦C. The valve is controlled through the temperature
and the mass flow rate of the FC cooling circuit.
4.4.2. UNDERLYING CONTROLLER
In the previous section, the operation states of the vehicle interior, the
FC, and the BAT are described. For each of these operation states, in-
dividual controllers have to be defined. The BAT control consists of two
states. The control mechanisms for these states individually are described.
While some of the control modes are trivial, Radiator-cooling and Chiller-
cooling involve more complex continuous controllers. If the BAT is idle
and its temperature is equal or below the optimal value for more than 30 s,
the TMS enters the Turn-Off mode. The BAT pump as well as the radi-
ator fan turn off. Depending on the configuration of the bypass valve,
these valves enter the idle mode. If the cell temperature is below the op-
eration point, the cells as well as the fluid in the cooling circuit need to
be warmed up. The pump operates with reduced speed, the radiator fan is
turned off, and the liquid is fully bypassed from the radiator and the heat
exchanger.
The control concept for radiator-cooling consists of a controller for
the radiator fan and the coolant pump as well as a controller for the valve
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position. As mentioned in Section 4.4, the coolant is fully bypassed from
the heat exchanger to the interior; the chiller and the chiller pump are
turned off. The BAT temperature is controlled through coolants temper-
ature and flow rate. Since the BAT cells consist of a conductive thermal
resistance, the inflow temperature of the fluid should be dynamically ad-
justed to avoid unnecessary warm-up or cool-down of the cells. Therefore
the radiator-cooling concept consists of a PI-controller, which controls the
temperature of the cells. This determined set point is passed to a Fuzzy-
Mamdami-controller. The Fuzzy controller consists of three membership
functions for each of the three different inputs (environmental temperat-
ure, vehicle velocity and the dissipated power set point). For the dissip-
ated power and the vehicle velocity, Gaussian membership functions are
used and for the environmental temperature, a trapezoidal membership
function is used. The reason is that the behaviour of the valve, which
is the main actuator to be controlled with regards to the temperature, is
almost linear. With membership functions defined for the valve, the set
point for the radiator fan and the mass flow are controlled by a set of fuzzy
rules. A PI controller is used to control the mass flow rate of the pump and
another PI controller would be used to control the speed of the fan. Fig-
ure 4.10 a) depicts exemplary the result of heat up process under a random
BAT power loss profile. In the test scenario a representative power profile
to emulate the power loss of the BAT is applied to the BAT model. The
described control approach operates the BAT cooling loop to generate the
depicted temperature profile. Over the complete cycle, all three operation
modes occur. The depicted BAT temperature curve shows the transition
from the state turn-off, over warm-up to the state radiator cooling.
The state chiller-cooling is controlled through a combination of two
different controllers. A PI-controller with an anti-windup method of back
stepping (back stepping value of 1) is used to control the mass flow rate
through the BAT. A P-controller is used to control the valve position of
the heat exchanger. The control performance of this state is depicted in
Figure 4.10 b). The depicted results show that the temperature varies in
the range of 0.2 K only. The chiller cools down the BAT from the envir-
onmental temperature of 30 ◦C to the target temperature sufficiently fast
within 30 s. Even though the chiller cooling loop has a great temperature
difference, the coolant temperature gain is limited to 3 K.
The FC cooling state is controlled through a P-controller and an in-
trusion of the disturbance. Through this, the mass flow rate of the FC
and the temperature of the cooling loop are controlled. A negative offset
for the desired coolant temperature is therefore passed to the underlying









































Figure 4.10: (a) BAT warm up and radiator cooling (b) Chiller based
cooling BAT temperature








































Figure 4.11: (a) BAT and FC warm up and cooling (b) Interior cooling
performance based on interior temperature
controller. Figure 4.11 a) visualises the control performance of this state
controller. It is evident that the temperature gain of the FC is limited to
2 K. The figure visualises the states active warm-up as well as FC cool-
ing. The most significant actuator of the interior temperature control is
the air flap that controls the amount of air passed through the interior heat
exchanger. For the control structure of the interior heating, an underlying
controller regulates the liquid, which passes through the heat exchanger
to meet the reference mass flow. The pump controls the flow rate to be the
same value. The interior is cooled down with a PI-controller to regulate
the position of the interior bypass valve. Figure 4.11 b) depicts the control
performance of this state. The simulation started with an interior temper-
ature of 30 ◦C. Due to the radiation from the sun and the the compressor
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lag, the interior temperature at first rises to a value of about 31 ◦C. After
that, the air temperature is constantly reduced to the desired temperature
of 18 ◦C. The interior air valve position varies due to the fluctuations of
the coolant temperature.
4.5. SUMMARY
Because the performance as well as the degradation of the components de-
pend on the operation temperature, the TMS of a FHEV is essential. This
chapter discusses the requirements, the design and the control of TMS for
a FHEV. Based on the operation conditions of the important components,
the features of the TMS are derived. With this results, a system topology
which consists of four separate cooling loops is presented. After the to-
pology is specified, the required system parameters are determined and
a simulation model developed. This model contains a mathematical de-
scription of the fluid and the heat flow in all components. Based on this
fundamental mathematical expression, equivalent circuit oriented models
of all drivetrain and heat exchange components as well as the vehicle’s
PC are discussed. Finally, the development of a control scheme that is
capable to regulate the fluid temperatures in all components, is described.
This control approach is implemented with a hierarchical structure. The
superior control is realised with a different state machines for each cool-
ing, which defines different operation states related to the environmental
temperature and the component’s operation state. The underlying control
is implemented based on classic PI controllers and a Fuzzy-Mandami set.
The central task of the underlying controller is to control the different ac-
tuators to follow the reference determined by the superior state machine.
In summary can be stated that the developed TMS is capable to ensure op-
timal operation temperatures for all relevant components. The approach




The general benefits of a FHEV was discussed in chapter 2, in this chapter
standard control schemes are going to be evaluated. The use of three en-
ergy storages increases the number of degrees of freedom, but leads to a
more complex control problem. The EMS has to optimise the drive train’s
global efficiency under maximum component’s lifetime. Obviously, the
control parameters change with regards to the power demand, the SoC of
the BAT and the SC’s voltage. Thus, the EMS defines the FHEV opera-
tional characteristics. While SCs are very robust against various operation
conditions, FCs and BATs requirements are more complex. FCs are vul-
nerable to high dynamic load variations as well as operations near ideal
[7, 233], see 2.2.1. BATs degradation depends on the number of cycles in
relation to the DoD as well as under high currents [7, 83, 95]. An EMS
has to minimise the overall operation costs of the trip, thus it should not
only minimise the fuel consumption but also the degradation effects.
The task to design a hybrid power system is characterised by two
fundamental challenges. The first is to determine the required power cap-
abilities of the individual sources; the second is to implement an efficient
EMS. A review of hybridisation topologies has shown that a combination
of a FC, a BAT, and a SC improves the lifetime of the components and
optimises the fuel consumption, see Chapter 2.2.3. A reasonable decision
for a specific EMS strategy can only be made based on a fundamental un-
derstanding of all suitable approaches. With the underlying objective to
discuss these options, this chapter focuses on the concepts as well as the
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design and implementation of state of the art EMS approaches. To analyse
the performance of these approaches, the most discussed one were imple-
mented and evaluated against the derived test cases which are discussed
in Chapter 3.
Due to the similarities of the control of FHEV and HEV, several con-
trol strategies applied to HEV can also be applied to FHEV. The presen-
ted strategies can be divided into heuristic strategies and optimisation ori-
ented ones [136, 234]. Heuristic EMS built upon intuitive rules and cor-
relations which typically involve various vehicle parameter. Rules define
an instant power split decision between different power sources. Rules
are typically defined based on heuristics, intuition, human expertise, as
well as mathematical models [235]. [235] classifies rule-based strategies
into deterministic and Fuzzy rule-based methods. Classic heuristic EMS
approaches are PI control [236], finite state machines [237], Fuzzy Mand-
ami control [177], or frequency based wavelet transform [146, 238]. Mu-
tual drawback of all heuristic approaches is the required knowledge of
the system and of all possible operation states in order to achieve high
performance. Additionally, heuristic EMS are not capable to adapt to dif-
ferent operation characteristics or driving situations.
Another dominant group are optimisation-based EMS approaches which
can be split into global optimisation strategies and online controller. Non-
causal global optimisation approaches require knowledge about the whole
process which is usually not the case and thus these are typically used
offline as benchmark. In most cases, global optimisation is achieved
through DP or linear programming [235]. DP is characterised by a recurs-
ive solution of the optimisation problem which is processed backward in
time. The fundamental concept is to split the problem into several sub-
optimisation problems which are recursively solved. DP is often con-
sidered to require too much processing power in order to be implemented
in real time but Back show that a real-time implementation is possible.
Other real-time optimal control strategies are decoupling control and ro-
bust control.
Causal or real-time optimal control based EMS extensively focus on
ECMS [239]. ECMS is derived from the Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle
and correlates the use of electrical energy stored in the ESE to the fuel
consumption in order to support the instant power split decisions [234].
The basic concept of ECMS is to shift the uncertainty about future driving
condition to an uncertainty on the optimal value of the equivalence factor
µ [136]. In order to guarantee a sufficiently high SoC for the next driv-
ing trip, most approaches use a charge sustaining mode, thus the SoCs
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are equal at trip start and at the end [239]. In its core idea, ECMS is a
reactive EMS that cannot take future predictions into account [240]. Nev-
ertheless, various modifications have been presented such as [241], which
shows that an optimal modification of the equivalent factor significantly
improves the fuel economy in hilly terrain. Zhang et al. use a chained
neural network as well as vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure
communication to predict future velocities. With the predicted velocity
the equivalent factor can be adapted. The presented results prove that the
discusses approach significantly improves the fuel economy as well as the
charge sustainability [242]. [234] proposes an adaptive ECMS (A-ECMS)
strategy that use a neural network to predict the energy demand of the
vehicle and generates a SoC reference strategy. Guzzella and Sciarretta
state that adaptive ECMS can be grouped into three different A-ECMS
strategies: adaptation based on driving cycle prediction, adaptation based
on driving pattern recognition and adaptation based on exclusive SoC
feedback [136].
Another optimal EMS is the MPC approach. MPC is a modern con-
trol method capable to realise a predictive control of multi-variable pro-
cesses. It is especially promising due to its ability to control constrained
multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) processes as well as linear and non-
linear plants [240]. Selected solutions have been presented in order to
achieve MPC on hybrid vehicles. MPC uses numerical methods to solve
the optimal control problem over a finite moving horizon. Usually, stabil-
ity is ensured by the definition of terminal region constraints [243]. MPC
solutions for hybrid vehicles have been presented in [240, 243, 244]. A
detailed analysis of state of the art of MPC approaches implemented in
HEV and FHEV can be found in the next Chapter 6.1.
A comprehensive evaluation of the most common EMS approaches
in the context of a More Electric Aircraft is given in [152]. Within this
group especially four widely used schemes can be named: the classic
PI controller approach [236, 245, 246], a state machine [237, 247, 248],
a fuzzy controller [98, 177, 249], and finally the optimisation oriented
ECMS approach [150, 241, 250]. In the following chapter, a detailed
evaluation of these EMS schemes is outlined. In the beginning a sum-
mary of the requirements and tasks of an EMS is given, followed by a
discussion of the characteristics and implementation of the four standard
control schemes. Subsequently followed by a comparative evaluation of
these schemes based on the virtual test bench and the representative test
cycles introduced in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Efficiency characteristic of a 50 kW FC. (b) Typical effi-
ciency characteristic of a 10 W buck converter [15].
5.1. REQUIREMENTS
A central task of an EMS is to provide sufficient power to accelerate the
vehicle to reach the demanded velocity. In the proposed system the key
role of the EMS is to manage the power distribution between the three
energy storage devices (FC, BAT, SC). As discussed in Chapter 2, the
BAT and the SC allow to recover regenerative braking energy. The SC is
also beneficial to balance the load in order to limit the power dynamics of
the FC and the BAT. The additionally degrees of freedom allow operating
the different sources in their optimal operation point with high efficiency
and minimum degradation. Additional, synergy effects can be used to
downsize the FC and the BAT and hence to reduce the total system costs.
The minimisation of the hydrogen consumption is not only important
in order to reduce the operational costs, but also to realise longer driving
ranges. Figure 5.1 a) depicts the efficiency characteristic of the modelled
50 kW FC. In order to consider an auxiliary power demand, to supply
pumps, the compressor, the fans and a humidifier, 5 % of the nominal
power is assumed to be required for the auxiliary components. From
the depicted characteristics an optimal operation range between 10 kW
and 60 kW can be identified. Below the minimum power, the auxiliary
demand consumes a significant proportion of the power compared to the
useful output. After a maximum efficiency peak of 55 %, the ohmic losses
dominates and the efficiency decreases nearly linear with power. At high
loads, the limitations in mass transport of the chemical species dominate
and the concentration losses become the limiting factor. In this operation
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Figure 5.2: Sankey diagram showing losses and useful energy of an ex-
perimental FHEV powered by a 1.2 kW FC and a 32 A h BAT [16].
Not only the FC efficiency determines the overall efficiency, but also
the characteristics of the other components, especially the one of the DC-
DC converter, has a significant impact. The efficiency characteristic of
a DC-DC converter is comparable to the one of a FC. An example is
depicted in Figure 5.1 b). While at low loads the switching losses pre-
vail, the conduction losses dominate at medium and high load. Thus the
DC-DC converter efficiency enhances the characteristics of the FC and
confirm the requirement to carefully determine the operation point of the
FC. Since the performance of the BAT depends on it’s SoC and the motor
power demand on the SC voltage, these two state variables have a signi-
ficant effect on the system performance. For example, if the SoC is to
high or the recovering of braking energy would cause the SC voltage to
rise above operation limits, the energy will be lost and thus the efficiency
reduced. Thus, controlling the SC voltage and the BAT’s SoC in order
to guarantee complete recuperation of braking energy is important [96].
Figure 5.2 visualises the losses at each stage of an experimental Microcap
powered by a FC and a BAT presented by [16]. Even while the overall
performance can be enhanced, the diagram clarifies the significance of
the individual losses and thus the importance to consider the triggering
effects in the EMS.
Besides the focus on the optimal efficiency, minimising degradation
of the components is also a central aspect. Since the DC-DC converter
and the SC are robust, the operation of the FC and the BAT are in the
scope of this objective. A detailed analysis of the effects accelerate or in-
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duce the degradation of a FC and a BAT can be found in the sections 2.2.1
and 2.2.2. Negative operation conditions which supports the degradation
of FCs are high current transients, frequent start/stops as well as low and
high power demands. The analyses of the BAT degradation effects im-
ply that high discharge currents, high and low SoCs as well as the depth
of discharge accelerate ageing of a BAT cells. Thus in order to prevent
components from enhanced degradation, the EMS has to ensure that these
operation conditions are avoided.
In summary can be stated that the EMS shall optimise the hydrogen
consumption and operate the individual sources under highest efficiency
and minimal degradation in the presence of various constraints due to
driveability requirements and component characteristics. The SoC and
the SC voltage also needed to be controlled in order to guarantee high re-
cuperation rate. Since different sources may have competitive objectives,
the EMS can not only follow the individual objectives but has be capable
to reach a global optimum. Exemplary for these competitive objectives is
the question whether it is more efficient to operate the FC at highest ef-
ficiency despite if this causes the BAT to be cycled more than necessary,
even if this includes the consequences of higher losses and higher degrad-
ation? Another problem arises win the case a vehicle is driving uphill and
the BAT SoC decreases. Is it then necessary to increase the FC output
power to be capable to charge the BAT or is waiting for an increased re-
cuperation after the peak is crossed and the vehicles drives downhill the
better option? The central task of the EMS is to answer these kinds of
questions and to make decisions in order to operate the FHEV in the best
possible way.
5.2. PI CONTROL
A classic control approach is a PI controller. A PI controller manipulates
an actuator reference based on a proportional integral element and the
error between the reference and the controlled variable. Thounthong et al.
use a PI controller in a FC SC hybrid system to control the SC’s voltage
to form a constant DC link. It’s basic principle is to use the fastest energy
source of the system to supply the energy required to maintain the DC
link voltage [246]. Thus in the proposed system, the FC and the BAT are
the actuator used to maintain the SC’s voltage.
The design of the controller requires detailed analysis of the BAT’s
and the SC’s system dynamics. The approach presented in [246] shows
a significant drawback, the constrained charge and discharge current of
the BAT is not considered. This causes two problems. The first problem
























Figure 5.3: (a) Schematic concept of the implemented BAT controller. (b)
Schematic concept of the implemented FC controller.
is the wind up of the controller’s integrator which can induce an uncon-
trollable controller behaviour. The second is characterised by the fact that
the power capability of the BAT is significantly lower than the maximum
demand of the electric drive, in various cases the SC voltage can not be
controlled to be in the operation limits because the power capacity of the
BAT is exceeded. In order to overcome this problem and to evaluate a
comparable PI approach a new PI controller based EMS was developed.
The classic PI control approach is a hierarchical scheme, the BAT reg-
ulates the SC voltage and the FC controls the BAT’s SoC. A PI controller
determines the BAT’s current reference related to the SC voltage error, a
second controller regulates the FC output current related to the deviation
of the SoC. Since the power capacity of a FHEV’s supportive BAT is lim-
ited, the usage of the BAT to solely control the SC voltage is not sufficient.
Thus, a third controller which ensures that the FC current follows the load
demand but also guarantees that the SC voltage is within the operational
limit is required. In contrast, the SoC is indirectly be controlled. When
the SoC is low, the output of the second FC controller rises. The surplus
of the sum of the FC controller that follows the load and the rising output
of the second controller cause the SC voltage to increase. In order to con-
trol the SC voltage the BAT controller generates a negative BAT current
which results in an increasing SoC. Vice versa, if the SoC is above the set
point, the output of the controller is negative and the FC output current is
reduced. In summary, if the the FC current is manipulated, the SC voltage
varies and the BAT adapts. The implemented PI controller approach is
depicted in Figure 5.3.
The plant controlled by the BAT controller is formed by the SC, the
electric drive, and the vehicle dynamics which can be considered as dis-
turbance, see Figure 3.9 in Chapter 3.3. The BAT is the controlled actu-
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Figure 5.4: (a) Simulated SC voltage response to a 250 V input step. (b)
A voltage response to a simulated disturbance step of 70 A.
ator. Since the capacitive behaviour of the SC and the BAT dominate, both
can clearly be classified as integrators. Due to this integrator character-
istic, a robust system can be realised either if only a proportional control-
ler or if a PI controller is used. In the case of a P controller the maximum
phase results from the plant’s phase, which is equivalent to 90°. Thus, the
minimum phase reserve is 90° and the system is always stable. A second
option is to implement a controller that follows a PI characteristic. In this
case the integral part has to be determined carefully in order to ensure a
near zero controller phase at the system’s gain crossover frequency. If the
controller is implemented in that way, the PI controlled system also has
a phase reserve near to 90° and thus is stable. [251, 252] To guarantee
zero steady state error a PI controller was chosen. Since the BAT’s state
of health (SoH) depends on the current dynamics the P and I parameter of
the PI controller were determined so that a generated BAT’s current step
for a reference motor current step (70 A) do not exceed 30 % of the BAT’s
maximum current. The simulated voltage response of a input (a) and a
disturbance step (b) are depicted in Figure 5.4. As input the reference
SC voltage equal to 250 V and for the disturbance step a motor current of
70 A was applied.
The parameter of the PI controller regulating the BAT’s SoC can be
determined similar to the one of the SC voltage controller. Figure 5.5 de-
picts the frequency response of the plant formed by the BAT. Since the
FC shall react slower than the BAT, a slower FC controller is required.
Thus, the gain crossover frequency of the correct system was defined to
be 0.01 rad s−1. In order to realise the selected crossover frequency, the
controller needs to amplify the plant by factor of 60 dB. The required
integral parameter can be determined with the requirement of a near zero
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Figure 5.5: Frequency response of the plant (blue), the PI controller (red)
and the corrected system (green)
controller phase at the targeted gain crossover frequency. The frequency
response of the designed controller and the response of the resulting cor-
rected system are depicted in Figure 5.5. It can be seen that the targeted
gain crossover frequency of 0.01 rad s−1 was achieved. Due to the near
zero controller phase at the gain crossover frequency, the corrected sys-
tem shows a sufficient phase margin of 90° and thus the system is stable.
Due to inherent current limits, both actuators, the FC as well as the BAT,
can saturate. In order to prevent integrator wind-up, for both controller
back calculation scaled by the corresponding proportion factor was im-
plemented. The third controller guarantees a stable SC voltage even when
the BAT controller saturates. In this case, the steady state error criterion
is not significant, therefore a single P controller is sufficient. A factor
of 0.2 shows good results. The trade off between optimal VSC traject-
ory and minimum FC current dynamics determines the optimal propor-
tional factor. In summary can be stated that the PI feedback control based
EMS is capable to manage the three sources and operate the system state
variables to be in the operation limits and close to the reference values.
However, because the SoC and the SC voltage are controlled to constant
set-points rather than based on variables such as the kinetic energy or the
vehicles velocity, it is anticipated that the overall system efficiency es-
pecially with regards to regenerative breaking is reduced. Since the FC
follows the load and the BAT follows the SC voltage deviation, it’s oper-
ation point is not actively managed. Moreover, there is neither prove nor
guarantee that the system efficiency is near optimal.
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5.3. STATE MACHINE
The development of a state machine based EMS requires extensive system
knowledge. All possible states as well as the component’s characteristic
need to be considered. Nevertheless, the definition of different states al-
lows to adapt the EMS to different operation scenarios and DCs. Based
on adaptable rules more complex operation strategies are possible. Garcia
et al. describe a state machine based EMS to control FC-BAT HES based
on eight different states with the goal to determine the reference power
for FC and BAT and the power to be dissipated in a braking resistor.
An overall objective is to limit continuous changes in the FC reference
power. The FC power is either at minimum or maximum power or fol-
lows the load, the state transitions depend on the BAT’ SoC [237]. Jin
et al. use an EMS based on five different operation modes to control the
power flow in a hybrid FC power system. Here the FC power reference
depends on the BAT voltage, whereas the BAT supplies the load unless
the BAT voltage is below the minimum voltage. Schiffer et al. present a
state machine defined by four different states to control the power flow in
FC-SC powered vehicle. Depending on the inertial states different oper-
ation modes can be realised. For example when the vehicle is in stand-
still mode, Schiffer et al. state that the BAT could be charged at constant
power, at FC’ maximum power or maximum efficiency or at maximum
power within the acceptable efficiency range. A central finding of the
presented work is that the optimal EMS uses the SC during braking and
acceleration as much as possible. In contrast to charge the SC is best
during constant speed or standstill at the highest current within the ac-
ceptable efficiency range of the FC [253]. Xiong et al. present a mode
based EMS to control a series-parallel hybrid electric transit bus. Here
the different modes are defined with regards to the component operation
modes, which depend on the SoC and the driver’s torque request. Since
neither a state machine based approach to control a FHEV with FC, BAT
and SC is presented nor existent EMS approaches can be adapted a new
approach was developed.
The implemented state machine was developed with regards to the re-
quirements summarised in section 5.1. The BAT is controlled by the same
PI controller presented in the previous section 5.2. In this case the SoC is
indirectly controlled by the FC output power. Since the BAT maximum
power is not sufficient to guarantee a stable SC voltage the state machine
not only determines the FC reference power with regards to the SoC of
the BAT, but also considers the SC voltage. The FC reference power is
varied between predefined values or follows the load demand. A detailed
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USC okay:
Recuperation: Driving:
If SoC < 55%:
    PFC = PFC,min + PD;
Else:




If  PD > PFC,min:
    PFC =  PD;
Else:
    PFC = 0;
SoC high:
PFC =  PD - PFC,min;
SoC low:






VSC < 250VSC > 260 VSC < 245 VSC > 255
VSC min.: VSC med.: VSC border:






PFC =  0;
Figure 5.6: Schematic representation of the implemented state machine.
schematic representation is depicted in Figure 5.6. The control of the SC
voltage has the highest priority, thus the three basic states are the defined:
VSC okay, SC low and VSC high. While in the state VSC high the FC is
turned off, the state VSC low is subdivided in three sub-states with regards
to the voltage of the SC:
• VSC min.: The SC voltage has reached a critical value (USC ≤
220 V), the FC reference power is set to the FC’s maximum out-
put power PFC,max.
• VSC med.: The SC voltage is not critical low, but in order to guaran-
tee a fast recovery of the voltage the FC reference power is set to
twice of the optimal output power PFC,opt.
• VSC border: The SC voltage is slight below the normal operation
voltage range, thus the FC reference power can be set to the op-
timal value PFC,opt. This state can be entered from the states VSC
okay and VSC medium. A third transition from VSC minimum was
implemented in order to prevent fast SC charging in the case of an
abrupt load drop.
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As long as the SC voltage is in the predefined operation range ( 245 V
≤ VSC ≤ 255 V), normal operation is active and two states distinguish
between vehicle driving or recuperating. These two states are again di-
vided in sub-states which make distinctions with regards to the BAT’s
SoC. In case of recuperation, the FC reference is either set to zero or to
the difference of recuperated power and maximum power. The second
case enables maximum BAT charging if the SoC falls below 55 %. The
sub-state driving is subdivided in three different states:
• SoC low: If the SoC falls below 55 %, the state SoC low is entered.
In order to guarantee a maximum charging, the FC power reference
is set to the sum of load and maximum BAT power.
• SoC normal: When the BAT’s SoC is between 55 % and 75 % the
state SoC normal is active. Since neither charging nor discharging
is required the FC reference follows the load demand.
• SoC high: If the SoC rises above 75 % SoC high is activated. To en-
able enhanced BAT discharging the FC reference follows the load
demand reduced by the maximum BAT discharge power, corres-
ponding to PFC,min.
Because the FC reference is generated by a continuous controller the
generated current trajectory is not steady but determined by frequent steps
between the load, the maximum or the optimal FC power. Therefore, in
some cases the FC operates at constant power with changing constant
power levels and in others it adapts to the load demand. Even while an
optimal constant FC power level can not be established, operation at low
power and high power can be avoided. Thus degradation caused by low
and high FC power condition is prevented. Since the BAT control is equal
to the discussed PI control, see section 5.2, no specific benefits for the
BAT can be named for the state machine based EMS.
5.4. FUZZY CONTROL
The task to control a HES taking care of the different constraints can be
implemented based on fuzzy rules that supports a classic controller. This
approach leads to a fuzzy system which is more likely a decision system
based on fuzzy rules than a fuzzy controller [255]. An online EMS based
on a fuzzy interference system optimised by means of a genetic algorithm
is presented by Caux et al.. A fuzzy controller which indcludes a set of
five different rules as well as the BAT current and it’s SoC is used by
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Lee et al. to determine a reference current for a FC applied in a BAT-FC
FHEV. Zandi et al. present an EMS approach that uses flatness control
and fuzzy logic control to control the power flow in a FHEV based on
a FC, a BAT and a SC. Zandi et al. use the fuzzy logic controller to
determine an optimal power split between SC and BAT based on the load
as well as the SC and BAT voltage. The FC output is determined by
the flatness control technique. [98] Instead of the use of a fuzzy logic
controller to directly determine the FC and BAT¸ power reference, Chen
et al. use a fuzzy logic controller to determine the parameter of an adaptive
controller which regulates the power flow in a FC BAT HES [177]. In
contrast, [258] and [259] determine the BAT and the FC power reference
directly based on a fuzzy logic controller. [259] used the SC voltage and
the BAT SoC and the power demand as inputs to control the power split in
a FC hybrid bus. Hemi et al. implement a less complex approach, based
on the power demand and BAT’s SoC a fuzzy logic controller determines
the power reference of a FC [258].
Since an EMS solely based on a fuzzy logic controller shall be evalu-
ated against other standard EMS approaches a new approach was imple-
mented. Similar to Gao et al. the input of the controller are the power
demand (PD), the SoC and the SC voltage. The membership functions
to transfer the SC voltage and the SoC were derived based on the opera-
tion borders. For both inputs, three different regions have been defined:
low, okay and high. These regions were implemented with three sharp
trapezoidal membership functions per input variable.
Because the SC voltage has a significant impact on the performance
of the electric drive and on the currents and thus on the operation point of
the FC and the BAT, a small region defines an optimal VSC. Therefore, an
optimal SC voltage is between 245 V and 255 V. From zero to 240 V with
a sharp linear border to 245 V VSC is low, vice versa high voltage region
spans from 255 V to the maximum voltage. The influence of the SoC is
not as strong as the one of the SC voltage. Nevertheless, the depth of
discharge as well as the number of cycles have a significant impact on the
BAT SoH. Thus, the membership functions are developed based on the
trade off between low depth of discharge and low number of cycles. Here
a broad range of a sufficient SoC between 55 % and 65 % was configured.
The detailed membership functions are depicted in Figure 5.7 a) and
b). The load demand was transferred based on ten triangular member-
ship functions and one trapezoidal membership function that indicates the
negative demand. The ten membership functions which corresponds to a
positive power demand, are equally distributed across the complete range
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Figure 5.7: (a) Input fuzzification membership functions of the SC
voltage. (b) Input fuzzification membership functions of the BAT SoC.
of the electric drive. Thus, the centres of the specific functions are loc-
ated equally distributed at 10 kW, 20 kW, etc. up to the maximum power
demand of 110 kW.
The output values determined by the fuzzy interference system are the
FC and the BAT reference currents. Figure 5.8 a) depicts the membership
functions of the FC reference current. Figure 5.8 b) illustrates the one of
the BAT reference current. To guarantee a homogeneous operation of the
FC and the BAT, triangular membership functions are distributed over the
complete current range. Since the power range of the FC is significantly
larger than the one of the BAT, eleven membership functions cover the
FC current range and seven the BAT’s. A sharp triangular membership
function realises the turn-off of the FC. Since the BAT can be positive or
negative, a comparable sharp function was not required, instead a sym-
metric triangular function with zero current as centre was used.
A Fuzzy controller derives the outputs based on fuzzified inputs and
a set of rules. The rules combine the inputs in order to determine the
outputs by emulating the knowledge of an expert which operates the sys-
tem. Thus, to derive a set of rules to control a FHEV power system is a
challenging task and requires excessive knowledge about the system. The
first step of the design is to define the extremal operation conditions and
to derive sufficient rules to transfer the system to normal operation region.
In case of the examined HES the VSC has the highest priority, which must
be in the area of safe operation. Thus when VSC is low, PFC is set to the
maximum. Vice versa, if VSC is high, PFC is set to zero. Similar rules used
to control the SoC were defined. In the case the SoC is low, IBAT is set to
the maximum charge current. Accordingly, when the SoC is high max-
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Figure 5.8: (a) SC voltage membership functions. (b) SoC membership
functions.
imum, discharge is enabled. In normal operation mode, the load demand
determines the operation of the FC and of the BAT. If the demand (PD) is
negative and VSC is normal, the BAT current is set to medium charging.
Because the nominal FC power is significantly higher than the one of the
BAT, a positive load demand and the resulting FC output current is gran-
ulated in more detail. Thus, the fine resolved load demand can be used
to determine the FC output current. Minimum SC voltage variation can
be ensured by the concept that a low load demand corresponds to a low
FC output current, and a high demand to a high current. Is the load de-
mand low and the SoC not low, the BAT is used to supply the load and the
FC is turned off. This mode prevents an inefficient and high degradation
inducing operation of the FC.
5.5. ADAPTIVE EQUIVALENT CONSUMPTION MIN-
IMISATION STRATEGY
ECMS is an online optimal control approach, thus the EMS optimises
the operation of the HES online. In order to do that, a non-linear con-
straint minimisation problem defined by a specific cost function has to
be instantaneously solved. The cost function is defined by the sum of
the actual fuel (hydrogen) cost and an equivalent fuel consumption re-
lated to the energy flow from the BAT. The approach to include the BAT
usage by a fuel equivalent is derived from the assumption that the vari-
ation of the SoC will be compensated by the FC in the future. A charge
sustaining strategy is premised. While non-causal EMS schemes like DP
or Pontryagin’s minimum principle satisfy global optimality, causal ones,
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like ECMS, are not capable to reach a global optimal solution. Never-
theless, ECMS in particular is often considered as a practical solution
because when the equivalence factor is online adapted, its near optimality
has been shown by simulation or by analogy with Pontryagin’s minimum
principle [241, 260, 261].
Thus, a central aspect of an online near optimal control approach is
the uncertainty about future disturbance behaviour. In an ECMS approach
this uncertainty about future driving conditions is transferred to an un-
certainty on the optimal value of the equivalence factor. The benefit is
that only one parameter has to be predicted. In general there are three
different approaches to estimate the trajectory of the equivalence factor
online, Guzzella and Sciarretta classify these with regards to the inform-
ation used: past driving conditions, past and present driving conditions
and past, present and future driving conditions. If only past driving con-
ditions are considered, the equivalence factor is determined in advance
based on representative driving patterns [262, 263]. When the present
driving condition is also taken into account, the equivalence factor can be
evaluated online either based on the current driving situation or based on
SoC [264, 265]. Guzzella and Sciarretta state that as soon as constraints
on the SoC are considered non-predictive strategies perform poorly [136].
This is essentially true for a BAT with a small capacity compared to the
amount of recuperated energy. Different approaches have been presented,
a standard technique is to consider the GPS altitude profile of the road
that the vehicle intends to follow [266]. De Jager et al. include the actual
vehicle’s kinetic energy in order to guarantee that the BAT can always
recuperate energy.
Han et al. name two standard types of predictive ECMS approaches,
these are either feed-forward or feedback mechanism. In feed-forward
adapted approaches the equivalence factor is directly derived from GPS
or geographic information system data. In feedback adaptation schemes,
the SoC is controlled to follow a reference trajectory derived either from
location data [268] or determined a priori [260]. To help maximise the
recuperated breaking energy, Manzie et al. also consider the potential en-
ergy that results from driving in hilly terrain when the SoC reference tra-
jectory is synthesised. Since the calculation of the reference trajectory
is limited by the disturbance propagation delay, also the SoC reference
tracked to determine an optimal equivalence factor is limited. To over-
come this limitation, Han et al. present a causal predictive strategy to ad-
apt the equivalence factor based on a non-causal strategy extracted from
DP results.








Figure 5.9: Schematic illustration of the implemented ECMS EMS con-
troller with input and outputs.
In this work standard ECMS approaches shall be compared with other
non-causal EMS schemes, therefore an adaptive ECMS based on the work
of Torreglosa et al. is implemented and evaluated on the virtual test bench.
In this approach the adaptation of the equivalence factor was done based
on a linear trajectory based on the SoC in the border of low and high SoC
(SoCL, SoCH ), see Equation 5.1.
k = 1− 1.2 · SoC − 0.5 · (SoCH − SoCL)
SoCH + SoCL
(5.1)
Figure 5.9 depicts a schematic representation of the implemented ECMS
approach. Similar to the fuzzy control schemes, the ECMS algorithm es-
timates the power reference of the FC and the BAT based on the load
demand (PD) and the SoC. Since the SC is directly coupled, the SC
power results from the equilibrium of load demand, the FC and the BAT
output power. The power references are determined with the minimal
overall operation cost. These are defined by the hydrogen costs and the
cost equivalent that represents the BAT discharge. Figure 5.10 depicts the
hydrogen cost related to the FC output power. The blue graph displays
the simulation results of the FC model discussed in Chapter 3.3. In order
to derive a mathematical expression which describes the amount of con-
sumed hydrogen in relation to the FC output power, the simulated hydro-
gen consumption was interpolated with a quadratic polynomial. Hence, a
quadratic representation of the hydrogen consumption can be formulated.
In literature different cost functions are introduced, a comprehensive
summary is given by Föllinger and Roppenecker. In summary, there are
two basic evaluation criteria, the trajectory of the system states or the
trajectory of the inputs. The evaluation of the state variable can be inter-
preted as the costs that are related to the system behaviour, the assessment
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Figure 5.10: Simulated hydrogen cost related to the FC output power and
derived interpolated cost function.
of the inputs as the costs which are related to the energy consumption
required to operate the system. Since the hydrogen consumption shall
be minimised, a cost function only related to the input trajectory can be
used. An equation that describes a hydrogen consumption related cost
function is given in Equation 5.2. The hydrogen consumption related to
the FC operation is expressed with the quadratic interpolation shown in
Figure 5.10. The energy converted by the BAT is related to an FC energy
equivalent. Therefore it is assumed that the energy transferred from BAT
is recharged via the FC and thus suffers from the losses induced by both
DC-DC converter (ηFC, ηBAT). The hydrogen equivalent is then scaled
with the equivalence factor k determined with Equation 5.1. The SoC
dependent factor k adapts the EMS to different driving conditions.
C = a · P 2FC + b · PFC + c+(




Not only the cost function’s minimum defines the power references
but also constraints and boundaries of the output trajectory must be ad-
hered. As discussed in the requirement section 5.1 of this chapter, the
SoC has to be controlled to be below the maximum charge and above the
maximum discharge. The SC voltage must not exceed or undercut the
maximum and minimum DC link voltage. The BAT power must not ex-
ceed the maximum charge and discharge power. Similar the FC power
reference must not be below the minimum FC power (PFC,min) or ex-
ceed the maximum output power of the FC (PFC,max). The optimisation
problem is summarised in Equation 5.3. It includes equality as well as
boundary constraints that define the system operation limits. The com-
plete ECMS algorithm was implemented based on the interior-point al-
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gorithm provided by the optimisation toolbox included in the MATLAB®
technical computing environment.
The vector of the output variables is given as x = [PFC , PBAT , k]T ,
the cost function f(x) is equal to Equation 5.2. The vectors that define
the standard upper (ub) and lower (lb) boundary condition are defined as





Aeq · x = b
lb ≤ x ≤ ub
(5.3)
So far, the FC and BAT power maximum and minimum borders were
considered, but since also the power transients of the FC shall be limited
the FC power boundary is adapted with regards to the power reference of
the previous time step. Therefore, the vector of the inputs was extended
by the outputs of the previous time step. Figure 5.10 depicts a schematic
representation of this output feedback. The input vector is than given as
u = [PD, SoC, VSC, PFC(k-1), PBAT(k-1)]. Prior to the execution of the
optimisation algorithm the time step dependent specific boundaries were
determined. With the power reference from the last time step the max-
imum power reference results in the sum of the previous reference and
the maximum power transient. Vice versa, the minimum results from the
difference of the last reference minus the maximum power change. The
maximum power deviation is set to be at maximum 20 % of the maximum
FC output power. In order to guarantee the SoC limits, the constraints on
the BAT power were dynamically adjusted. If the SoC reaches its max-
imum value, the maximum charge power is set to be zero. Similar if
the SoC falls below it’s minimum, the maximum discharge is set to zero.
The control of the SC voltage is realised by the power equilibrium, if
the power from the FC and the BAT is equal to the load demand the SC
voltage gradient is zero. If the efficiency reduction due to the DC-DC
converter is considered, this equilibrium results in Equation 5.4. Since
the objective is that the SC voltage is constant, Equation 5.4 is set as a
second equality constraint. If VSC falls below the minimum, this con-
straint is changed. The power reference of both the BAT and the FC are
set to be the current maximums. Inversely, if the voltage exceeds it’s max-
imum, the FC is turned off and the BAT power reference constrained to
be the maximum charge power. By varying the constraints with regards
to the the SoC and the SC voltage, the standard optimisation program was
extended and input constraints were considered as well.
PD = ηFC · PFC + ηBAT · PBAT (5.4)
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5.6. SUMMARY AND RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the presented state of the art EMS
approaches, all four discussed control schemes were simulated on the vir-
tual test bench, which was introduced in Chapter 3.3. Since the EMS
methods shall be evaluated against typical driving scenarios, the DC set
presented in section 3.1 was used as test scenario set. Based on these
cycles the schemes were tested under typical driving conditions, motor-
way, rural and urban driving, each with free flow and dense traffic. Thus,
four different approaches under six different test sets, each including ten
DCs, were simulated, so in total 240 simulation were outlined. In order
to guarantee comparable test conditions, each scheme was implemented
in MATLAB® Simulink® and each simulation was started under identical
initial conditions (SoC = 75 %, VSC = 250 V).
Based on the requirements discussed in section 5.1 six criteria which
describe the performance of an EMS were derived. The utilisation of the
BAT can be expressed by the maximum, the mean and the minimum SoC
as well as the mean BAT energy exchange. The energy exchange is the
integral of the BAT charge and discharge power and a measure for the
number of charge and discharge cycle. If the approach under test is cap-
able to ensure the BAT operation limits can be estimated with the SoC
minimum and maximum. Both indices are also a measure for the opera-
tion induced BAT degradation. A second measure whether the system op-
erates within the limits are the minimum and the maximum SC voltage.
The FC operation characteristic is evaluated by it’s mean power. Since
high and low power operation induce accelerated FC degradation, also
the time intervals (FCmin, FCmax) which is the time the FC is operated at
low or high load are evaluated. The FC operation is normal if the output
power is above 10 % and below 90 % of the maximum power. The fuel
efficiency of the EMS scheme under test is characterised by the system
efficiency (ηsystem) and the hydrogen consumption per 100 km. The over-
all efficiency can be determined with the energy consumed by the drive
train divided by the amount of supplied energy. Since not the conversion
efficiency of the motor and the mechanical parts are in the scope of this
work, the energy output is the demanded energy of the electric drive. The
load demand can be derived from the simulation results as the product
of motor current and SC voltage. The energy transferred from the BAT
can be estimated with the start and the final SoC and the BAT’s nominal
charge. The energy supplied by the FC can be calculated with the amount
of consumed hydrogen and the heating value of hydrogen. The results of
each DC set were comprised by the criteria’s mean value. The results of
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Table 5.1: Simulation results fuzzy control based EMS.
Criteria MF MD RF RD UF UD
ηsystem [%] 49.7 51.8 49.0 50.4 50.3 53.0
SoCmax [%] 78.0 78.2 75.5 76.3 75.1 75.2
SoCmean [%] 75.7 75.4 74.5 75.0 74.3 73.9
SoCmin [%] 73.1 72.9 73.2 73.8 73.7 72.7
USC, max [V] 278.8 283.4 273.8 274.4 261.5 261.7
USC, min [V] 237.2 237.3 244.3 246.4 250 249
PFC,mean [kW] 19 18 14 13 13 8
EBat,mean [kWh] 0.82 0.82 2.00 0.70 0.25 2.25
nH2 [kg 100 km−1] 1.27 1.10 1.20 1.32 2.63 2.24
FCmax [s] 33 10 26 16 4 2
FCmin [s] 20 25 108 17 4 10
the simulations are summarised in the tables 5.2 to 5.4. The different test
cases are indexed with a combination of two capital letters, the first iden-
tifies the road type, M marks motorway, R is rural driving, and U urban
driving. The second letter classifies the traffic condition: D dense traffic
or F free flow.
The tables 5.1 to 5.4 summarise the simulation results, the charac-
teristic parameter are averaged over a complete DC set. In general can
be stated that due to the typically high acceleration and high maximum
velocity, motorway driving scenarios show the largest SC voltage devi-
ation. No EMS scheme is capable to ensure a constant SC voltage at
250 V. While this is of cause not an absolute requirement, the SC voltage
deviation is an indication of how fast the tested approach can follow a
transient load demand. The smallest deviation occur for the ECMS and
the Fuzzy type EMS, the highest deviation of 95 V can be found for a
system controlled by a state machine approach.
Figure 5.11 depicts the mean values of the minimum and the max-
imum SoC for each test scenario and for all EMS schemes under test.
While for nearly all EMS approaches the SoC is operated in a narrow
band, the ECMS makes best use of the BAT and operates it in a wide SoC
range from 55 % to 85 %. Even while the BAT degradation is directly
connected to the depth of discharge, the limit that causes a significantly
accelerated cell damaging is not reached. The BAT energy exchange cri-
teria listed in the aforementioned tables 5.1 - 5.4, also point out the high
BAT utilisation rate of the ECMS approach. Over all driving scenarios in
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Table 5.2: Simulation results state machine based EMS.
Criteria MF MD RF RD UF UD
ηsystem [%] 49.0 51.1 49.0 49.5 49.4 51.2
SoCmax [%] 75.5 75.6 75.5 75.5 75.2 75.2
SoCmean [%] 74.1 73.5 74.5 74.6 74.4 74.2
SoCmin [%] 71.8 70.6 73.2 73.3 73.4 73
USC, max [V] 300 263 285 260 258 260
USC, min [V] 224 165 161 185 215 240
PFC,mean [kW] 19.2 18.7 14.0 13.3 13.3 8.5
EBat,mean [kWh] 3.00 2.95 2.03 2.48 0.79 1.83
nH2 [kg 100 km−1] 1.28 1.10 1.20 1.33 2.67 2.32
FCmax [s] 48 17 26 24 8 7
FCmin [s] 100 125 108 158 28 65
Table 5.3: Simulation results PI controller based EMS.
Criteria MF MD RF RD UF UD
ηsystem [%] 51.5 52.9 52.4 52.6 52.8 54.5
SoCmax [%] 75.8 75.9 75.7 75.8 75.2 75.2
SoCmean [%] 75.0 73.5 74.5 74.6 74.4 74.2
SoCmin [%] 73.6 73.9 74.0 74.0 74.4 74.5
USC, max [V] 261.2 256.9 255 251.3 251
USC, min [V] 206.7 222 216 220 232 237.7
PFC,mean [kW] 19.3 18.8 14.0 13.3 13.5 8.6
EBat,mean [kWh] 1.95 1.56 1.25 1.53 0.43 0.82
nH2 [kg 100 km−1] 1.23 1.05 1.13 1.26 2.53 2.20
FCmax [s] 5 1 2 0 0 0
FCmin [s] 568 466 433 563 273 796
total 2.9 kWh were exchanged between the BAT and the SC. While the
state machine approach also shows sufficient results, only the maximum
discharge depth indicates that the full potential of the BAT was not used.
The PI EMS and the Fuzzy approach do not make efficient use of the
BAT.
The increased FC degradation rate caused by the operation charac-
teristic is evaluated related to the time of operation under high and low
loads. The boundary that indicates high load condition was determined to
be 100 kW, low load operation under 10 kW. Consequently, due to the
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Table 5.4: Simulation results ECMS based EMS.
Criteria MF MD RF RD UF UD
ηsystem [%] 52.8 54.7 53.1 53.2 52.5 51.0
SoCmax [%] 76.3 76.0 76.1 76.0 77.9 83.7
SoCmean [%] 63.0 62.1 71.0 71.3 75.7 79.6
SoCmin [%] 54.7 54.6 66.7 67.4 73.2 74.0
USC, max [V] 271.4 276.4 269.1 269.5 250.1 250.3
USC, min [V] 233.5 241.6 239.2 240.4 240.1 239.8
PFC,mean [kW] 18.1 17.5 13.3 13.0 13.4 10.0
EBat,mean [kWh] 3.82 3.49 2.50 3.24 1.08 3.11
nH2 [kg 100 km−1] 1.16 0.98 1.08 1.23 2.54 2.52
FCmax [s] 20 4 11 6 1 1
FCmin [s] 1329 1075 1093 1427 524 1538
















Figure 5.11: Mean values of the minimum and the maximum SoC for
each test scenario and for all EMS schemes under test.
high maximum velocity longer high load condition are characteristic for
motorway trips. Thus the largest share of high load durations occur in
motorway scenarios. Since neither high road slope nor high headwind ve-
locity were considered, high load condition do not occur quite often. Nev-
ertheless, the distribution of high load over the tested EMS approaches
can be evaluated. The state machine approach has the highest share of
high load conditions, followed by the Fuzzy controller approach and the
ECMS. For the PI approach high loads are negligible short. In contrast the
occurrence of low conditions is highest for the ECMS control and second
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Figure 5.12: (a) Simulation results system efficiency. (b) Simulation res-
ults hydrogen consumption. (c) Simulation results mean FC power. (d)
Simulation results mean BAT SoC.
for the PI approaches. In summary can be stated that in PI and ECMS
approaches low conditions accelerate FC degradation, whereas high load
operation is a problem for state machine and fuzzy approaches.
The efficiency is depicted in Figure 5.12 (a), it can be analysed that
for five out of six test scenarios the ECMS approach shows the highest
efficiency. The second is the PI controlled system, followed by the Fuzzy
and the state machine approach. The deviation between the ECMS and
the state machine approach is approximately 3 %. In urban scenarios the
efficiency of the ECMS approach decreases by nearly 2 % and falls be-
low the one of the Fuzzy and the one of the PI controlled system. The
hydrogen consumption, depicted in figured 5.12 (b), confirms these res-
ults. . Figures 5.12 (c) and (d) display the mean FC power and the mean
BAT SoC related to the different test scenarios. The high efficiency of
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Figure 5.13: FC power for different EMS schemes and an exemplary in-
terval of the Artemis 130MW DC.
the ECMS approach can be reasoned with the lower FC and higher BAT
utilisation. The lower mean SoC indicates that in general more BAT en-
ergy is used, the lower mean FC power confirms this conclusion. Since
the BAT efficiency is significantly higher, the overall system efficiency
is also higher. Consequently, the increased hydrogen consumption of the
ECMS approach for urban driving results from the higher mean FC power
and reduced BAT utilisation. So far the FC power transients are not taken
into account, since high dynamic power changes significantly enhance FC
degradation effects, the FC power dynamics are also analysed. In order
to compare all discussed strategies based on a single cycle, the Artemis
MW150 DC, which was discussed in Chapter 3.1, is used as test case. Fig-
ure 5.13 depicts an exemplary sample interval of the FC power trajectory.
The results clearly indicate that the Fuzzy control approach causes high
frequent power changes as well as frequently on and off switching. Even
while the results of the state machine approach show phases of constant
power, under specific states the FC power follows the load which causes
high transient power changes. The smoothest trajectory results from the
ECMS and the PI approaches. Hence, the outlined comparison of the dif-
ferent EMS approaches shows that the ECMS and the PI control scheme
are the most promising EMS schemes. Both the high efficiency and the
low hydrogen consumption indicate that from the presented selection both
schemes are highly recommendable. Nevertheless, central aspects, espe-
cially the minimisation of the components degradation can not be realised





In Chapters 2 and 5 the importance of an EMS was discussed. The major
reason why an EMS is essential is the fact that it is directly responsible to
manage the BAT’s SoC and the SC voltage. Only an efficient and intelli-
gent EMS allows the vehicle and the driver to take full advantage of the
hybrid powertrain. The actions taken by the strategy will have a signific-
ant effect on the performance of the vehicle. In particular, the hydrogen
consumption, the component degradation and the drive-ability are highly
dependent on the operating conditions that are determined by the EMS.
Today there are a number of different concepts to develop an efficient
EMS. In the previous Chapter 5, a detailed analysis and evaluation of the
standard state of the art EMS schemes was outlined. Even while some
approaches, especially the ECMS and the PI control schemes, in this test
perform with satisfying results, a clear potential for optimisation can be
identified. The mean efficiencies of the tested approaches, which are all
in the range of the FC efficiency, pointing out that the utilisation of the
BAT and SC is low. Further drawbacks of conventional control schemes
are the operation induced reduction of the BAT SoH as well as the FC
degradation costs which are both not considered. Additionally, neither
limiting BAT or FC current transients is possible nor short-term future
driving and road conditions are included. In summary can be stated that
these limitations clearly prove the demand for a predictive EMS scheme,
which is capable to guarantee a high efficiency, minimal hydrogen cost
and reduces the degradation of the FC and of the BAT.
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The fundamental concept of a predictive EMS is characterised by the
combined prediction of the system states and the disturbance. This com-
bination enables the EMS to estimate an input trajectory, which when ap-
plied to the system, controls the system states, under the real disturbance,
to predefined references, with minimal costs. Due to its ability to determ-
ine inputs, to consider state constraints, because of the feedback oriented
structure as well as the ability to guarantee global optimalital solutions, in
this thesis DP embedded in a MPC scheme is used to develop a predictive
EMS controller.
In related literature, different predictive EMS approaches applicable
in FHEV or PHEV are presented. Nevertheless, the vast majority of the
discussed EMS concepts use a MPC controller as a predictive fuel optimal
control scheme. Back present a MPC approach to implement an energy
optimal control of a PHEV. Wahl develope an advanced driver assistance
systems, which is capable to execute both an energy optimal EMS as well
as a velocity control of a PHEV. The developed control system was im-
plemented and tested on a real vehicle. Puig et al. present an economic
MPC approach. The economic MPC allows to directly minimise the oper-
ational costs, instead of tracking the reference related error. Puig et al. use
a cost function including three operational goals: economic, safety and a
smooth input trajectory. The implemented MPC is tested on a simulation
model using the NEDC cycle, whereas different economic weights were
simulated under a prediction horizon of 10 s [272]. To control a FC-SC
HES based on a MPC controller is discussed in [273]. Since the applied
test system includes only a SC and a FC, it can be described by a linear
equation with a quadratic cost function. Thus, the solution of the MPC
can be determined by solving a quadratic program [273]. Hu et al. present
a MPC based control of a BAT - FC hybrid vehicle which not only min-
imises the hydrogen cost but which also accounts for the degradation of
the FC and of the BAT. In the discussed approach, the cost caused by
the BAT degradation, are evaluated based on the reduction of the BATs
SoH, whereas the FC voltage decreasing rate is used to determine the cost
related to FC degradation [274]. Amin et al. develop a MPC control for a
BAT-FC-SC HES of a vehicle. The combination of EMS and cruise con-
trol also is in the focus of research. Uebel et al. introduce a two level MPC
to realise an EMS including velocity control of a HEV. Th applied online
optimal control uses the combination of two stages, one is solved by a dis-
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Figure 6.1: Flowchart of the procedure implemented to form the predict-
ive EMS scheme. The depicted scheme has to be executed and solved in
each control cycle.
The concept of a MPC is to optimise the future system behaviour
based on the prediction of the disturbance. Thus, a constrained optimisa-
tion problem defined by the controlled system and a specific cost function
has to be continuously solved. In this work, this is realised based on a DP
approach. Figure 6.1 depicts a flow chart which describes the implemen-
ted predictive EMS. To solve the optimisation problem at each sample
interval, the depicted steps have to be successively followed. The first
step is to measure the current vehicle velocity, the system states and the
inputs. With the recorded velocity and the vehicle position, based on an
electronic horizon, the future driving and road conditions are predicted.
In a third step the future load demand of the electric drive can be es-
timated based on the predicted velocity and road inclination trajectories.
In combination with the current system states the future extremal states,
minimum and maximum, can be determined. These extremal trajectories
constraint the discrete state grid and thus allow to determine the costs and
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state transition for a minimum number of nodes. Based on a forward re-
cursion and an inverse control oriented system model, all state grid nodes
and state transitions costs are evaluated. In the last step the optimal path,
which is the one with minimum costs, is determined in a backward ori-
ented search. Finally this path defines the optimal state and corresponding
input trajectories.
A major drawback of the DP algorithm, is the high computational
burden and thus the challenge to solve the given task in sufficient time.
A discrete DP implementation arises additional challenges. In order to
overcome the high computational burden, a novel two stage approach was
derived. The essential benefit of the system which enables the chance to
split the DP in two parallel stages, is the fact that the BAT’s SoC only
depend on one input. Thus, a parallel optimisation of the SoC and of the
SC voltage in two independent DP algorithm is possible. Because in this
parallel approach, each DP handles only a first order system, the required
processing time is significantly reduced.
In the following chapter all fundamental requirements for the imple-
mentation of the two stage predictive EMS scheme are discussed. In the
beginning, first the MPC concept, followed by the fundamentals of DP are
introduced. Subsequently followed by an introduction of the the inverse
system and the disturbance model, which are outlined in Sections 6.3 and
6.4. Afterwards the development and implementation of a single stage
MPC approach is discussed. Finally, based on the single stage approach,
a two stage MPC scheme is derived. In the final Section 6.6, the imple-
mentation of the two stage MPC is discussed and the simulation results of
the FHEV controlled by the novel MPC scheme presented.
6.1. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
The task to minimise the energy consumption of a FHEV can mathemat-
ically be described as a constrained optimisation problem. The result of
this optimisation is the optimal input trajectory. This trajectory is equal
to the specific set of continuous inputs that control the system in that way
that the optimisation criterionon is fulfilled. If thinking of a non-feedback
control system, this trajectory can directly be applied to the plant. Nev-
ertheless, the operation in non-feedback configuration results in differ-
ent problems. One is that the trajectory is only optimal within the pre-
diction limits. Non-causal disturbances or uncertainties and inaccuracy
arising from the modelling process also induce deviation in the real sys-
tem response. A solution to overcome these problems is to implement a
feedback control scheme. A MPC is a suitable solution to realise such a
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optimal feedback control system. The fundamental MPC concept arises
from the prediction of the disturbances, which is used to determine the
future system response. If a cost function is defined, it can be used to
determine those results within the predicted system state space, which
minimises this cost function. Thus, a MPC is capable to determine an
optimal input trajectory, with regards to the current system state and the
future disturbance trajectory.
Today, MPC is a commonly used control approach. Because of its
typically larger time constants, MPC was originally implemented in pet-
rochemical or process engineering applications [277, 278]. When applied
to control a constrained linear time invariant system, the MPC concept
can be considered as sufficiently developed today. In contrast, the control
of non-linear plants is more challenging. Back describe the fundamental
difference in linear and non-linear MPC to be the fact that in non-linear
MPC the optimisation problem is no longer convex [17, 279]. Thus, the
appearance of local minima can cause significantly higher requirements
on the applied mathematical algorithms. Back name sequential quadratic
programming as a standard algorithm to solve non-convex optimisation
problems. A consecutive summary of the development of nonlinear MPC
and the different approaches can be found in [280].
Figure 6.2 depicts a schematic representation of the state response
and inputs of a one dimensional dynamic system, controlled by a MPC
algorithm. Based on the model of the dynamic system, the future system
behaviour is predicted. The algorithm starts at time step k and is sub-
divided with the sampling interval t ∈ R and executed for a predefined
prediction horizon, which reaches to the final time step k+p. With the
predicted system response and a cost function an optimal input traject-
ory, which is applied within the interval of k and the control horizon t+q,
is derived [281]. Whereas the sample interval as well as the control (q)
and prediction (p) horizon depend on the dynamic characteristics of the
controlled system.
If the system model is sufficiently accurate and no disturbances occur,
the determined input trajectory would optimally transfer the system to the
desired set point. Since disturbances act on every real system and mod-
elling always implies specific assumptions, the implementation of an op-
timal forward control is not possible. Nevertheless, if a forward control is
applied, the deviation between the real system states and the predicted one
would increase over time. To overcome this challenge, the optimisation
problem can be periodically executed. If executed in this manner, only
the first input of the control strategy is applied to the system between two
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Figure 6.2: MPC concept, schematic representation of a first order system
[17]. If the input tractory u is applied over the time steps k to k+p and
no disturbance is considered, the system state xk follows the depicted
characteristic.
consecutive executions. The next calculation cycle starts with sampling
the system state and the disturbances. In this second step, the optimisa-
tion is repeated. Again the process starts from the sampled state, yielding
a new control and new predicted state path. The prediction horizon keeps
being shifted forward and a receding horizon concept followed. Hence,
when the actual disturbance and system states in combination with a peri-
odic execution of the optimisation with a shifted prediction interval is
applied, a stable feedback control structure is realised. This concept is
called receding horizon.
Equation 6.1 summarises the continuous non-linear time variant dy-
namic system, which is defined by the plant controlled by an MPC scheme.
The disturbance is characterised by Equation 6.2. The vector u is the in-
put of the system, the parameter vector θ describes the dependency of the
disturbance on external influences like the environment.
ẋ = f (x(t), u(t), z(t)), x(t0) = x
A (6.1)
ż = g (z(t), θ(t), t), z(t0) = z
A (6.2)
The optimisation problem can be described with Equation 6.3:
J∗(xk, zk, T ) = minuk
[J ({xk}, {uk}, {zk}, p, T )] (6.3)
The task is to determine this input trajectory, which minimises the cost
function J , see Equation 6.4, in the prediction horizon p. The optimal val-
ues of a parameter are indexed with *, the braces mark the trajectory of
the specific parameter, as a set of discrete values at k = 1, 2, ..., k+p. The











Figure 6.3: Illustration of the MPC control structure. In each iteration the
input trajectory u(k) is generated based on the measure states x(k).
cost function typically is a discrete function that contains a term evaluat-
ing the costs of the final value and a sum which represents the transition
cost. The introduction of the control horizon (k+q < k+p) guarantees a
sufficient small calculation time while also the full system dynamics until
the end of the prediction horizon are considered. The concept is depicted









ξ (xk, uk, zk) (6.4)
The implemented approach can be summarised as follows, based on a
disturbance model, see Equation 6.2, the discrete disturbance trajectory zk
is predicted. With this disturbance and an optimal input trajectory u∗k and
the system model, see Equation 6.1, the optimal future system behaviour
x∗k is determined. This process is repeated for each sample, whereas the
current state and disturbance are sampled every time. The optimal input
trajectory u∗k is the result of each optimisation process. Figure 6.3 depicts
a schematic representation of the the MPC’s control loop structure. The
MPC module contains the prediction model, a system model, a module
which includes the cost function and the constraints and a solver. If a
MPC algorithm is implemented in a real system, the timing of the control
approach might be a problem. Freuer state that the periodic cycle time ∆
has to be equal or higher than the time required to solve the optimisation
problem ∆Tcalc. If this criterion is not fulfilled, Freuer and Bertsekas sug-
gest to compensate the calculation delay by shifting the determined input
trajectory time base by one time step ∆T . In that case, the maximum time
to solve the optimisation problem is expanded to 2 ·∆T > ∆T calc.
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6.2. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
The result of the optimisation problem which is described in the previous
section, see Equation 6.3, is an optimal time dependent input trajectory
u∗k. Thus the introduced problem can mathematically be described as a
dynamic program. Dynamic programs optimise a time dependent func-
tion which is characterised by a specific cost functional. In contrast static
programming problems are characterised by a finite number of optimisa-
tion variables, which corresponds to minimising an algebraic cost func-
tion. [283] Freuer name three different types of algorithm which can be
used to solve a dynamic program: indirect approaches, direct methods
and DP.
In an indirect approach, the optimal criterion derived based on the
canonic Hamiltonian equation [271]. The result is a system of differen-
tial equations which are typical numerically solved. An optimal control
approach, that also includes input constraints is Pontryagin’s Minimum
Principle [271]. In direct DP methods the dynamic program is trans-
ferred to a static program and solve based on a standard static optimisation
method. Thus, the input trajectory is transferred to a discrete representa-
tion, that is distributed over several intervals. In general can be said that
not a time dependent function but a vector of parameter has to be determ-
ined. Finally linear quadratic programming can be applied to solve the
non-linear static optimisation which results from the transformation. One
drawback which arises from quadratic programming is that the evaluated
optimisation criterion depend on the cost function’s quadratic term and
not necessarily guarantee a global optimum [18, 271]. Since the presen-
ted predictive EMS approach uses DP, this section focuses on DP as tool
to solve a dynamic program. The fundamental concept of DP based op-
timisation is to subdivide a complex optimisation problem into a set of
simpler problems [284, 285]. If the solutions of these simpler problems
are combined, the solution of the original complex optimisation problem
can be determined. As long as the number of sub problems is sufficiently
large, the solution of the DP algorithm is guaranteed to be the global op-
timal solution [136]. The key drawback is that the computational burden,
which results from solving a conventional DP approach, increases expo-
nentially with the number of state variables [271]. Nevertheless, a bene-
ficial property is that in contrast to the system order, DP’s computational
burden increases only linear with the lengths of the prediction horizon.
Wahl summarise that a deterministic multi-stage decision problems is a
precondition to apply DP. The characterising features of these problems
are:
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• The underlying physical system can be analysed in different dis-
crete steps, otherwise discretisation is required.
• The system and its operation states are always describable by a set
of state variables.
• At each stage different decisions are possible and each decision
results in a transformation of the state variables.
• Decisions have no impact on previous stages.
• The objective of the decision process is either to minimise or to
maximise a function depending on the state variables.
A dynamic systems fulfils the named preconditions and thus can be
considered as a deterministic multi-stage decision problem. The basis
of each decision is the quality measure or function cost. An action that
manipulates the state variables is the result of each decision. In terms
of control, a decision can be considered as equal to the application of a
specific input u. The trajectory that contains all actions is the operation
policy of the dynamic system. The policy that minimises the total opera-
tion cost in the final stage N is, within the set of all possible policies, the
optimal one [284]. Bellman define the Principle of Optimality based on
the property of an optimal policy:
“An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial
state and initial decision are, the remaining decisions must
constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting
from the first decision.” - Richard Bellman
Figure 6.4 graphically illustrates Bellman’s Principle of Optimality.
The optimal policy S∗,0K describes to go from stage 0 to stage K of a
N stage optimisation problem. If one considers any given point xK , the
optimal policy, that minimises the cost function JXN to go from K to N ,
is identical with the initial complete optimal policy. If a remaining policy
S1 induces less costs as the policy S∗, the sum of the remaining policy S1
and the partial optimal policy S0,K would be lower than the costs of the
complete optimal policy S = S∗ + S0,K . This would violate the initial
assumption that the optimal policy S minimises the cost function JXN .
Thus any remaining policy (S1 − S4) must not cause lower cost as the
optimal partial policy S∗. [271, 284, 285] The mathematical expression
of this principle is the Bellman equation, given as Equation 6.5. The cost












Figure 6.4: Graphical representation of Bellmans Principle of Optimality.
If the trajectory S∗ is the optimal one, non of the other S1 to S4 can
connect xk withXN under lower cost than S∗, otherwise S∗ would not be
the optimal one.
to reach the state xk+1 are determined from the cost Ik that results the
from previous transitions to the state xk and the cost-to-go Jk+1 [271].
Jxk = minuk
[Ik (xk, uk) + Jk+1 (xk+1)] (6.5)
The discrete DP approach is characterised by the discretisation of the
state space. The combination with the stage oriented representation res-
ults in a discrete grid which is determined by the state space and the num-
ber of states. Each point in this grid corresponds to a specific system
state at a specific time step. In this case difference equations connect
the discrete nodes of the state space. A central problem of the discrete
DP are the continuous state transitions of the dynamic system that result
in continuous states at the stage k+1. Since these continuous states not
necessarily match the discrete state nodes, an adaptation of the determ-
ined continuous states to the discrete state nodes is required. Often used
methods are either nearest neighbour or interpolation. In contrast to the
state variables, the adaptation of the determined continuous inputs is more
complex. Since an optimal input policy typically contains steps, a stand-
ard interpolation method is not applicable [17]. One solution is to divide
the complete DP in a forward and in a backward oriented part. The first
step of the forward part is to compute the cost-to-go for all valid state grid
nodes based on Bellman’s recursive algorithm Equation 6.5. In a second
step starting with the current node xk, every valid input policy is evalu-
ated with Equation 6.6. The input trajectory with the minimum costs is





kN ) policy can be determined.
u∗k = arg minuk
[Ik (xk, uk) + Jk+1 (gk (xk, uk))] (6.6)
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The backward oriented calculation of the state grid determines most
of all the computational burden. The recursive Equation 6.5 has to be
evaluated for all stages of the control horizon for each node of the state
grid. The difference equations as well as the cost function have to be
determined for all discrete state xk in combination with every discrete in-
put value uk. The interpolation of the optimal cost and the comparison
of these cost against the previously determined costs also have to be ex-
ecuted. The number of grid points per stage are defined by the minimum
and maximum values as well as the discretisation interval. The discret-
isation interval and number of a grid points is defined by a trade-off of

















Equation 6.7 defines the number of state nodes at stage k to be N*kx .
Similarly the number of input nodes N*ku at stage k can be determined,
see Equation 6.8. Based on both numbers and the time required for one
evaluation (τk), the total computational burden of the backward oriented
calculus can be determines based on Equation 6.9.




The execution of the forward calculation starts at the first stage k = 1
and proceeds with a successively evaluation of Equation 6.6. The required
calculation time can be determined similar to the one of the backward
calculus, τfor = τk · Nku. The complete calculation time including the
forward and the backward calculation, is the sum of τ back and τ for. If it
is assumed that the boundaries of the inputs and states are time invariant,
the total required calculation time can be summarised as Equation 6.10. It
can be stated that the system order and the number of input variables have
the strongest impact on the computational burden. Bellman describes this
as “The Course of Dimensionality” [31, 271, 284? ].
ΩDP = N
x ·Nu ·N q (6.10)
Freuer describe a forward oriented DP algorithm that overcomes the
interpolation problem by inverting the dynamic system. Consequently,
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this approach can only be applied to systems which can be explicitly de-
scribed and inverted. Based on the inverted differential equations, the
inputs can be determined related to related state transitions. Thus, con-
tinuous inputs can be considered and the complexity of the problem sig-
nificantly reduced. The optimisation problem can then be described by
the task to find the optimal state transitions between two consecutive
stages. Thus, the optimal control problem is transferred to a shortest-path
problem[18, 282].
In this work a forward oriented predictive DP approach is used to
solve the constrained optimisation problem which arises from the pro-
posed MPC based EMS. The described approach is based on the work
of Freuer and discussed in [18]. The discrete optimisation problem can
be formulated as follows. A time discrete interval of length ∆tk = tk+1 -
tk, that corresponds to the time interval between two consecutive stages is
assumed. Within this interval constant inputs are assumed. The discrete
system description is given as Equation 6.11
xk+1 = Fx (∆tk, xk, uk) (6.11)
The transfer function F x describes the transition from xk to xk+1
caused by the input uk, typically given as differential equation. For the
presented approach it is assumed that an inverse function Fu of Fx exists.
The inverse function 6.12 can be used to determine the input uk respons-
ible for the transition from xk to xk+1 in the interval ∆tk.
uk = Fu (∆tk, xk, xk+1) (6.12)
As described in Equation 6.7 and 6.8, it is assumed that the time dis-
crete input constraints depends only on the time discrete state xk and not
also on the following state xk+1. The discrete optimisation problem can
be summarised in equations 6.13 - 6.17, the original continuous interval t
∈ [0, Topt] is subdivided in nk discrete intervals.
min
xk,k=0,1,...,K
JK = IK + if,K (6.13)




if,K (xk, xk+1) (6.15)
xk ∈ [xmin,k, xmax,k] (6.16)
uk ∈ [umin,k(xk), umax,k(xk)] (6.17)
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Figure 6.5: (a) Schematic representation of a one dimensional discrete
state grid [18]. (b) Subproblem optimal path to x12.
The solution of the optimisation problem 6.13 - 6.17 are the optimal
discrete state trajectory 6.18 and the corresponding optimal input traject-
ory 6.19:










With the objective to solve the optimisation problem, the system states
are transferred to a discrete grid with discrete state nodes at every stage.
The result is a discrete state space and the optimisation problem can be
described as a shortest path problem within this discrete space space. A
one dimensional representation of a discrete state space is depicted in
Figure 6.5 a). The stage is represented by the subscribed index k with
the maximum control horizon k ∈ [0,K], the discrete state node at each
state is represented by the superscribed index j ∈ [0,M ]. Whereas the
maximum number of nodes M can vary over all stages.
Figure 6.5 b) schematically depicts a DP sub-problem that arises when
a forward oriented recursive algorithm is applied. In this example, the
search for the optimal path, respectively the optimal state transition, to
go from stage k = 1 to the node x12 at stage k = 2 is depicted. The op-
timal transition is characterised by minimum costs. To determine those,
the solutions of the previous stages can be recursively used to minimise
the computational burden. Doing so, the complexity of the optimisation
problem can be reduced. Equation 6.20 exemplary describes the cost to
go to x12. These costs are defined by the minimum of the partial solutions
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In the depicted example, the optimal costs J12 to go to x
1
2 are determined
by the minimum in stage k = 1 and the related transition costs. The im-
plemented algorithm starts with the initialisation of the cost at node x12
with J12=∞. In a next step, the node index at the previous stage j1 is
varied within the limits of j1,min = 0 and j1,max = 2 and the corresponding
transition cost of that specific predecessor determined. After all suitable
predecessors costs are evaluated, the minimum of the estimated solutions
is selected. In this example the optimal predecessor is node x01. Based
on Equation 6.12 the related optimal input u∗01 can be estimated. Con-
sequently, the optimal costs at x12 are determined based on Equation 6.20









3. In order to execute the backward oriented calculation the optimal pre-
decessor and the related input for the current node and the predecessor are
stored in two matrices. The cost to go J∗12 are also stored in a cost matrix.
If no valid predecessors or transition exists the initial matrix values (∞)
are stored. Equation 6.21 formulated the cost function in a general form.










0 , k + 1 < N
φjkN , k + 1 = N
(6.21)
The discrete subproblem solved for all nodes in the state grid can be























The estimation of the optimal state and input trajectories starts at the
last stage and proceeds backward in time over all stages. The first step is
to determine the optimal state node at the end of the control horizon xjKK .
The optimal node index at the final stage is the determined by the minim-
isation problem described in Equation 6.26. The determined costs are the
solution of the problem defined by the equations 6.13 - 6.17. The node in-
dex *j is the optimal state node at the end of the control horizon. Finally,
the optimal trajectories of the state and input trajectories are determine
based on the matrices that include the optimal states, costs and inputs de-
rived in the forward calculation. The process starts with the optimal final
node *j at stage K.






If the extremal inputs u+k = uk,max and u
−
k = uk,min are determined,
borders of the reachable state space (u−k , u
+
k ) can be defined. Thus, these
borders were reached if the minimum or maximum input trajectory is ap-
plied. Starting with the current state the minimum and maximum state
trajectory result from Equation 6.27 and 6.28. Figure 6.6 clarifies the



















Vice versa, a reverse application is also possible and discussed by
Back. If a predefined target quantity exists, there is a limited state space
with valid state transition capable to reach the target quantity. Thus a
target-aimed state space can be defined within the state boundaries that
is characterised by the ability to reach the target quantity. This target-
aimed state quantity can be determined based on the boundaries of the
target quantity and a backward calculation for which extremal inputs are
assumed. The combination of the target-aimed and the reachable state
space forms the reduced state space. This reduced state space is defined
by the initial state, the target quantity and the extremal inputs. When
a constant discritisation interval is assumed, the essential benefit if only
the reduced state space is considered is the significantly reduced number
of discrete state nodes that needed to be evaluated. Thus based on the
determination of the reduced state space, the computational burden of the
DP approach can significantly be reduced. [17]
6.3. CONTROL ORIENTED PROCESS MODEL
In the previous section, a forward oriented DP approach which is presen-
ted by Freuer was discussed. A key feature of this approach is to solve
the dynamic optimisation problem in a forward oriented calculation pro-
cess. This is possible for systems which can be described with an inverse
system equation. Thus, a central part of the DP used to implement the
MPC based predictive optimal EMS, is the derivation of a set of inverse
system equations suitable to determine the FC and the BAT current based
on differences in the SC voltage and the BAT SoC. For the implement-
ation of the virtual test bench a complete system model was discussed,










Figure 6.6: Schematic representation of the reachable state space concept
for a first order system. Only points within the borders defined by Xk-














Figure 6.7: Schematic representation of the equivalent circuit used to de-
rive a control oriented system model.
see Section 3.3. Since this system description would result in a highly
non linear set of inverse state equations, a simplified approach based on
an equivalent circuit, presented in [148], was used. Figure 6.7 depicts a
schematic representation of this equivalent circuit.
The underlying assumption used to simplify the modelling process
is to neglect the dynamics of the DC-DC converter. In this approach, a
converter is represented by a controlled current source and an ideal trans-
former. The transformer realises the voltage input to output ratio and the
current source supplies a current related to the input power divided by
the output voltage. A similar simplification was also used by [148] and
[286]. Amin et al. state that this assumption is valid as long as the transfer
ratio is unchanged and the current reference is sufficiently smooth. Since
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the applied approach is a superior control structure and all components
are controlled by dedicated controller, this assumption can be considered
as valid. The discussed system can be described by two state variables,
which are the SC voltage and the SoC of the BAT. The vehicle’s velo-
city, respectively the related power demand of the electric drive, can be
considered as the disturbance variable. For simplification an infinite hy-
drogen storage capacity is assumed. Therefore, the SC and BAT are the
only relevant energy storages that determine the system dynamics. Thus
two equations that describe the BAT and the SC current, based on the SoC
and voltage deviation between two consecutive steps are required. While
the focus of the simulation model discussed in Section 3.3 is to derive
a virtual test bench capable to simulate the long-term system behaviour,
the requirements of the inverse system description are different. Since
the inverse system equations have to be solved numerous times at each
state node, at each stage of the optimisation process the most important
requirement is that the calculation has to be capable to be executed very
fast.
The inverse equation that describes the BAT current based on the de-
viation of the SoC is comparable simple.The SoC is equal to the relative
amount of charge stored in BAT. Thus, the current related to the nominal
charge of the BAT is equal to the SoC derivative in the sample interval.
Equation 6.29 summarises the discrete inverse description of the BAT.
IBAT(k − 1) =
SoC(k)− SoC(k − 1)
∆t
·QBat,nom (6.29)
The inverse equation of the SC can be derived based on the SC current
equilibrium. From Figure 6.7 can be derived that the SC current is equal
to the output currents of the FC’s and BAT’s DC-DC converter minus
the current drawn by the motor inverter. Equation 6.30 summarises the






Since the DC-DC converter dynamics are not considered and they are
modelled based on an ideal transformer, the output current of the BAT and
of the FC can determined based on the ratio of the specific source voltage
and the voltage of the SC. The DC-DC converter efficiency is assumed to
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Figure 6.8: a) Results of a simulated FC current sweep, compared for
the non-linear model and the linearised approach. b) Simulation results
of a current sweep from the maximum charge to the maximum discharge
current for eight different SoC values between 90 % and 20 %.
be constant and expressed with a factor.
I
′










To determine the source voltage is a more difficult task. In accordance
to Section 3.3.3, the voltage of the BAT depends non-linear on the SoC.
The FC model discussed in Section 3.3.2 also shows that the FC model is
not only characterised by the linear ohmic losses but also by the non-linear
exponential activation losses. In summary can be stated that the BAT as
well as the FC output voltages are determined by non-linear equations.
In order to reduce the require calculation time, a simpler linear inverse
model is derived.
As long as solely ohmic losses are assumed, the FC voltage can be
expressed by a linear equation, see Equation 6.33. Nevertheless, if only
the original ohmic losses are assumed, the results for low to medium cur-
rents deviate significantly, while the results at high current are accurate.
In order to minimise the error over the complete operation range, a linear
regression is used to minimises the mean voltage error. The derived equi-
valent source voltage is 740 V and the equivalent ohmic resistance with
1.2 Ω. Figure 6.8 a) depicts the results of a FC current sweep. The sim-
ulation results for both, the complete non-linear model and the linearised
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of the BAT voltage, simulated related to the SoC
offset and a linearised SoC offset.
approach are compared. It can be seen that over the complete operation
range an equally distributed error occurs.
UFC(k) = IFC(k) · rFC + UFC,Source (6.33)
Figure 6.8 b) depicts the simulation results of the BAT model, here a
current sweep from the maximum charge to the maximum discharge cur-
rent for eight different SoC values between 90 % and 20 % was outlined.
The simulation results show that the voltage is proportional to the SoC.
In contrast it can be seen that the voltage gradient does not change with
the SoC. So, in order to form a linear BAT model, a two stage linearisa-
tion was applied. While the voltage gradient can be determined from an
arbitrary SoC, the SoC dependency of the offset needed to be linearised.
Figure 6.9 depicts the offset related to BAT SoC as well as the linear-
ised offset. Equation 6.34 summarises the linear mathematical expression
used to determine the BAT output voltage based on the BAT current and
the SoC. The parameters were determined based on a linear interpolation
of the SoC and current depended voltage, mBat is the voltage gradient,
mSoC and bSoC describe the SoC related offset.
UBAT(k) = IBAT(k) ·mBAT + SoC(k) ·mSoC + bSoC (6.34)
Finally with the linear expressions, Equations 6.33 and 6.34, a math-
ematical term capable to determine the SC voltage solely related to the
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Since the BAT current can be determined only based on the deviation
of the SoC, the required inverse equation to determine the first input is
6.29. The deviation of the SC voltage in combination with a predefined
BAT current and the motor current IM determines the FC current. When
the quadratic Equation 6.35 is solved with regards to the FC current an
inverse system description capable to calculate the second input was de-
rived. Equation 6.36 depicts the described inverse state equation used to








− (I2BAT ·mBAT · ηDC
+ IBAT · ηDC · (SoC ·mSoC + bSoC)− PM − (USC(k)






With Equations 6.36 and 6.29 two inverse state equations, which de-
scribe the two inputs with regards to a change of the state variable were
derived. The BAT current solely depend on the change of the SoC. In
contrast the FC current depends on the motor current, the change of the
SC voltage, and the BAT current.
6.4. DISTURBANCE MODEL
In the last section the inverse system model was discussed. The presented
state equation conclusively prove the impact of the driver and the vehicle’s
physical properties which both determine the power demand of the elec-
tric drive. Back state that the prediction of the specific characteristics of
a driver as well as the driving variation due to the behaviour of other road
users is quite difficult. Nevertheless, distinct legal rules and long-term
driver characteristics in combination with sufficient future traffic and road
data allow to predict the vehicle velocity adequately in order to estimate
the future power demand. The driving characteristics or the acceleration
are not only related to the driver’s preference but severe road conditions
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due to bad weather, the road condition or corners and bends also have a
significant impact [17]. The prediction of the power demand is an essen-
tial requirement in order to determine the optimal FC and BAT current
trajectory. The disturbance model derived in this work includes the lon-
gitudinal dynamics of the vehicle characterised by the driver, the weather
and the road as well as the vehicle and the driving trip characteristics.
The overall objective is to derive a power demand prediction based on on-
board information. The first part will discuss technical options to predict
the vehicle’s velocity, subsequently followed by the second part which
concentrates on the prediction of the electric drive’s power demand.
Today navigational systems are standard features of all medium-sized
vehicles. Thus, it can be considered that in all cases a FHEV will contain
a navigational system. Back give a brief description of how the vehicle
position is adapted to a virtual map based on the internal GPS sensor. A
key aspect is the limitation of the vehicle positions to be at defined roads.
Based on this assumption, map matching algorithms are typical used to fit
the vehicle position to the road system data and estimate the future road
section. In order to support the vehicle localisation algorithm data from
the internal velocity and the yaw rate sensor are also used. Digital maps
help the navigational systems to identify an optimal path to reach a given
target. Therefore, roads and road characteristics are described in the Geo-
graphic Data Files standard [287]. Freuer emphasise the importance of di-
gital maps to provide predictive trip data. Today digital maps can be used
to support the automotive environmental sensors and extend the near-field
environment model beyond the standard range of 100 m. This concept is
typically called an electronic horizon [287, 288]. An electronic horizon
contains information with regards to the road bending, legal speed limits,
locations of crossings, signalling installations and pedestrian crossings
and specific priority rules. In automotive applications, a standard com-
mercial available system that provide predictive road informations is the
Advanced Driver Assistance System Research Platform [289].
Today, the prediction of future road characteristics can be realised
based on a navigation system or it can be estimated with a “Most Probable
Path” algorithm [290]. Techniques which do not use digital road maps are
also discussed, especially self-learning approaches can be considered as
promising alternatives. In these approaches vehicle on-board sensor data
is used to extract road parameter. Over time, a road information system is
successively created [291, 292]. The same technique can also be applied
in a swarm approach, here all road users cooperatively contribute to the
derivation of a road information system [293, 294].
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Table 6.1: Characteristic features of RADAR, LIDAR and camera sensor
systems [18, 26].
Criterion RADAR LIDAR Camera
Position + + -
Velocity + - -
Velocity + - -
Object Detection + + +
Object Recognition +/- + +
Lane Detection - +/- +
Traffic Sign Detection - - +
Weather + + -
Light + + -
Not only a digital map can be used to create an electronic horizon,
especially in close range environment on-board sensors perform better.
Freuer evaluate three close-range environment sensor technologies typic-
ally applied in automotive applications. The evaluated sensors concepts
are radio detecting and ranging (RADAR), light detecting and ranging
(LIDAR) and a camera. Based on the specific fundamental operating prin-
ciple individual benefits and limitations are discussed, the results of the
comparative evaluation are summarised in Table 6.1. RADAR sensors
use high frequent electro-magnetic waves and evaluate the reflected re-
sponse in order to detect objects. Due to the used electro-magnetic waves
RADAR sensors are robust against changing light or weather conditions,
but suffer from lower resolution. A camera records its environment based
on the photoelectric effect. In combination with sophisticated image pro-
cessing software, objects like other road users or traffic signs can be detec-
ted and identified. Since an optical measurement is applied, cameras are
vulnerable against non optimal light and weather conditions. Neverthe-
less, under suitable condition a complete picture of the driving environ-
ment can be extracted [295]. The operation principle of LIDAR sensor is
similar to the one of a RADAR sensor, but instead of continuous electro-
magnetic waves, pulsed laser beams are used to determined the distance
to recognised objects. LIDAR sensors combine the beneficial feature of
RADAR and camera sensors. They are robust against changing light or
weather and have a high accuracy and resolution. Drawbacks are the high
required volumetric space and the high cost.
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In Chapter 3.3 a driver was already technically described as a classic
controller. In the virtual test bench a PI controller was tuned in order to
realise a predefined maximum acceleration in order to follow a specific
velocity profile. In contrast, the electronic horizon based prediction mod-
ule has to be capable to forecast the vehicle velocity reference trajectory.
Different environmental and legal conditions and constraints as well as
the driver preference define this velocity reference. The major factors
are the legal speed limit, the maximum velocity in bends, the driving
environment specific maximum speed and the weather condition related
maximum velocity. Back give a comprised list of effects that determine
the reference velocity and derive a set of equations which capable to de-
termine the reference velocity. The legal speed limits (v§) are part of the
road characteristics and are provided by the electronic horizon. The max-
imum lateral acceleration determines the maximum velocity when driving
through bends and corners. The maximum lateral acceleration depends on
the driver’s preference as well as on safety requirements. Equation 6.37
defines the maximum velocity (vb) related to the sharpness of the bend






The environment also has an impact on the reference velocity. Bad weather
or landscape related reduction of the maximum sight distance cause the
driver to adapt the velocity to these conditions. If it is assumed that the
driver follows legal regulations, the reference velocity is limited so that a
full braking is possible within the sight distance. The sight distance re-
lated to obstacles or hill tops can be derived from the electronic horizon.
The maximum velocity (vSD) at which a full breaking in the sight dis-
tance (sSD) is possible, can be determined based on the driver’s reaction
time (treact) and the maximum deceleration of the vehicle (amin).
vSD = −amin · treact
√
a2min · t2react + 2 · amin · sSD (6.38)
The limiting influence of the weather, especially the combination of
low temperature and rain, induce a significant reduction of the reference
velocity. This influence can be determined based on on-board sensors. In
commercially available vehicles different sensors are suitable to determ-
ine the rain and temperature conditions. Rain-sensing wipers are con-
trolled by a rain sensor, typically an on-board thermometer is available,
automated dimmed headlights contain light sensor or the air condition-
ing system a solar sensor. In [17] an approach to derive a driver specific














Figure 6.10: Principle concept of reference velocity step and the response
of the driver reference velocity.
factor in combination with a fused weather index, a weather condition re-
lated reduction factor to adapt the maximum reference velocity vSD was
presented.
The maximum velocity reference results from the minimum of the
above introduced velocity constraints. Since only location and velocity
data of the test scenarios are available, not all of the introduced effects
were considered. Instead a reference velocity trajectory based on legal
speed limits as well as bends and crossing related velocity profile is de-
termined. Legal speed limits as well as stops related to crossings induce
steps in the velocity reference. Since a constraint vehicle acceleration as
well as its inertia limit the rate of velocity changes, a modelling of the
acceleration and deceleration processes, respectively of the driver charac-
teristic, is required.
If it is assumed that the driver follows a specific reference velocity
trajectory, a prediction of the actual vehicle velocity can be realised. Nev-
ertheless a specific driver may not exactly follow the reference. For ex-
ample, the absolute velocity may be higher or lower than the reference
trajectory or the time required to react to a reference step may vary. Both
driver and vehicle properties define the maximum acceleration. Figure
6.10 exemplary depicts a step of the reference velocity and the corres-
ponding response of the driver reference. The negative delay time (td)
points out that the driver starts accelerating prior to a reference velocity.
The offset ∆vref indicates that the example driver exceeds the reference
velocity, thus the velocity is typically higher than legal or safety require-
ments demand. In related literature, different approaches to classify and
identify driver behaviour are discussed. Murphey et al. introduce a jerk
profile and classify driver characteristics based on the measure of how
fast a driver is accelerating and decelerating. In [297] drivers are classi-
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of a recorded DC and the resulting predicted
reference and driver velocity.
fied on the basis of fuel consumption, a Fuel Consumption Index (FCI) is
introduced and used to compare driver’s performance.
In order to predict the trajectory of a vehicle velocity, piecewise con-
stant accelerating and decelerating factors (amax, amin) are assumed. Equa-
tion 6.39 summarises the implemented case differentiation. The accelera-
tion is varied between the discrete factors: amax, zero and amin. Whereas ε
defines the allowable deviation between the vehicle velocity and the ref-
erence trajectory. The maximum delay time τ v is equal to the time span
required to reduce the vehicle velocity with the maximum decelerating
factor amin after a negative reference velocity step occurs. Thus, in order
to guarantee to follow a specific velocity trajectory it is required to find
the next negative step and the related maximum time delay τ v.
a(t) =

amax v(t) < vref − ε
0 |v(t)− vref | ≤ ε
amax v(t) > vref(t+ τv)
(6.39)
Because the recorded test cases contains only the vehicle velocity and
the road inclination, a method to derive the legal speed limits was de-
veloped. The recorded DC is analysed and the actual velocity assigned to
a discrete velocity class. In accordance to standard German speed limits
these classes are 30 km h−1, 50 km h−1, 70 km h−1 and 100 km h−1. In
order to also consider stops and not limited motorways, two additional
classes, stop and 130 km h−1, are formed. Even while German motor-
ways do not have a standard speed limit, the advisory speed is equal to
130 km h−1. The transitions between two different consecutive reference
speeds are estimated based on the acceleration determined with Equation




















Figure 6.12: Efficiency characteristics of asynchronous motors. (a) Effi-
ciency characteristic related to the torque demand. (b) Ratio of reference
efficiency related to the power reference. [19].
6.39. Figure 6.13 depicts an exemplary DC and the corresponding pre-
dicted velocity trajectory.
With the determined future vehicle velocity and road gradient it is
possible to predict the power demand of the electric drive. Section 3.3.1
discusses a vehicle model used in the virtual test bench. In that model
the longitudinal vehicle dynamics, the electric drive and the tire were
modelled with predefined blocks from the MATLAB® Simulink® and
Simscape® technical computing and simulation environment. Neverthe-
less, since the implementation in a MPC algorithm requires a fast calcu-
lation time, a simplified model was derived.
Similar to the model discussed in Section 3.3.1, the forces equilibrium
is used to derive an equation to determine the torque that acts on the drive
shaft. Equation 6.40 determines the torque required from the motor to
accelerate the vehicle and to overcome the restive torque which result
from the equilibrium of forces. The friction force FR, the aerodynamic
force Fa, the downhill force FG as well as the inertia have to be overcome
in order to propulse the vehicle with the acceleration a.




The estimation of the losses of an electric drive depends on the type
of motor which shall be assessed. Since an asynchronous motor is as-
sumed, the losses are characterised by the hysteresis losses of the stator
and the rotor as well as the mechanical friction losses [19]. Key feature
of the efficiency characteristics of an asynchronous motor is the positive
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Figure 6.13: (a) Predicted Velocity Trajectory (b) Predicted Power De-
mand
correlation between reference power and efficiency as well as the load in-
dependent share of the magnetising current. In summary, the efficiency
of an asynchronous motor is sensitive against low load condition. Figure
6.12 (a) depicts the ratio of the efficiency to the reference related to the
ratio of torque to reference torque. In total, two different characteristics
for two different machines with different reference power values are de-
picted. Figure 6.12 (b) illustrates the reference efficiency related to the
reference power. While a significant efficiency reduction for low torques
is obvious, also the decreasing dependency of the efficiency with increas-
ing motor reference power can be recognised. In general can be stated
that the efficiency reference correlates positive to the power reference.
Both figures indicate that an electric drive with an automotive suitable
reference power (Toyota Mirai 115 kW) in general has a high reference
efficiency and shows a strong efficiency dependency only at low power
conditions, under 20 % of the reference torque. Because an electric motor
with comparable high reference power was not available to empirically
determine the efficiency characteristic, a constant efficiency of 90 % was
assumed.
Based on a constant motor efficiency and the equilibrium of forces,
see Equation 6.40, the power demand of the vehicle can be predicted.
Therefore, the predicted driver related velocity is used as a reference, the
torque demanded to follow this velocity profile is determined with Equa-
tion 6.40, the shaft rotation derived from the requested vehicle speed, fi-
nally the power demand is estimated based on a constant motor efficiency.
Figure 6.13 (a) exemplary depicts the predicted power demand required
to follow the velocity reference shown in Figure 6.13 (a).
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6.5. SINGLE STAGE MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
In this section the development of a predictive optimal EMS based on
the concepts MPC and DP is discussed. The derived EMS is capable
to control the constraint non-linear dynamic system formed by a FHEV.
The EMS is designed in order to minimise the hydrogen consumption as
well as the degradation of the FC and of the BAT. In the beginning the
EMS concept and the developed cost function are going to be discussed.
Followed by the derivation of a two dimensional reduced state space, sub-
sequently followed by an introduction of the software implementation. In
accordance to Section 6.3 the plant controlled by the EMS can be sum-
marised by the discrete state Equation 6.41. In the depicted equations,
the index k represents the stage, respectively the discrete time step the
optimisation is executed at. The state values in the subsequent state k+1
are derived based on the state equations FSoC and FVSC , which are related
to the inputs IFC and IBAT and the disturbance PM, that corresponds to the
power demand of the electric drive. The inputs as well as the states are





























The concept of the presented predictive EMS approach is a MPC
which is solved based on DP. A MPC controller and the receding horizon
concept was discussed in Section 6.1. DP as a tool to solve a constraint
dynamic optimisation problem was introduced in Section 6.2. Figure 6.18
depicts a schematic representation of the implemented MPC based pre-
dictive EMS. In each time step the SoC and the SC voltage as well as the
vehicle velocity is measured and applied to the prediction module. The
disturbance is predicted based on the current vehicle speed and the pre-
dictive information of the electronic horizon. This information contain the
future vehicle velocity, the acceleration and the road inclination. Based
on the measured SoC and SC voltage and the predicted disturbance, the
extremal trajectories of the states and inputs are determined. With the
predicted load demand and the extremal states, the constraint dynamic
optimisation problem can be solved.
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MPC:




















Figure 6.14: Schematic representation of the predictive EMS scheme con-
taining the MPC controller and the states and disturbance prediction.
An essential aspect of the discussed MPC algorithm is the applied
cost function. Different objectives have to be followed, the hydrogen
consumption has to be minimised, the degradation of the BAT and the
FC reduced and the SC voltage and the SoC controlled in a way that those
are within the operation boundaries. While the costs which are used to
account for the consumed hydrogen can be comparably easy estimated,
the costs which are used to evaluate the impact of operation conditions
that induce degradation of the FC and of the BAT as well as the costs
related to the deviation of the SC voltage are more challenging. The hy-
drogen costs can be determined based on the FC current and a cost factor
CH2. The costs related to the deviation of the SoC and the SC voltage
can be evaluated based on two cost factors. The costs which account for
the degradation of the BAT can be expressed by the reduction of the SoH.
In accordance to Section 2.2.1, the FC degradation is primary caused by
high and low load condition. Thus, these costs are related to high and low
load condition and can be determined with two factors (CLP, CLP). These
two factors are switched between predefined values and zero with regards
to the FC current. Equation 6.44 summarises the developed cost function
that is used in the predictive EMS approach. Since a combination of state
and input related cost is implemented, a parallel optimisation of the state
transition and of the energy consumption was realised.
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Ctotal =|∆SoC| · CSoC + |∆VSC| · CSC + ∆SoH · CBAT
+ IFC · (CH2 + CHP + CLP)
(6.44)
Because the cost for hydrogen and the components are determined by
commercial market prices, all other cost factors are estimated related to
these fixed costs. In Germany the specific hydrogen cost are set by the H2
Mobility consortium to be 10.70 $/kg. This consortium is formed by dif-
ferent market-relevant companies. With Equation 3.7, see Section 3.3.2
in Chapter 3.3, the cost related to a specific hydrogen consumption can be
estimated with regards to a specific FC. The cost that are caused by a de-
viation of the BAT SoC can be estimated in analogy to the ECMS scheme
discussed in Section 5.5 of the previous chapter. The concept is to assume
that every SoC difference has to be balanced by the FC. Thus, when the
efficiencies of the two DC-DC converter and a FC energy equivalent re-
lated to a specific SoC reduction are considered, the required deviation
cost factor can be determined. The factors which account for the com-
ponent degradation are determined based on the commercial costs of a FC
and a BAT. In Section 2.1.3 and 2.1.1 the costs for a commercial avail-
able BAT and FC are introduced. With the specific power and specific
energy related costs a realistic estimation of the costs for a 100 kW FC
and a 4 kWh BAT is possible. Since a SoH reduction is directly related
to the BAT’s cycle life, the factor CBAT is equal to the BAT system cost.
The derivation of the SoH based on the operation condition is described
in Appendix D. The applied SoH model was derived based on [298] and
[27]. The FC degradation cost can be determined based on a lifetime pre-
diction and the FC system cost. Chen et al. present a method to predict
the commercial lifetime of a FC. The lifetime can be estimated based on
the different voltage degradation factors and the minimum FC voltage. In
[24] these degradation factors are empirically determined for the different
degradation effects that act on a 10 kW FC. Based on the presented life-
time prediction model and the commercial FC system cost, two factors
(CHP, CLP) which are used to evaluate the cost induced by high and low
load condition are derived.
The characteristics of the FHEV energy system, respectively the be-
haviour of the state variables is defined by the inputs. Due to technical
limitations, both inputs are constrained by minimal and maximal currents.
A current beyond these extremal parameters would cause either damage
the component irreversible or is physical impossible. The minimal FC
current is zero, the maximum current of the selected FC is 280 A. Since
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Figure 6.15: (a) Exemplary trajectory of the reduced state space BAT
SoC. (b) Exemplary trajectory of the reduced state space SC voltage.
the BAT can be charged and discharged, the maximum current is defined
by the maximum discharge current and the minimal current is equal to the
maximal charge current. The state variable itself is also constrained. The
BAT’s depth of discharge has a significant impact on the BAT life span.
The maximum SoC is limited by the fact that in all cases a recuperation
reserve is required. The SC voltage is constrained by the voltage demand
of the motor inverter. For the assumed system, an operation limit of +/-
25 % is defined.
So far only absolute boundaries were discussed. In order to reduce
degradation, inputs transients are also limited. Since current transients
significantly reduce the FC health, the maximum allowable FC current
transient is set to be equal to 20 % of the reference current per second.
Because the BAT is more robust, a maximum current derivative of 40 %
of the BAT reference current per second is assumed.
In Section 6.2 the concepts target-aimed, reachable and reduced state
space are introduced, since no specific final SoC or SC voltage is required
the reachable state space is equal to the reduced state space. The max-
imum input derivatives in combination with the initial states and inputs
can be used to determine extremal trajectories. These are characterised
by the stage related minimum and maximum SoC and SC voltage as well
as the minimum and maximum BAT and FC current. The extremal tra-
jectories define distinct maximum and minimum states and inputs for all
stages. Thus, discritisation and evaluation of state nodes is only required
within the extremal trajectory.
The reduced state space is estimated based on an iterative process,


















Figure 6.16: Schematic representation of the two dimensional state grid.
which is successively executed for all stages until the end of the prediction
horizon. In the first step the maximum and minimum inputs and states
are determined. The maximum SoC at a specific state results from the
maximum SoC of the previous stage and the maximum BAT current. The
determination of the SC voltage based on the FC, the BAT current and
the motor power demand was discussed in Section 6.3. Consequently,
the minimum SC voltage can be determined with the minimum voltage
and the minimum BAT and FC current and the motor power demand.
Vice versa the maximum SC voltage based on the maximum BAT and
FC current. Figure 6.15 depicts a reduced state and input space for an
arbitrary DC. It can be seen that the extremal SoC, see Figure 6.42 (a), is
a linear trajectory that starts at the initial SoC and ends at the maximum
and minimum SoC. The gradient is defined by the maximum charge and
discharge current.
In Section 6.2, DP was introduced as method to solve a constrained
dynamic optimisation problem based on a forward recursion. In contrast
to the discussed first order system, the solution of a second order system is
more resources intensive and requires significantly more processing time.
Equation 6.10 gives a simplified estimation of the computational burden.
Due to the exponential characteristic, it can be seen that the system order
is a crucial factor. The central problem is that with increasing system or-
der, the number of discrete nodes at each stage rises exponentially. Since
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the targeted second order system is characterised by two inputs as well as
two states the problem is aggravated. Figure 6.18 depicts two exemplary
stages of a two dimensional state node grid. At each stage the stage de-
pendent state boundaries, SoCmin, SoCmax and VSC,min and VSC,max limit
the state space. Nevertheless, the discrete state grid consists of n · m dis-
crete nodes, m is the number of discrete SoC nodes and n the number of
discrete SC voltage nodes.
The forward oriented DP approach was briefly discussed in Section
6.2. The implemented predictive EMS follows this scheme. In analogy to
Figure 6.5 (b), for all stages and for all discrete nodes at each stage, the
optimal predecessors and cost to go have to be determined, stored and the
corresponding inputs for the previous stage estimated. In contrast to the
discussed solution for a one dimensional state space, interdependencies
between the two state variables and the inputs may complicate the struc-
tured evaluation of all valid predecessor. Nevertheless, since the SoC is
independent from the SC voltage, a separated evaluation is possible. In
all stages, two nested iterative processes are executed. The superordinated
process estimates the cost of a specific SoC transition, the subordinated
evaluates all SC voltage transition related to the given SoC transition. In
order to limit the evaluation of state transitions, only valid predecessors
of a specific discrete state have to be determined. A predecessor is valid
if the transition from a specific state in stage k-1 to a given state in stage
k can be reached without violating input constraints. Thus, the maximum
and minimum inputs define the maximum and minimum predecessor. The
concept of valid predecessors is depicted in Figure 6.18, for an arbitrary
node at stage k, marked by the red circle, an arbitrary chosen quantity of
valid predecessors at stage k-1 is marked by the red rectangle. So only
transitions from this quantity of valid predecessors and not for all nodes
at stage k-1, have to be evaluated.
The nested iterative evaluation of the state transitions and cost to go
for the specific discrete state nodes at stage k starts with the determination
of all valid SoC predecessors. The maximum and minimum SoC at stage
k-1 depends on the maximum and minimum BAT current and the SoC at
the subsequent stage k. With the SoC at stage k-1 and the inverse state
equation, which are introduced in Section 6.3, the BAT current that trig-
gers the transition from SoC(k-1) to SoC(k) can be determined. In a next
step all valid SC voltage predecessors for a given SoC and a given BAT
current are determined. The node dependent maximum and minimum SC
voltage can be estimated with the BAT current, the load demand and the
maximum and minimum FC current. Finally, all valid SC voltages are
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successively varied and the related FC current determined. For all prede-
cessor nodes these are characterised by the specific states SoC(k-1) and
VSC(k-1) and the corresponding inputs IBAT(k-1) and IFC(k-1), the cost
to go to the discrete node at stage k are determined. Here the beneficial
recursive character of the DP approach is utilised. Since the costs re-
lated to all nodes in all previous stages are already determined and stored
in previous iterations, a recursive determination of the cost to go to the
current node can be implemented. Equation 6.45 illustrates the recursive
approach to determine the cost to go to the node n - m at stage k based
on the cost of the predecessor n1 - m1 at stage k-1 and the corresponding
transition cost defined by the related states and inputs.
J(k, n,m) = J(k − 1, n1,m1)+
Ctotal(SoC(k), VSC(k), IBAT(k), IFC(k))
(6.45)
After all valid predecessors are evaluated, the minimum of all cost to
go values is estimated. This minimum corresponds to the optimal cost to
go and thus defined the optimal predecessor. In order to enable the recurs-
ive cost determination and to be able to reconstruct the optimal path, the
predecessor and the related inputs are stored. The results of the forward
iteration are matrices which contain the cost to go for each state node in
all stages as well as the related inputs that trigger the transition from the
optimal predecessor to the current node. In accordance to Section 6.2,
the estimation of the optimal path can be realised in a backward oriented
approach. This approach follows the minimum cost to go backwards and
starts at the final stage. The node with the minimum cost to go defines
the start at the final stage. After the optimal final node is identified, the
optimal path is defined by the optimal predecessors.
A brief discussion with regards to criteria to determine the sampling
interval is given in [17]. The central requirement for an real time applic-
ation is the computational time. In contrast, when all given constraints
shall be considered, the sampling interval has to be as large as possible.
Back suggest to choose the maximum sampling interval, which still guar-
antees that all central system characteristics are time invariant. While
standard procedures which are applied to linear system typically define
a fixed ratio of sampling interval to system’s Eigenvalues [299], compar-
able methods capable to handle non-linear systems do not exist [17]. For
the implemented EMS a fixed sampling interval of 1 s is assumed. To
define the maximum prediction horizon also has a significant impact on
the required calculation time. Since an optimal control is the objective of
the developed EMS, the optimality of the solution is the key criterion. In
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general can be stated that an infinite prediction horizon would generate
the best results. Therefore a maximum prediction horizon, which still en-
ables a reasonable processing time should be chosen. Nevertheless, espe-
cially the uncertainty in the prediction of the disturbance impend a global
optimal solution. The prediction of the road gradients depend on the con-
figuration of the navigational system and the solution of the used map
and thus the uncertainty of the road gradient can be considered as time
invariant. In contrast, the quality of the prediction of the vehicle’s velo-
city decreases over time. While in close range environment, the impact of
other vehicles can be estimated, the prediction of future traffic situations
is challenging. An increasing number of reference velocity steps causes
a high uncertainty. With each step the real velocity vary stronger. Due to
the cumulative characteristic of this error, the difference between actual
velocity and reference increase over time. Back state that a reasonable
prediction horizon is below one minute, Freuer realise a predictive cruise
control based on a MPC with a prediction horizon of 60 s.
In Section 6.2 the reduced discrete state space was introduced. A
drawback for the estimation of the number of discrete nodes is the fact
that the state boundaries depend on the stage, respectively on the maximal
inputs and the disturbance. Thus a high resolution can be realised either in
an early stage or in later stages. If a fixed number of grid nodes is defined
the distance between the nodes is significantly smaller at early stage. Vice
versa, if the distance between the nodes is constant, the number of nodes
at early stages is quite small and thus the resolution significantly lower as
for a fixed number of nodes. Since the length of the prediction horizon is
limited a fixed number of nodes with high resolution in early stages was
selected.
In order to analyse the impact of the prediction horizon and of the
number of discrete nodes a part of arbitrary selected DC was optimised.
The DP algorithm was executed with six different numbers of discrete
grid node. The execution starts with ten discrete nodes per state, an in-
crement of ten and a final number 60 discrete nodes was configured. For
the prediction horizon three different intervals were selected. Figure 6.17
(a) depicts the required simulation time an a test machine related to the
number of discrete nodes and to the length of the prediction horizon. Fig-
ure 6.17 (b) depicts the results. In order to guarantee comparability the
cost are scaled to represent the final cost after Stage ten. An exponential
dependency of the required calculation time can be identified. In contrast
the length of the prediction horizon causes a linear offset.
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Figure 6.17: (a) Computational burden related to the grid size and pre-
diction horizon P. (b) Estimated cost related to related to the grid size
and prediction horizon P. (c) SC voltages for different number of discrete
state grid and a prediction horizon P = 10s. (d) SC voltages for different
number of discrete state grid and a prediction horizon P = 50s.
Figures 6.17 (c) and (d) depict the optimal SC voltage trajectory with
different numbers of state nodes and two different prediction horizons. It
can be seen that the results of the long horizon are equal to the one of the
short term prediction. Thus, the short prediction horizon of 10 s can be
applied. The cost depicted in Figure 6.17 (b) imply that the minimum cost
are achieved with a comparably small number of 20 discrete grid nodes
per state variable. Nevertheless, even with the small number of discrete
state nodes and the short prediction horizon of 20 s, the required time to
solve the DP algorithm is in the range of 40 s. In summary can be stated
that due to the high computational burden the two dimensional approach
to solve the MPC control problem, can not be implemented in real time.
Nevertheless, the discussed concepts and methods are essential in order
to derive a novel two level predictive MPC EMS approach.





























Figure 6.18: Schematic representation of the implemented concept of the
predictive EMS scheme using a two level MPC.
6.6. TWO STAGE MULTI-LEVEL MODEL PREDICT-
IVE CONTROL
In the previous section the high computational burden of the DP algorithm
was discussed. However, the calculation time rises with the horizon length
and exponentially with the system order and the number of inputs. Thus,
for long prediction horizons, frequent updates of the MPC are not pos-
sible. A promising solution is to separate the MPC into two or more
control levels, by dividing responsibilities between the different control
layers, based on horizon length, update frequency, sampling interval or
system states. To use a multi-level MPC is an efficient approach to control
the powertrain of a HEV, examples are discussed in [31] and [300]. Bi-
level approaches which combine an EMS and an optimal velocity control
are also presented, [301] or [302]. In [275] a 2-level MPC for the com-
bined energy management and velocity control of a HEV is discussed.
The underlying concept of all multi-level DP approaches is to reduce the
computational burden by either an independent evaluation of the different
state variables or by the adaptation of the required grid resolution related
to the given task.
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An essential benefit of the given HES is the fact that the BAT SoC
solely depends on the BAT current and neither on the FC current nor dir-
ectly on the disturbance. In contrast, the SC voltage is defined by the
BAT and the FC current as well as by the disturbance. Based on the im-
plemented method to successively solve the two state DP, described in the
previous section, an independent iterative estimation of the optimal SoC
and SC voltage trajectory is possible. The SoC trajectory can be optim-
ised based on the BAT related cost. Since the the BAT current also has
an impact on the SC voltage, the disturbance and BAT current related FC
current has to be determined and considered when the transition cost are
determined. Otherwise, a SC voltage outside the operational borders is
possible. The result of this optimisation stage are the optimal SoC path
and the corresponding BAT and FC current trajectory, which are com-
bined to create an optimal current ratio trajectory. In a parallel stage the
optimisation of the SC voltage can be executed. Since the BAT current
has also an impact, the FC current is not directly determined, instead an
combined equivalent generator power is optimised. In this stage the cost
for SC voltage deviation as well as the hydrogen consumption and the FC
degradation are minimised. In a final fusion stage, the FC and the BAT
current can be derived based on the generator power and the optimal BAT
and FC current ratio.
Figure 6.18 depicts the parallel two level MPC approach. The predic-
tion module works similar like the one described in the single level MPC.
Based on the measured states and inputs as well as the information of the
electronic horizon and the prediction of the future disturbance, extremal
states and the reduced state space are determined. In two parallel executed
DP processes the optimal SoC and the SC voltage trajectory are determ-
ined. Based on the optimal SoC, the BAT and the FC current ratio can
be specified. In the second stage the optimal SC voltage with the related
equivalent generator power are estimated. In the final stage both results
are combined and the specific BAT and FC current are determined. In this
section the implemented two stage MPC is going to be discussed. In the
beginning, the determination of the optimal SoC and the corresponding
FC and SC trajectory is presented. Therefore, the related SoC cost func-
tion as well as the estimation of the required cost factors are introduced.
In the next part the optimisation of the SC voltage and the related cost
function are discussed. Finally, the fusion stage that determines the FC
and the BAT currents is presented.
To estimate the optimal SoC, a forward oriented DP algorithm, similar
to the one discussed for the combined MPC, was used. In contrast, since
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only one state variable is optimised, a one dimensional state grid has to
be evaluated. Nevertheless, the successive evaluation of all discrete state
nodes that starts with the second stage and processes forward in time,
is outlined. At each node all transitions from all valid predecessors to
the current state node have to be analysed. In order to evaluate these
transitions, the cost to go from the specific predecessor to the current
node, plus the cumulated cost of the predecessor are determined. After
all valid predecessor cost are estimated, the one with the minimum cost
to go is stored. This node is considered to be the optimal path to the
specific node. Additionally to the costs, the optimal predecessor and the
corresponding inputs are also stored. In the next stage the stored costs can
be recursively used in order to determine the cost to go for that stage.
A predecessor is valid if the SoC value can be reached from without
violating the BAT’s maximum and minimum current. The SoC transition
related BAT current can be determined based on the inverse system model,
which was introduced in Section 6.3. In the optimal case, the deviation of
the SC voltage is zero. This is guaranteed when the sum of BAT and FC
output power is equal to the disturbance. Based on that assumption, a BAT
current related FC current can be estimated. Nevertheless, not in all cases
this equilibrium can be established. For example the recuperated power
can exceed the maximal BAT charging capacity. Thus, a power deviation
is also determined and evaluated. With the inputs, the state value and the
predecessor cost, the cost to go to the evaluated discrete state node can
be determined. If this is executed recursively, a cost to go grid for all
state nodes is created. Because all optimal predecessors are also stored,
an optimal path can be extracted. The node with minimum cost to go of
the final stage determines the end of the optimal state trajectory.
With the stored predecessors, the path can be reconstructed in a back-
ward oriented process, going from each optimal predecessor to the next.
The result is the optimal state and input trajectory.
jSoC =∆SoHBat · CBat + CH2 · iFC + CdP · dP
+ (SoC · Cm,Bat + Cb,Bat) · iBat
(6.46)
To determine the cost to go of a specific state node, related to the ac-
tual state and the corresponding inputs a cost function is required. Equa-
tion 6.46 summarises the SoC related state transition cost. The degrad-
ation of the BAT is considered via the reduction of the SoH (∆SoHBAT)
and the cost of the BAT (CBAT). The hydrogen consumption cost are
determined similar to the one discussed for the combined one level DP
approach (CH2, iFC). The equivalent BAT energy cost is evaluated based
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on a SoC related BAT cost factor and the BAT current. The SoC related
factor linearly depend on the SoC, expressed with a factor (Cm,BAT) and
an offset (Cb,BAT). Both cost factors, CBAT, which used to determine the
cost related to the BAT degradation, as well as CH2, that expresses the hy-
drogen consumption related cost, are determined with regards to the fixed
market prices. The FC degradation cost are considered via an CH2 offset,
which is discretely varied between CHP, CLP and zero related to the FC
output current. Similar to Section 6.5, these factors are determined based
on [24].
Since the SoC variation as well as the energy taken from the BAT
shall both be accounted, the related cost function term depends on both,
SoC and the BAT current. The underlying concept can be described as
follows, with a decreasing SoC, the cost for discharging increases and the
one for charging decreases proportional to the SoC. Vice versa, if the SoC
is high the cost for discharging are low and for charging are high. Because
for an SoC above the reference SoC an inverse behaviour is required, two
different linear functions are determined. For a SoC which is below the
reference, the cost factor linearly increases with a decreasing SoC. In that
case, a positive discharging current in combination with this cost factor
cause positive cost. Consequently, if the BAT is charged, indicated by a
negative current, the cost become negative and thus charging is favoured.
However, the SoC is above the reference a reverse characteristic is re-
quired, if the SoC increases discharging has to be in favour and charging
has to cause high positive cost. Therefore, the linear factors are defined in
order estimate cost which decrease linearly with an increasing SoC. The
linear factors and the offsets of both linear equations are determined with
regards to the cost for hydrogen.
In order to determine the required parameter that describes the cost for
an SoC above the reference, it was assumed that the operation cost of 95 %
charged BAT, which is charged with the maximum charge current, are
equal to the hydrogen cost caused by an FC which generates the similar
output power. Vice versa, to determine the required parameter used in the
case the SoC is below the reference, it was assumed that the operation
cost of 45 % charged BAT that is discharge with the maximum discharge
current shall be equal to the cost caused by a FC which supplies the same
power. The linear factor which is used to account for the power deviation
(CdP) was determined based on the precondition that the not supplied or
not recuperated energy has to be substituted by hydrogen. Based on the
mass related hydrogen price, the cost per kWh electrical energy which
generated based on hydrogen can be estimated.
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Figure 6.19: (a) Optimal SoC trajectory for an exemplary DC segment.
(b) Power trajectory of the disturbance (PM), FC power (PFC), BAT
power (PBAT) and power deviation (dP) for an exemplary DC segment.
Figure 6.19 depicts the results of the SoC DP algorithm for an exem-
plary DC segment. The optimal SoC trajectory is displayed in Figure 6.19
(a). The motor power demand as well as the FC and the BAT power are
depicted in Figure 6.19 (b). In the first 10 s, the BAT is discharged, as
soon as the power demand gets negative, the BAT power changes to char-
ging. In the end of the trip the BAT is slightly discharged at low power.
Over the complete trip the FC supplies the largest share of the demand
and follows the motor power. The example shows that for the predicted
short horizon the DP ensures that the operation limits are guaranteed.
In a parallel stage, the SC voltage is optimised. The forward oriented
optimisation is executed with the target to estimate the optimal SC voltage
trajectory and the required generator power under a given disturbance.
Since both the BAT and the FC contribute to the power equilibrium that
determines the SC voltage deviation, both sources are summarised as one
generator. Because in this case only one input has to be considered, the
complexity and computational burden of the DP is significantly reduced.
The concept of the applied forward DP is similar to the one applied for
the SoC optimisation. In this stage the cost to go for all valid prede-
cessor are also successively determined. Again the optimal transition is
defined by the predecessor with the minimum cost to go to the specific
node under evaluation. With Equation 6.47 an equation that is capable to
determine the maximum and the minimum valid predecessor for a specific
node is derived. The maximum predecessors can be derived if the max-
imal BAT charging power and zero FC power is assumed. Consequently,
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Figure 6.20: Cost factor related to the deviation of the SC voltage.
the minimum predecessor results if the maximum FC and maximum BAT
discharging power is applied.
VSC(k + 1) = VSC(k)−
Z − PBAT − PFC
CSC
(6.47)
The input that corresponds to a specific SC voltage transition can in
this case be estimated based on the inverse control oriented model, which
was also introduced in Section 6.3. The required Equation 6.48 can be
derived from Equation 6.47. The SC voltage transition is expressed by
the state node (VSC(k+1)) and the predecessor (VSC(k)), the generator
power is the sum of FC and the BAT power.
PGen = CSC · VSC(k) · (VSC(k + 1)− VSC(k)) + Z (6.48)
Finally with the predecessors and the related inputs, the cost to go of
all valid transitions to a specific state node can be determined. Similar
to the SoC optimisation, the state transition with the minimum cost is the
optimal one. Again, the stored cost as well as the input and the optimal
predecessor are stored and recursively used in the next stage. After the
complete grid is evaluated, the optimal SC voltage path can be determined
if path of optimal predecessors is followed backward to the first stage of
the prediction horizon. Again the node with the minimum cost at the final
stage characterises the optimal final state. The optimal predecessors of
that optimal final state define the optimal path.
The cost function which is used to evaluate the transition costs is given
as Equation 6.49. In order to estimate the cost related to the energy con-
sumption of the generator power, it was assumed that PGEN is completely
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supplied by the FC. Thus, the FC degradation costs (CHP, CLP) and the
fix hydrogen consumption cost (CH2) define the cost related to the input.
jSC = ‖PGEN‖ · CH2 + CVSC (6.49)
Because the specific SC voltage has a significant impact on the per-
formance of the complete HES and thus on the performance of the electric
drive, not only the input costs, but costs directly related to the state tra-
jectory are also considered. Since both positive and negative deviations of
the SC voltage shall cause costs, two linear equations were defined. Fig-
ure 6.20 depicts the results of both linear cost factor functions for a SC
voltage sweep. The parameters of the functions were determined based
on the assumption that a SC voltage deviation of 5 V shall result in the
same cost as the hydrogen cost at maximum FC output power. This nar-
row band of 10 V ensures that the SC voltage is within the input voltage
range of the motor inverter at all times.
In order to analyse the performance of the DP algorithm used to op-
timise the SC voltage, two different exemplary DC segments were optim-
ised. The selected example is characterised by an acceleration process
with a maximum power demand of 100 kW, the second segment is dom-
inated by regular driving at medium power demand as well as a breaking
event that results in a negative power demand which should be recuper-
ated.
The results of both examples are depicted in Figures 6.21 (a)until (d).
Figure 6.21 depicts the results of the acceleration example. In (a) the
power demand (PM) and the equivalent generator power (PG) is depicted,
in (b) the optimal SC voltage are illustrated. It can be seen that the op-
timal case is characterised by an equilibrium of generation and demand.
This equlibrium lead to a constant SC voltage, with no deviation. In the
recuperation example, see Figure 6.21 (c) and (d), the optimal case is
characterised by maximum recuperation. The depicted results show that
in order to maximise the recuperated energy, the SC is used as a buffer to
overcome the limited BAT charging capability. Prior to the recuperation
phase, that starts at 6 s, the SC voltage is reduced and the BAT charged.
As soon as the power demand gets negative, the BAT is charged and the
SC voltage increases. This allows to maximise the recuperation. The
overcharging of the SC to 255 V enables to supply the next acceleration
process, which occurs at 18 s, to be supplied by SC energy. After 20 s the
power equilibrium is restored and the generator supplies the load.
After both parallel DP stages are executed, the final FC and BAT cur-
rents can be estimated. In order to determine the final optimal input tra-
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Figure 6.21: (a) Generator and motor power acceleration example. (b)
Optimal SC voltage trajectory acceleration example. (c) Generator and
motor power recuperation example. (d) Optimal SC voltage trajectory
recuperation example.
jectory the results of both stages have to be combined. Because the SC
voltage has the most significant impact, the results of the SC voltage op-
timisation has to be emphasised over the one of the SoC optimisation.
This was realised in the final merge stage. To guarantee the optimal SC
voltage trajectory, the sum of the combined power is equal to the estim-
ated generator power. The power share between FC and BAT is oriented
at the results of the SoC optimisation. As long as the estimated gener-
ator power is positive, respectively power has to be supplied, the sum of
the BAT and the FC output power has to be equal to the generator power.
The ratio of the FC to the BAT output power, which are estimated dur-
ing the SoC optimisation, defines the distribution of the reference power.
The related FC output power can be determined based on the difference
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Figure 6.22: (a) Optimal SoC and resulting SoC after the merge stage. (b)
Optimal SC voltage and resulting SC voltage after the merge stage.
of the generator and the BAT power. Equations 6.51 and 6.52 summar-
ises the power references for a positive power demand. In the case that
the BAT power is zero, the final BAT reference power is also zero and
the FC supplies the complete generator power. If the generator power is
negative, which means that energy has to be recuperated, the BAT output
power reference is set to the negative generator power and the FC output
reference to zero.




PFC,ref = PG − PBAT,ref (6.51)
(6.52)
Figure 6.22 depicts the optimal state trajectories and the results of the
merge stage. It can be seen that the reference SoC is close to the optimal
one. While in the optimal case the BAT is in general discharged faster, the
merged results show a smaller overall discharge rate. Only in the first 4 s
the reference SoC decreases stronger than the optimal one. The reference
SC voltage is close to the optimal trajectory, only between t1 = 4 s and t2
= 4 s a deviation of 1 V occur. Because a MPC applies only the first input
values to the actuators, this deviation can be neglected.
In order to test and evaluate the performance of the developed pre-
dictive optimal EMS scheme, the scheme was implemented based on
the Matlab® technical computation environment and simulated on the
Matlab® Simulink® based virtual test bench introduced in Chapter 3.
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Table 6.2: Simulation results for DP based EMS
Criterion MF MD RF RD UF UD
ηsystem [%] 53.7 53.8 51.6 53.0 53.8 62
SoCmax [%] 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0
SoCmin [%] 55.9 58.8 65.9 58.7 70.0 58.0
USC, max [V] 305.0 293.8 304.6 302.0 294.4 310
USC, min [V] 193.8 207.2 200.6 201.0 216.2 221.2
PFC,mean [kW] 37.5 25.2 26.5 20.3 18.9 15.7
EBat,mean [kWh] 1.24 1.62 1.27 0.96 0.63 1.12
nH2 [kg 100 km−1] 1.30 1.21 0.82 0.67 0.80 0.74
FCmax [s] 40 41 26 10 11 11
FCmin [s] 120 332 278 203 231 298
All functional modules were implemented as Matlab® functions. The
single functions were than combined in order to form the control scheme
depicted in Figure 6.18. To guarantee a sampling interval of 1 s, the com-
plete EMS scheme was executed in a simulation time controlled subsys-
tem. In order to test the DP algorithm under the same condition as the
standard EMS schemes, the test cases described in Section 3.1 were used
as test DCs.
Table 6.2 depicts the results of the evaluation of the two stage DP
EMS scheme. Since the applied test procedure is similar to the one out-
lined in Chapter 5, which was used to evaluate the state of the art EMS
approaches, the same evaluation criteria were used in order to assess the
performance of the novel DP EMS. In contrast to the standard EMS
schemes, in most test cases the DP control is capable to use the BAT
more efficiently. Clear indicators are the lower average SoC and the low
overall BAT energy equilibrium deviation (EBat,mean). The low minimum
SoC indicates that during one test scenario the BAT highly contributes to
the overall energy supply. Even while the BAT is significantly discharged,
the low overall BAT energy reduction (EBat,mean) proves that the BAT is
also regularly charged. The higher BAT usage leads to two beneficial ef-
fects, one is the higher overall efficiency and the second is that high FC
power fluctuations are also reduced.
The average maximum and minimum SC voltage indicates that the
SC usage is also significantly higher than for the standard schemes. This
high SC utilisation enables to operate the FC and the BAT more often in
optimal operation regions, which minimises both hydrogen consumption
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Figure 6.23: (a) FC power for ECMS and DP EMS approaches in an
exemplary interval of the Artemis 130MW DC. (b) BAT power for ECMS
and DP EMS approaches in an exemplary interval of the Artemis 130MW
DC.
and the degradation of the components. The essential advantage is that not
the current power demand, but the energy required to ensure that the state
variables are within the operation limits, is provided. The improvements
of the presented EMS scheme can clearly be seen when it comes to the
hydrogen consumption. Only in motorway driving scenarios the ECMS
approach achieves a lower consumption rate, in all other driving scen-
arios the DP approach has the lowest consumption rates. Furthermore,
the operation intervals when the FC provides non optimal low and high
power are significantly reduced. This proves that the new two stage DP
control approach also induce the lowest FC degradation, only the ECMS
approach operates the FC under comparable optimal conditions.
Figure 6.23 (a) depicts the FC power trajectory of the ECMS and the
one of the DP approach for an exemplary interval of the Artemis MW130
DC. Since the ECMS showed best performance in the evaluation outlined
in Chapter 3, it was selected as performance measure to evaluate the DP
approach. The depicted interval was selected because it contains both
high acceleration rates as well as medium velocity and thus high power
peaks as well as medium power demand. In the depicted trajectories,
two significant differences can be derived. Both, the maximum as well
as the derivative of the DP generated FC power are lower than the one
determined by the ECMS scheme. While the ECMS controlled FC has
to follow steep power transitions, the FC output power defined by the
DP approach is characterised by stepwise transitions. These steps ensure
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smooth power transients and limit the maximum FC power transients, this
guarantees a minimum FC degradation.
Figure 6.23 (b) depicts the BAT power generated by both control
schemes in the same DC interval. While in the ECMS controlled sys-
tem the BAT power changes frequently direction and amplitude, these
changes occur in the DP controlled system scheme less frequently. Ad-
ditionally these changes are executed as stepwise transitions. Both power
trajectories, FC and BAT, indicate that high frequent changes as well as
the maximum derivatives are limited and thus component degradation is
also limited. In summary can be stated that the presented two stage op-
timal DP based MPC control approach is capable to both minimise the
energy consumption as well as the degradation of the FC and of the BAT.
Due to the two stage parallel approach the computation time required to
solve both DP procedures was reduced from 40 s to under 250 ms.
The time required to solve the optimisation of the SoC is 147 ms,
the one required to solve the optimisation of the SC voltage 70 ms. The
calculation times were determined for a prediction horizon of 25 s and
a SoC grid with 25 nodes per time step and 50 discrete nodes per stage
for the SC voltage grid. The algorithm was executed based on Matlab®
working on an Intel® Core™ i7-4770 and 16 GB main memory. Thus,
a real time execution with a sampling interval of 1 s is possible. Further
improvements are expected if the discussed approach is implemented on
an embedded micro-controller system.
6.7. SUMMARY
In this chapter the predictive optimal control of a FHEV was discussed.
Based on the analysis and evaluation of the standard EMS schemes out-
lined in Chapter 5, the need for a predictive optimal approach was de-
rived. The related literature emphasises that a MPC oriented approach is
the most suitable one [17, 31, 149, 272, 274]. The central objective to
minimise the hydrogen consumption and the degradation of the BAT and
the FC is characterised by a constrained non-linear optimisation problem,
which was solved based on DP. A key drawback of the DP algorithm is
its exponential dependency of the computational burden on the number of
states and inputs. In order to overcome this challenge, a novel two stage
DP approach which optimises the SoC and the SC voltage in parallel was
developed and implemented. The underlying concept of the developed ap-
proach is to separately optimise the BAT SoC and the SC voltage. When
both state variables are optimised in two separate DP algorithms, the spe-
cific system order is reduced to one and the computational burden of the
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single DP procedure is significantly be reduced. In this chapter a com-
prehensive overview of the required background regarding MPC and DP
concepts are given. Additionally, a control oriented inverse system model
as well as a disturbance model are introduced.
In a first step the development of a combined DP approach capable
to optimise both state variables is discussed, based on this single stage
approach the two stage concept is derived and the implementation of the
novel approach presented. Because the underlying control scheme of the
predictive EMS was implemented as a MPC controller, the chapter starts
with introducing the concept and basics of a MPC control scheme. After
the receding horizon concept and the optimisation problem that arises
from the MPC concept were introduced, DP as powerful mathematical
tool capable to find the global optimal of a constraint non-linear optimisa-
tion problems was discussed. The analysis of standard backward oriented
DP approaches proves that a forward oriented DP algorithm offers signi-
ficant advantage. An essential benefit is that neither interpolation of inputs
nor of states between different nodes of the discrete state and input space
is required. Based on the theoretical discussion of the forward oriented
DP it is derived that both a load demand and driving prediction as well as,
a control oriented inverse system model is required. The prediction of the
future load and velocity trajectory was realised with an electronic horizon.
Because in a forward oriented approach the inputs are determined based
on specified deviations of the states, an inverse model was also required.
Based on this inverse system description corresponding inputs which
are related to defined states deviation can be estimated. In Section 6.3 and
6.4 both concepts are discussed. In the next Section 6.5 the development,
implementation and test of a combined DP based MPC is presented. Be-
cause of the high computational burden and the long processing time, the
test proves that this single stage approach can not be applied to real sys-
tems. Finally, in the last section the development and evaluation of a two
stage approach is discussed. A schematic representation of the novel two
stage DP can be found in Figure 6.18. The evaluation was done based on
the virtual test bench presented in Chapter 3. The results prove that both
energy consumption as well as degradation enhancing operation condi-
tion are minimised. Additionally the execution time was also reduced, so
that a implementation in a real time system can be outlined.
The developed two stage approach is executed in different consecutive
steps. Each sampling interval starts with the measurement of the states,
inputs and the disturbance. Based on the current states and inputs, in
combination with a driving condition prediction based on an electronic
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Two Stage MPC EMS
Figure 6.24: Overall hydrogen consumption rates for the different EMS
approaches and simulated DCs.
horizon, the future load demand and the maximum and minimum future
states and inputs are estimated. These extremal states and inputs allow
to determine two reduced discrete state grids. These grids correspond to
discrete representations of the SoC and the SC voltage. In two parallel
forward DP procedures the optimal paths through the discrete state grids
are determined. Therefore, in each stage for all discrete state nodes the
cost to go are estimated. The cost to go results from the sum of cost to go
of the predecessor and the cost related to the state transition. Based on the
inverse system model described as in Section 6.3, the inputs to a specific
state variation are determined. In combination with the cost function the
related cost can estimated. After all discrete nodes are evaluated for all
stages, the optimal trajectory can be extracted with a backward oriented
recursion which follows the path with minimum cost to go. Finally, in
a last step, the two different sets of optimal inputs which result from the
two independently determined optimal state trajectories are merged and
the optimal actuator reference is determined.
The key measures to evaluate the performance of the presented EMS
strategy are the hydrogen consumption, the BAT degradation and the op-
eration induced degradation of the FC. A comparison with the results of
the standard EMS evaluation discussed in Chapter 5, points out the signi-
ficant improvements and contribution offered by the two stage multi-level
MPC in relation to state of the art EMS strategies. Figure 6.24 shows the
hydrogen consumption rates for the evaluated driving scenarios and the
EMS strategies under test. The depicted results illustrate the reduction
of the hydrogen consumption especially for rural as well as urban driving
which can be achieved in the case the discussed two level MPC is applied.
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Table 6.3: Performance indicators for all EMS strategies under test.
Criterion Fuzzy PI State ECMS Two Stage
Control Control Machine MPC
ηsystem [%] 50.7 52.8 49.9 52.9 54.7
∆SoCmax [%] 3 4 3 13 18
EBat,mean [kWh] 1.2 1.3 2.2 2.9 1.1
DegFC [s kW−1] 3.3 35.5 8.3 83 11
nH2 [kg 100 km−1] 1.63 1.57 1.65 1.59 0.93
In contrast to the consumption rate, there is no clear measure to rate
the reduced degradation of the components. Table 6.3 summarises per-
formance criteria as mean values over all simulated driving scenarios. A
measure for the static degradation cost of the FC can be derived based
on the time in low and high load condition related to the mean FC power
(DegFC). The index expresses the ratio of the FC in harmful operation
condition to optimal operation points. The FC degradation caused by
dynamic load changes for standard EMS was evaluated in Figure 5.13.
The depicted results indicate that both the state machine as well as the
Fuzzy controller cause high dynamic load changes and power transients
and thus high FC dynamic FC degradation. Hence, combining both meas-
ures (static operation points and dynamic load changes), the presented
two stage DP EMS cause the lowest overall FC degradation. The BAT us-
age can be summarised based on the SoC deviation and the energy trans-
ferred. Even while the two level MPC shows a high SoC deviation, the
energy transferred is lowest. Which means that in total less SoC cycles
are passed and thus less BAT degradation encountered.
In terms of computational burden, the processing time of the DP pro-
gram for a specific stage is the key measure. Figure 6.17 depicts the
required computation time for the discussed standard one stage DP ap-
proach related to the number of discrete nodes and the prediction horizon.
For a prediction horizon of 25 s and 25 nodes per time step the single
stage approach can be solved in 1800 s. In contrast, the two stage ap-
proach which split the DP program into two parallel first order systems
can be solved in 200 ms. Thus, the presented two level approach enables





In general FC (Fuel Cell) based vehicles show significant advantages
compared to a BEV (Battery Electric Vehicle) or ICV (Internal Com-
bustion Engine Vehicle): they do not depend on depleting fossil fuels,
do not produce harmful emission, can be refuelled fast, the energy dens-
ity of a FC based storage is high and the waste heat generated by the
FC can be used to support the heating of the vehicle’s passenger com-
partment. In total, these advantages enables a FHEV (Fuel Cell Hybrid
Electric Vehicle) to drive longer distances and cause that the operation
of a FHEV is closer to the costumer mobility patterns so far dominated
by ICVs. Nevertheless, FCs have to face some drawbacks. The limited
power dynamics of the FC and the lack to store recuperated energy while
breaking have to be named. FHEV powered by a combination of a FC, a
BAT (Battery), and a SC (Super Capacitor) are capable to overcome these
limitations. The underlying concept of a FHEV is to make best use of
the specific benefits of the different energy sources in order to overcome
the drawbacks of the single technologies. Unfortunately, a FHEV also
has some drawbacks, especially these are the cost, the uncertain durabil-
ity and the spare refuel infrastructure, which yet have prevented FHEVs
from being competitive with ICEs. Nevertheless, economics of scale and
technological advances will lead to reduced costs. [3] proved that for a
large scale deployment of FHEV, the costs required to implement a suf-
ficient infrastructure are below the infrastructure costs for a comparable
high BEV market share. One essential aspect that can have a significant
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effect on the performance and contributes to increase the durability of the
FC of the vehicle as a whole, is the EMS.
The key objective of the presented work was to develop an optimal
operation concept of a FHEV, which is capable to both minimise the hy-
drogen consumption as well as the degradation of the BAT and of the FC.
Since the operation characteristic, the operation temperature as well as the
specific operation scenario have a significant impact on the performance
and degradation of the system, all three aspects have to be considered.
The solutions discussed in this work approach both. These are an EMS
which controls the power distribution and operation states of the indi-
vidual sources as well as a TMS (Thermal Management System) which is
capable to guarantee the optimal operation temperatures of the compon-
ents and to support the heating of the passenger compartment by reuse of
the FC’s waste heat.
Evaluation and test always requires test cases. Because the driving
scenario has an important impact on the performance of a FHEV, repres-
entative test cases which were generated based on real world driving data
were used as test scenarios. The required driving data was gathered with a
smartphone application which record data from the smartphone’s internal
GPS sensor. In total over 500 different trips were recorded and used to
generate the required test cases. In order to identify three basic drive scen-
arios (motorway driving, rural and urban), a feature set was configured.
The identification of the specific driving scenario was realised based on
FCM (Fuzzc c-means Clustering). A second FCM was used to subdivide
the three sets, each in two different clusters representing dense traffic and
free flow. In order to be able to test the developed EMS approach, a test
bench based on a forward oriented physical model which includes the
vehicle’s forward dynamic as well as the components of the HES (hybrid
Energy System), was implemented. The required power capacities of the
motor and the individual power sources were determined based on literat-
ure as well as drivability constraints. The parameters which describe the
configuration of the modelled power train were solely determined based
on data sheets. A laboratory scaled version of the hybrid power system
was configured and used to validate the developed models.
In the second part a TMS was developed. The first step was the devel-
opment of a suitable cooling loop topology as well as a control strategy.
After the system configuration was completed, a detailed physical math-
ematical model that integrates the fluid mechanics, the heat transfer, and
all relevant component was designed. Additionally, a hierarchical control
strategy to operate the thermal system was developed and implemented.
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The control approach contains sub controllers for each component which
were optimised for the specific operation state. A state machine governs
the overall operation of the system. The performance of the TMS was
validated based on the simulation model. The presented TMS is capable
to ensure optimal operation temperature for all components in all relevant
operation condition.
Prior to the development of the novel EMS (Energy Management Sys-
tem) scheme, standard EMS approaches were analysed. Therefore, the
most discussed control approaches (PI Control, State Machine, Fuzzy,
and ECMS) were implemented and tested. The evaluation was outlined
based on the virtual test bench introduced in Chapter 3. In summary can
be stated that both the high efficiency and the low hydrogen consumption
confirm that the ECMS (ηSystem = 52.8 % , nH2 = 1.57 kg 100 km−1) and
the PI (ηSystem = 52.8 %, nH2 = 1.57 kg 100 km−1 ) approach are the most
promising EMS schemes. Even if the evaluation shows that some of the
approaches, here especially the PI approach and the ECMS, show with
regards to the hydrogen consumption satisfying results, non approach is
capable to completely take the component degradation into account.
The evaluation of the standard EMS schemes clearly indicates the po-
tential for optimisation. In order to fill this gap, a MPC (Model Predictive
Control) in combination with a DP (Dynamic Programming) approach
was developed. The prediction of the future load and velocity trajectory
was realised with an electronic horizon. Since the recorded test cases con-
tain only the vehicle velocity and the road inclination, the prediction of
the electronic horizon was emulated based on the apriori known DC. Due
to its significant advantages, especially the fact that interpolation between
discrete point is not necessary, a discrete forward oriented DP approach
was implemented. The required inverse system model, that is capable
to determine the inputs based on state variations was derived with re-
gards to the models used to implement the virtual test bench. Since the
standard DP algorithm suffers from a high computational burden which
increases exponentially with the system order and with the number of in-
puts, a novel two stage approach based on DP was developed. Because
the BAT SoC (State of Charge) is an independent state variable and solely
depends on the BAT current, an independent DP based optimisation is
possible. Since the BAT current influences the SC voltage and the FC
current, this also has to be considered for the optimisation of the SoC.
The related cost functions include costs which account for the SoC de-
viation, the BAT as well as the FC current and the degradation of both
BAT and FC. The BAT related degradation costs are determined based
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on the reduction of the SoH (State of Health), whereas the costs with re-
gards to the FC degradation were directly derived from the FC current. In
a second parallel executed stage, the SC voltage is optimised. The res-
ults of this optimisation are the optimal voltage trajectory as well as an
optimal trajectory of a virtual generator power. In order to estimate the
costs caused by the generator power, it was assumed that this power is
solely generated based on the FC, respectively on hydrogen. Finally both
optimal trajectories are combined and the optimal input for the specific
time step is determined. In summary, a predictive optimal EMS based
on a MPC control scheme and a two stage DP approach that is capable
to minimise the hydrogen consumption and the components degradation
was presented and the implementation discussed.
It can be stated that the major objectives of this thesis were achieved.
In the detailed analysis of all relevant aspects of FHEV, outlined in Chapter
2, the specific operation characteristics of the components of a FHEV
were discussed. The operation conditions which induce and catalyse de-
gradation mechanism are identified and analysed in detail. Finally the
most suitable system topology and a conventional system design, both
electrical and thermal were outlined. In Chapter 2 a comprehensive sur-
vey of the technological challenges and opportunities offered by FHEV
was given. After an analysis of existing TMS was given, requirements
for efficient control of a FHEV were derived. Based on this analysis
the design of a suitable TMS system which guarantees optimal operation
temperatures and enables the reuse of waste heat for heating the passenger
compartment was presented. The model based implementation shows that
the TMS controlled by a hierarchical control system is capable to control
the operation temperatures of all components included in a FHEV. The
reuse of waste is also realised. The presented virtual test bench was used
to outline a detailed performance analysis of the most important state of
the art EMS schemes. Real world driving data was transferred to a set
of representative test cycles which enables to test the EMS schemes un-
der all driving scenarios. Finally the development of an energy optimal
predictive EMS which minimises both, the hydrogen consumption and
the component degradation was presented. The reduction of the applied
DP’s computational burden and processing time, was achieved by the de-
velopment of a two stage parallel optimisation approach. The presented
approach enables the application of DP for a two input second order sys-
tem and the optimisation in a reasonable processing time. Each of the
applied cost factors have been weighted based on a real component data
and commercial hydrogen costs. Since the total operation costs which
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include the costs caused by component degradation, are considered. The
real operation costs of the FHEV are minimised.
The analysis outlined in the beginning of this work shows that in the
wide field of operation condition which induce the degradation of a BAT,
overcharging, deep-discharge, excessive cycling as well as high and low
temperatures have the strongest impact. The analysis of FC degradation
mechanism proves that high cell potentials, frequent start-up and shut-
down, fuel starvation caused by high currents and current transients as
well as a high operation temperature and current cycling have a strong
negative effect. Thus, the EMS has to consider that these negative opera-
tions are avoided. The components operation temperatures are controlled
by the developed and implemented TMS. The presented simulation res-
ults indicates that the designed system is capable to solve the given task.
Exemplary, the warm up of the BAT as well as BAT radiator cooling were
analysed. Also the warm up of the FC through the waste heat of the
power electronic components and the cooling of the vehicle interior at an
environmental temperature of 30 ◦C are evaluated. In order to access the
performance of the standard EMS schemes, specific criteria were defined.
The simulation with the representative real world test DC (Drive Cycle)
shows that the ECMS as well as the PI control scheme are capable to op-
erate the FHEV under the lowest hydrogen consumption. The PI scheme
achieves an average hydrogen consumption rate of 1.57 kg 100 km−1, the
ECMS approach 1.58 kg 100 km−1. The novel optimal predictive EMS
control scheme was tested based on the same virtual test bench and with
the same test DC. The simulation results prove the superior performance
of the MPC control scheme. In the outlined tests, the predictive EMS was
capable to operate the FHEV with an average hydrogen consumption rate
of 0.8 kg 100 km−1. Whereas optimisation was achieved evenly over all
examined DC categories. Thus, related to the hydrogen consumption a
significant increase of the performance is proved. Especially in urban and
rural drive scenarios the novel approach shows significant advantages. A
clear indicator of the operation induced degradation of the FC is the time
the FC is operating under high or low power. In the group of standard
EMS schemes, the PI control shows the best results. The FC operates
in total 8 s at high power and 3099 s at low power. The DP approach
also shows a superior performance in this criteria, the FC controlled by
the DP approach in total 133 s at high power and 1462 s with low out-
put power. The power transients which result from the EMS scheme are
analysed based on the Artemis 130MW DC and compared to the results
of the ECMS approach. In comparison, the change of the BAT power,
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in both directions as well as power amplitude, occur less frequent for the
DP based EMS. A similar reduction of the FC power transients can be
noticed. In summary can be stated that the MPC control scheme limits
both high frequent changes as well as the maximum current derivatives
and thus also the degradation effects.
In conclusion, the work outlined in this thesis demonstrates that a
predictive optimal EMS implemented as a DP based MPC is suitable to
minimise in parallel the hydrogen consumption and the degradation of the
FC and BAT of a FHEV. Additionally, it was proven that a TMS based
on four different cooling loops is capable to guarantee optimal operation
temperatures of the component and that an integration of the FC waste
heat in the PCs heating is possible. Considering the achieved performance
with regards to the reduction of the hydrogen consumption rate as well
as operation condition that cause the reduction of the FC and the BATs
durability, the presented concept shows great potential to contribute to
the goal that FHEV become more competitive with current ICE and BEV
vehicles.
There are a number of recommendations for further research and ac-
tions on the matter. These can be separated into two major tasks. One
task is to integrate and implement the presented predictive optimal MPC
based on the two stage parallel DP as well as the presented TMS at real
hardware. The second central task is to utilise synergy effects which arise
if the TMS is integrated in the overall EMS control scheme. Even while
the simulation results show that the processing time was significantly re-
duced after the two stage DP approach was implemented. Nevertheless,
the application of the presented approach on a real hardware system is the
next step to further validate the concepts and the results discussed in this
thesis. In order to realise this implementation, the scaled hardware system
which was used to validate the component models is going to be extended.
So far, a multi-input DC-DC converter was developed and implemented
on a PCB. The developed DC-DC converter is capable to control the out-
put current of the FC and of the BAT. Thus, this converter is the optimal
actuator that is capable to realise the FC and BAT currents which are de-
termined by the EMS.
The control of the hardware test bench was realised as a model-based
control approach based on the National Instrument’s technical computa-
tion environment LabVIEWTM. With the model of the vehicle and the
electric drive, the power demand of the drive-train that follows a specific
DC is estimated. This power demand is scaled to the power reference of
the hardware. Finally, a DC load controlled by LabVIEWTM applies the
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determined power demand to the hardware system. In a further project the
developed MPC EMS is evaluated on this scaled hardware system. This
test and evaluation will prove that the presented approach is capable to be
implemented on a real time system and can be executed within a required
sampling interval of 1 s. After the validation based on the scaled hardware
test bench is successfully completed, the EMS has to be implemented on
an embedded system and integrated in real HES or vehicle power train.
To make best use of the developed TMS, it has to be included into
the EMS scheme. Different concepts are possible. So far the most prom-
ising approach is to add an additional DP stage. Because the discussed
TMS control system is used to follow predefined reference currents, the
proposed system can easily be integrated into a superior control structure.
The DP based MPC determines the optimal component temperatures and
the TMS follows the references. In this stage the operation temperatures
of the components are optimised. Therefore, an inverse simplified model
of the TMS has to be developed. The model has to be capable to determ-
ine the power demand of the TMS related to the change of the components
temperatures. A cost function which considers the component degrada-
tion related to a deviation of the specific component’s temperature from
the optimal temperature and the power demand caused by a desired tem-
perature change has to be developed. The costs which arise from the
energy demand of the TMS, can be assessed similarly to the assumption
used to optimise the SC voltage. If it is assumed that the demanded power
is solely supplied by the FC, the specific power demand related costs, can
be determined only based on a linear hydrogen consumption related cost
factor. Since so far the developed TMS was validated only based on a
model, the design and implementation of a hardware system is also re-
quired. The system shall be oriented at the proposed system topology
with four cooling loops. Since most of the required components are not
standard commercially available systems, the implementation of the TMS
is challenging. Thus it is planned to realise the hardware system as well
as a MPC based superior control in an additional research project.
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The assessment of the losses are the basis in order to derive the technical
requirements of the cooling loops and TMS of a FHEV. The components
are specified in Chapter 2.2. For a full-size car the required components
as well as the corresponding power losses and efficiency are summarised
in table A.2. The component efficiency were assumed based on stand-
ard literature. Since the TMS has to be capable to guarantee the optimal
operation temperatures at maximum power operation, for the system con-
figuration these worst power losses at maximum power are assumed.
Table A.2 summarises the required power losses which have to be
dissipated by the TMS. The metal hydride storage acts as an additional
heat sink, which can dissipate a heat of 10 MJ kg−1 [190, 303]. With
an energy density of 39.4 kW h kg−1, the energy dissipation of the metal
hydride storage is equal to 70.3 W kW−1. In accordance to the introduced
system topology, see 4.2, the FC radiator has to dissipate the heat of both,
Table A.1: Heat Sources
Component Efficiency Rated Power Power Loss
[%] [kW] [kW]
Electric Motor 95 100 5
Inverter 98 100 3
DC-DC Converter 95 100 5
BAT 90 4 0.4
FC 55 100 80
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Table A.2: Heat Sinks
Component Power Loss [kW]




the FC and the power electronics and the electric motor minus the heat
dissipated by the metal hydride storage. Equation A.1 summarises the
heat equilibrium.
Q̇FC,rad = Q̇FC + Q̇EM+Inv + Q̇DC−DC − Q̇MHS (A.1)
The air flow rate into the passenger compartment is specified by [193]
as 4 - 12 kg min−1, while it is specified that the outflow temperature has
to 5 - 10 ◦C below the ambient temperature. For a maximum ambient
temperature of 50 ◦C, the temperature, therefore, is to be cooled down to
45 ◦C. The required chiller power can be determined based on equation
A.2.
Pchill = cp,a · ṁa ·∆T (A.2)
With the determined maximum power losses, the required mass flow
rates and maximum temperature increase can be estimated. With an av-
erage heat capacity of 3.5 kJ kg−1 K and a maximum temperature rise of
5 ◦C the mass flow rates of the FC and BAT cooling loop can be determ-





The FC heat exchanger can be determined by the temperature dif-
ferences across the heat exchanger. For the operation in summer at max-
imum ambient temperature of 50 ◦C, it is considered that the inlet temper-
ature to the FC is 60 ◦C [188, 304]. The inlet temperature of the heat ex-
changer can be determined backwards through the fluid flow rate and the
power losses of the components, see equation ??. For the outlet temperat-
ure of the hot fluid, the maximum temperature is assumed which ensures
that the inlet temperature of the motor is at its maximum of 65 ◦C. The
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Table A.3: Recommended flow rate and inlet temperature of the high-
temperature components
Component Rated Flow Rates Maximum Inlet Temperature
[L min−1] [◦C]
Electric Motor 6 - 8 65
Inverter 6 - 8 65
DC-DC Converter >15 65
Table A.4: Flow rates, pressure loss and temperature increase in the high-
temperature circuit19
Component Flow rate Pressure loss Temperature rise
[kg min−1] [mbar] [K]
Electric Motor 0.1362 260.4 7.72
Inverter 0.1463 260.4 2.77
DC-DC Converter 0.2825 <800 3.72










Considering an inlet temperature of 60 ◦C into and 65 ◦C, resulting from
a maximum temperature deviation of 5 ◦C, out of the FC, the temperature
of the metal hydride storage can be determined as equation A.5.




The FC radiator is to dissipate 80 kW by enforcing a temperature devi-
ation of 5 ◦C. The recommended flow rates of the electric motor and
the converters are specified in the datasheet and summarized in table
A.3. Considering a maximum flow rate of 0.2825 kg min−1, the pres-
sure losses and the temperature increases can be calculated. The results
are summarised in table A.4
For the specification of the BAT’s heat exchanger, the inlet temper-
ature of the passenger compartment’s heat exchanger has to be specified
first. The passenger compartment’s heat exchanger is a counter-flow heat
exchanger. Due to the about three times higher heat capacity of the coolant,
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the inlet temperature of this heat exchanger’s coolant is assumed to be
5 ◦C – the minimum air temperature. For an optimal operation, the tem-
perature increase over this heat exchanger is determined to be 5 ◦C. The





For the definition of the fluid flow of the air conditioning pump, a max-
imum temperature deviation over the chiller of 5 ◦C was assumed. For a
dissipation capability of 8 kW, the coolant flow rate was determined to be
0.46 kg s−1.
The hot temperature as well as the BAT heat exchanger can be spe-
cified based on the inlet and outlet temperature as well as related to the
mass flow rate. Table A.6 summarises these parameter for both heat ex-
changer. In accordance to Section 4.3.3, the non-dimensional temperature























































With the values depicted in equation A.13 and A.14, the thermal transmit-
tance can be specified with equation A.15.
k1 ·A1 = k2 ·A2 = Ẇ1 ·N1 = Ẇ2 ·N2 (A.15)
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Table A.5: Summary of inlet and outlet temperature and mass flow rate of
the heat exchanger
Fluid Inlet Temperature Outlet Temperature Mass flow
[L min−1] [◦C] rate [kg s−1]
Hot fluid BAT 20 15 0.03
Cold fluid BAT 5 7.03 0.383
Hot fluid FC 70.16 61.28 0.2825
Cold fluid FC 59.4 60 4.5
Table A.6: Components’ pressure loss at measured and nominal flow rate
Component Pressure Loss Pressure Loss
(measured) [mbar] (nominal flow rate) [mbar]
BAT [305] 124 170.3
FC [304] 120 208
Inverter [306] 150 208
Motor [307] <400 <400
DC-DC [191] <200 <128
Metal Hydride <200 <182
For the specification of the BAT’s heat exchanger, the mass flows have
to be determined. The mass flow of the BAT’s coolant is specified to be
0.03 kg s−1. For an optimal temperature of 26 ◦C, the required inlet tem-
perature is assumed to be 15 ◦C [305]. The temperature rise was specified
to be 5 ◦C. The mass flow rate of the low temperature side was calcu-
lated as 0.383 kg s−1. The inlet temperature of the low-temperature side
is 5 ◦C, the outlet temperature is calculated as follows:




The pumps have to be configured in order to guarantee the specified
fluid flow rates. In order to determine the coolant pumps, the maximum
pressure loss of the components need to be calculated. Rough turbulent
flow is considered. Baehr and Stephan state that most liquid cooling con-
cepts are designed to be turbulent due the better heat transfer. No heat
exchangers have been designed or chosen so far. Thus values for the heat
exchangers and the radiator as assumed. The values have been chosen
similarly to the components where it was assumed that the pressure loss
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Table A.7: Pressure drop, mass flow rate and rated power of the pumps.
Pump Pressure Loss Mass flow rate Power
[mbar] [mbar] W
FC 914 4.5 350
Air condition 150 0.46 6.3
BAT 340 0.03 3
Power Electronics 1208 0.02825 31
is generally smaller. Fixed displacement pumps are chosen for the pumps.
The required power of each pump can be estimated based on the corres-
ponding mass flow rate and pressure drop. The required performance




Algorithm 1 Backward Oriented DP
1: procedure CALCBACK
2: j← Y.j . Initialise optimal predecessors
3: X← Y.x . Initialise optimal states
4: position← min(Y.j(P)) . Set predecessor at prediction horizon
5: for k = P : −1 : 2 do . For all stages
6: [IBat(k-1)]← Y.u(k,position,1) . Set optimal BAT current at stage k
7: [IFC(k-1)]← Y.u(k,position,2) . Set optimal FC current at stage k
8: position← X(k,position) . Set next optimal states
9: end for
10: return [IBat(1), IFC(1)] . Return input trajectory
11: end procedure
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Algorithm 2 Forward Oriented DP
1: procedure OPTPATH
2: for n = 1 : +1 : grid1 do . For all points in BAT state grid
3: IB ← InvBat(SoC(1,1,1),SoC(2,n,1)) . Determine BAT current from SOC deviation
4: for m = 1 : +1 : grid2 do . For all points in SC state grid
5: IFC ← InvSC(IB, SoC(1,1,1), VSC(1,1,1),VSC(2,n,m),Z(2))
. Determine FC current based on deviation of states and given IB
6: J(2,n,m)← CalcJ(SoC(2,n,m), VSC(2,n,m),IB,IFC)
. Determine cost for specific states and inputs
7: Y(2,n,m).u← [IB,IFC] . Store inputs
8: Y(2,n,m).x← [n,m] . Store predecessors
9: end for
10: end for
11: for k = 3 : +1 : P do . For all stages till prediction horizon
12: for n = 1 : +1 : grid1 do . For all points in BAT state grid
13: SoCmin ← detSoC(SoC(k,n,m),IBat,min(k)) . Determine minimum SoC
14: SoCmax ← detSoC(SoC(k,n,m),IBat,max(k)) . Determine maximum SoC
15: for l = 1 : +1 : grid1 do . For all points in BAT state grid
16: if SoC(k − 1, l, 1) ≥ SoCmin then . Check if predecessor is valid
17: if SoCmax ≥ SoC(k − 1, l, 1) then





22: for m = 1 : +1 : grid2 do . For all points in SC state grid
23: for p = 1 : +1 : grid1 do . For all points in BAT state grid
24: VSC,min ← detV(IFC,max, IB(p), ...
25: SoC(k-1,n,m),VSC(k,n,m),Z(k-1) . Determine minimum SC
voltage
26: VSC,max ← detV(IFC,min, IB(p), ...
27: SoC(k-1,n,m),VSC(k,n,m), Z(k-1) . Determine maximum SC
voltage
28: for o = 1 : +1 : grid1 do For all points in BAT state grid
29: IFC(o)← InvSC(IB(p), SoC(k-1,p,1),...
30: VSC(k-1,p,o), VSC(k,m,n), Z(k-1) ) . Determine IFC
31: j(o,p)← CalcJ(SoC(k,n,m), VSC(k,n,m),IB(p),IFC(p,o))
. Determine corresponding transition cost
32: end for
33: end for
34: X← min(j) . Store position of cost minimum
35: Y(k,n,m).x← [SoC(X), VSC(X)] . Store corresponding states
36: Y(k,n,m).u← [IBat(X), IFC(X)] . Store corresponding inputs
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Algorithm 3 Optimal Bat SoC
1: procedure OPTBAT
2: for n = 1 : 1 : grid do . For all points in BAT state grid at stage 2
3: IB(n)← InvBat(SoC(1,1),SoC(2,n)) . Determine IBAT from SoC deviation
4: [IFC(n), dP(n)]← CalcIfc(IB(n),SoC(1,1),Z(1)) . Determine corresponding IFC and
power deviation
5: J(2,n)← calcJB(SoC(2,1), IB(n), IFC(n), dP(n)) . Determine corresponding transition
cost
6: end for
7: for k = 3 : 1 : P do . For stages till prediction horizon
8: for n = 1 : 1 : grid do . For point in SoC grid
9: SoCmax ← detSoC(SoC(k,n),IBat,min(k)) . Determine maximum SoC
10: SoCmin ← detSoC(SoC(k,n),IBat,max(k)) . Determine minimum SoC
11: for nk1 = 1 : 1 : grid do . For point in SoC grid at predecessor stage
12: IB(nk1)← InvBat(SoC(k-1,nk1),SoC(k,n))
. Determine IBat based on SoC transition
13: [IFC(nk1), dP(nk1)]← CalcIfc(IB(nk1), SoC(k-1,nk1),Z(k-1))
. Determine IBat and dP based on SoC transition, IBAT and load
14: j(k,nk1)← J(k-1,nk1) + calcJB(SoC(k,1), IB(nk1), IFC(nk1), dP(nk1))
. Determine corresponding transition cost
15: end for
16: X← min(j) . Determine minimum transition cost
17: J(k,n)← j(k,X) . Store optimal cost at specific state
18: Y(k,n).x← SoC(X) . Store optimal SoC
19: Y(k,n).u← [IBat(X),IFC(X) . Store corresponding inputs
20: Y(k,n).j← j(X) . Store predecessor
21: end for
22: end for
23: returnY . Return result structure
24: end procedure
Algorithm 4 Backward SoC Path
1: procedure BACKSOC
2: j← Y.j . Initialise optimal predecessors
3: X← Y.x . Initialise optimal states
4: position← min(Y.j(P)) . Set predecessor at prediction horizon
5: for k = P : −1 : 2 do
6: [IBat(k-1)]← Y.u(k,position,1) . Set optimal BAT current at stage k
7: [IFC(k-1)]← Y.u(k,position,2) . Set optimal FC current at stage k
8: position← X(k,position) . Set next optimal states
9: end for
10: return[IBat, IFC] . Return input trajectory
11: end procedure
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Algorithm 5 Optimal Vsc
1: procedure OPTVSC
2: for m = 1 : 1 : grid do . For all points in SC state grid at stage 2
3: PGen(2,n)← VSC(1,1), VSC(2,n)) . Determine equivalent generator power
4: J(2,n)← calcJV(VSC(2,n), PGen(n)) . Determine corresponding transition cost
5: end for
6: for k = 3 : 1 : P do . For stages till prediction horizon
7: for n = 1 : 1 : grid do . For points in SC grid
8: VSC,max ← detVsc(VSC(k,m), IBat,min, 0, Z(k-1))
. Determine maximum SC voltage
9: VSC,min ← detVsc(VSC(k,m), IBat,max, IFC,max, Z(k-1))
. Determine minimum SC voltage
10: for mk1 = 1 : 1 : grid do . For points in SC grid at predecessor stage
11: PGen(k,mk1)← VSC(k-1,mk1), VSC(k,m)) . Determine dPGen based on VSC
deviation
12: j(mk1)← J(k-1,mk1) + calcJV(VSC(k,m), PGen(mk1))
. Determine corresponding transition cost
13: end for
14: X← min(j) . Determine minimum transition cost
15: J(k,m)← j(k,X) . Store optimal cost at specific state
16: Y(k,m).u← PGen(X) . Store dPGen
17: Y(k,m).j← j(X) . Store predecessor
18: end for
19: end for
20: returnY . Return result structure
21: end procedure
Algorithm 6 Backward Vsc Path
1: procedure BACKSOC
2: j← Y.j . Initialise optimal predecessors
3: X← Y.x . Initialise optimal states
4: position← min(Y.j(P)) . Set predecessor at prediction horizon
5: for k = P : −1 : 2 do
6: [PGen(k-1)]← Y.u(k,position,2) . Set optimal generator power at stage k
7: position← X(k,position) . Set next optimal states
8: end for





The BAT SoH model was derived based on [274] and [27]. Ebbesen et al.
describe the capacity loss of a lithium BAT with equation D.1. Thus, the
reduction of the cell capacity, ∆Q is the capacity reduction in percent, is
determined by c-rate, respectively by the cell current. The pre-exponential





Tcell is the lumped BAT temperature and A is the discharged ampere-hour
throughput, Ea is the activation energy and z the power-law-factor. [27]
used an empirical approximation in order to determine Ea:
Ea = 31700− 370.3 · c. (D.2)
M was determined by [27] based on an empirical measurement, table D.1
summarises the results related to the C-rate. In accordance to [274], the
end of life of an automotive BAT is defined by a capacity loss of 20 %.
With equation D.1 and D.2, the total discharge throughput Atot can be
Table D.1: Pre-exponential factor as a function of the C-rate [27].
C-rate 0.5 2 6 10
M 31630 21681 12934 15512
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The number of cycles (N) until the end of life of the BAT is reached,





Combining equation D.2 and D.5, result in an equation describing the
change of the BAT’s state of health, related to the BAT current.
∆SoHBAT =
iBAT (k) ·∆t
2 ·N(c, TC) ·Q
(D.5)
